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THESIS INTRODUCTION 

The thesis consists of five sections, each intended as bodies of work for publication in 

international journals.  Section E, published in Mineralium Deposita April 14th, 2010, resulted 

from discussions with Jeremy Richards in 2005 during a field trip to Boroo and Erdenet 

Mines in Mongolia that led to a collaboration with Ryan Morelli, Robert Creaser 

(University of Alberta) and Antonio Simonetti (University of Notre Dame) utilizing a new 

approach to dating gold mineralization employing rhenium-osmium sulfide geochronology.  

The author contributed 45 % of this section. 

 

Section A uses detailed work around the Homestake Mine (sections B, C, D and E) 

combined with regional traverses to interpret folds across the rest of the Black Hills uplift 

in South Dakota, USA.  The trends of regional folds around the competent Harney Peak 

Granite in the southern portion of the Black Hills are directly analogous to those resulting 

from partitioning deformation around rigid objects such as porphyroblasts.  The trends 

provide a direct connection to the orientations of structures preserved within garnet and 

staurolite porphyroblasts at the Homestake mine that allow integration of the history of 

fold development across the whole region.  This has considerable significance for the 

timing of emplacement of the Harney Peak plutonic complex.  This section provides a 

structural framework for the detailed work on the Homestake Mine region where the 

younger deformations that affected the Black Hills region are much more intensely 

developed.  The early history indicated by porphyroblasts, but lost in the matrix of schists 

at Homestake, can be seen 50 kms to the south in the regional folds.  Combining regional 

fold trends with quantitative orientation data from foliations preserved in porphyroblasts 

provided a very useful approach to resolving the complex structural geologic relationships 

across the whole region.  This approach could be used in any multiply deformed and 

metamorphosed terrain. 

 

Section B documents and describes the structural relationships on the surface around the 

Homestake Mine.  Relatively little modern structural work has been done at the Homestake 

Mine, considering the protracted 1876 to 2002 history of mining at the deposit, the very 

large amount of gold extracted and its worldwide significance as the ‘type’ deposit for 

carbonate-facies iron formation hosted gold mineralization.  For many years, gold 

mineralization was thought to be syngenetic strata-bound style and little structural work 
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was undertaken as the distribution of rock units in the mine area and region was well 

known.  Surface fieldwork revealed a deformation event with a gently dipping axial plane 

that controlled the location of where subsequent folds with sub-vertical axial planes formed 

directly associated with gold mineralization.  Without this flat lying event, similarly oriented 

pre-existing folds with sub-vertical axial planes would simply have intensified during later 

deformation.  Mineralization only developed where this flat lying event formed structural 

heterogeneities that led to local gaping, implosion and thus breccia vein development 

during the mineralizing deformation event.  The asymmetry of folds associated with this 

flat lying deformation changes across the mine from N to S suggesting that somewhere 

within the mine, parasitic coaxial folds that formed in its hinge controlled the location of 

orebodies.  This section documents the discovery of that deformation, using it to resolve 

several structural issues in interpreting the structural history of the mine. 

 

Section C documents the structural work from underground within the mine and interprets 

the development of orebodies from this data.  This section provides resolution for known 

ore ledge (plunging fold structure) and ore shoot geometries, in terms of the structural 

relationships that controlled their development and localization.  It demonstrates the key 

role of the deformation event with sub-horizontal axial planes in Section B and shows that 

three successive deformations control the location, gross trend and geometry of ore bodies 

within the Homestake Mine.  Mineralization during the last of these phases of deformation 

would not have formed without the two prior fold and foliation producing events.  Section 

C concludes with an innovative approach to exploration resulting from work presented 

herein that can be applied elsewhere in the region and in similar terrains worldwide. 

 

Section D documents unexpected aspects of structural and metamorphic development of 

rocks within the Homestake Mine.  These features were discovered by the microstructural 

work conducted on foliations in both the matrix and porphyroblasts.  The Homestake 

Mine is unusual in providing unparalleled exposure of a north-south striking, vertically 

orientated garnet isograd through the crust in workings to a depth of 2.5 kms below 

surface.  Isograds are generally thought of as gently to moderately dipping features.  The 

initial interpretation was that the garnet isograd had been rotated by deformations forming 

sub-vertical foliations to this steep orientation.  However, microstructural work using shear 

sense indicators revealed that rotation to this steep orientation was not a viable explanation.  
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Every deformation that could be documented, counting those in the matrix and those 

foliations that predate it (those preserved as inclusion trails in the garnet porphyroblasts 

that help define the isograd), show a west side up shear sense or coaxial strain.  The biotite 

zone lies on the west side of the garnet zone, yet east side up shear to rotate the garnet 

isograd to its sub-vertical orientation is not supported by these observations.  The data 

indicate that the garnet isograd formed sub-vertically and maintained this position through 

many deformations.  This section documents and interprets the significance of this 

research. 

 

Section E refines the timing of gold mineralization at Homestake Mine through the 

application of rhenium-osmium geochronology of ore-associated sulfide minerals relative 

to known tectonothermal events in the northern Black Hills.  Rhenium-osmium 

geochronology of common sulfide minerals is a technique that offers a theoretical means 

of directly dating many hydrothermal ore deposits in the Earth’s crust.  In practice, 

however, the successful application of this technique has historically been impeded by 

major analytical challenges.  This section utilized recent analytical developments that 

permitted precise and accurate isotopic measurements of the low concentrations of 

rhenium and osmium typical in many crustal sulfide minerals.  Arsenopyrite yielded a Re-

Os age of 1738 ± 8 Ma, consistent with existing age constraints for gold mineralization.  

This indicates that the Re-Os arsenopyrite chronometer is robust to at least 400ºC.  The 

Re-Os arsenopyrite age and initial Os ratio were interpreted to indicate that gold was 

introduced at ca. 1730 Ma, coincident with the onset of exhumation of crustal blocks and 

early intrusive phases of Harney Peak Granite magmatism.  New in situ U-Pb monazite 

analyses from an aplite dike in the east-central Black Hills indicate that granite magmatism 

was a protracted event, persisting until at least ca. 1690 Ma. 

 

The study forms part of collaborative research between the Structural and Metamorphic 

Research Institute (SAMRI) and the Economic Geology Research Unit (EGRU) at James 

Cook University on structural controls on mineralization from world-class ore deposits. 
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REGIONAL CORRELATION OF PROTEROZOIC DEFORMATION 

ACROSS THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
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ABSTRACT 
The Harney Peak Granite at Mt Rushmore lies within a complex of multiply deformed and 

metamorphosed rocks that have undergone an extensive history of regional deformation 

and metamorphism.  This occurred about at least four different directions of bulk 

shortening oriented successively NNE-SSW, NW-SE, WSW-ENE and W-E.  The earlier 

formed regional folds resulting from these events are best preserved in a distinct strain 

shadow with respect to the younger deformations that formed adjacent to the Harney 

Creek Granite.  This strongly suggests that much of this granitoid complex was emplaced 

prior to the great bulk of ages that so far have been obtained from rocks within it.  Within 

the strain shadow of the Harney Peak Granite, early formed WNW-ENE trending folds are 

refolded around SW-NE trending folds.  Towards the edge of the strain shadow the SW-

NE trending folds are rotated towards and refolded around NNW-SSE and finally N-S 

trends.  Minimal overlap of ages from the granite with those obtained so far from the N-S 

trending deformations suggest that the strain shadow was created during these periods of 

orogeny.  However, the scale of the strain shadow suggests that a significant amount of 

igneous material was emplaced prior to the commencement of the NNW-SSE and N-S 

periods of bulk shortening and future dating, particularly of deformed igneous rocks within 

the complex, should confirm this interpretation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Early Proterozoic Harney Peak Granite (~1715 Ma, e.g., Walker et al., 1986) of the 

Black Hills of South Dakota, USA (Figures A1 and A2) is a complex of hundreds of dikes 

and sills within multiply deformed and metamorphosed rocks.  An exposure of this granite 

occurs at one of the most recognizable outcrops in the world because the heads of four 

United States presidents: Washington, Jefferson, Roosevelt and Lincoln were carved into 

the granite face of Mount Rushmore near Keystone between 1927 and 1941 (Figure A1).  

Previous geological work on this granitoid complex focused on its heterogeneous crustal 

sources (e.g., Krogstad and Walker, 1996), phase relationships (Huang and Wyllie, 1981), 

isotopic evidence for mixing (Krogstad et al., 1993) and mineralogical, chemical and fluid 

evolution (e.g., Shearer et al., 1987; Nabelek et al., 1992a; Nabelek et al., 1992b).  Other 

work examined the relationship between zoned and unzoned pegmatites within the 

granitoid (Norton and Redden, 1990). 
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Little work has been published previously on the role of deformation, as defined by the 

structural history in the country rocks, and the timing of emplacement of the Harney Peak 

Granite (Duke et al., 1988, 1990).  Evidence from key structural locations across the Black 

Hills allows a history of regional structural development to be proposed that provides a 

framework and supports detailed work done in the Homestake region (Figures A2 and A3; 

sections B, C, D and E).  This framework indicates a longer history of emplacement for the 

Harney Peak granitoid complex than implied by some of the dates obtained from it over 

the past two decades.  It also suggests that generations of early-formed regional folds 

adjacent to the Harney Creek Granite are preserved in the Homestake region although 

strongly rotated into near N-S orientations. 

 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

The Black Hills of western South Dakota are a Laramide domal structure (Lisenbee, 1978) 

(Figure A2.).  Erosion of the dome exposed a Precambrian terrain containing a complex of 

Archean granite and schists (the Bear Mountain dome; Helms and Labotka, 1991), Early 

Proterozoic metasedimentary and meta-volcanic rocks and the Harney Peak Granite. 

 

HARNEY PEAK GRANITE 

The Harney Peak Granite consists of a large central and smaller satellite plutons, dikes and 

sills with abundant inliers of metasedimentary rocks (Figure A2).  All plutons contain 

numerous layers that commonly underwent differentiation into coupled upper pegmatitic 

and lower aplitic zones.  This textural layering is more abundant and better developed 

along the edge of the main pluton and in the satellite intrusions (Duke et al., 1988, 1990).  

Surrounding the Harney Peak Granite is a large pegmatite field that contains approximately 

24,000 pegmatite sills and small plutons (Norton and Redden, 1990; Redden et al., 1982).  

The pegmatite intrusions occur in areas that experienced metamorphic conditions above 

the staurolite isograd with most occurring in areas above the first sillimanite isograd (Figure 

A2).  Granite of similar age to the Harney Peak Granite has been intersected in drill holes 

to the E and NE of Homestake Mine as shown on Figure A2 dated at 1713 ± 10 Ma 

(monazite - Whitewood Peak) by Frei et al. (2009) and 1718 ± 22 Ma (zircon - Crook 

Mountain) by Hark et al. (2010). 
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METAMORPHISM 

Metamorphism accompanying the development of the north-northwest trending fold 

pattern shown in Figure A2 has been interpreted as being superimposed on earlier 

northeast-trending nappe-like folds (Redden and Lisenbee, 1991).  Abukuma-type 

metamorphism accompanied the emplacement of the Harney Peak Granite (Redden and 

Lisenbee, 1991; Paterson and Lisenbee 1992).  These authors suggested that the relatively 

wide thermal aureole resulted from the isotherms being bowed upward during 

development of the dome with considerable heat transferred to the country rock by fluid 

evolved from pegmatite development.  However, the first appearance of staurolite north of 

the Harney Peak Granite occurs at a similar distance to the first appearance of staurolite in 

the Lead window west of the Crook Mountain and Whitewood Peak Granites where they 

were intersected in drill holes below cover rocks (Figure A2).  The metamorphic rocks 

surrounding the Harney Peak Granite are mostly quartz-mica schists and meta-greywacke 

with the distribution of garnet, staurolite, andalusite and sillimanite suggesting an increase 

in metamorphic grade towards the granite (Figure A2).  Disseminated graphite is a 

common accessory mineral in metasedimentary rocks.  There are only minor occurrences 

of amphibolite, meta-conglomerate, and iron formation in the metasedimentary rock 

sequences.  Massive quartzite dominates wall rocks southeast of the granite. 

 

REGIONAL FOLDS 

PREAMBLE 

Overprinting between sets of folds with moderate to steeply dipping axial planes is 

apparent on regional maps (Figure A3).  This is not the case for folds with gently dipping 

axial planes unless regional folds with steeply dipping axial planes fold them to more 

upright orientations.  However, where this has occurred, the folds with originally gently 

dipping axial planes tend to follow those that formed during the same period of orogeny 

with steeply dipping axial planes (Bell and Sanislav, 2011).  Large regions can be left little or 

strongly affected by younger periods of deformation, creating problems for the regional 

correlation of folds with gently dipping axial planes because there is no simple geometric 

way of distinguishing between different generations of them (Bell et al., 2013).  The two 

major directions for bulk compressive forces in the Earth’s crust are sub-horizontal due to 

plate collision and vertical due to gravitational load and both produce folds and associated 
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foliations (Bell and Sapkota, 2012).  Variations in the direction of relative plate motion 

produce corresponding changes in the direction of horizontal bulk shortening that create 

refolds obvious on maps such as that shown in Figures A3 and A4 (Abu Sharib and Bell, 

2011).  However, any intervening deformations resulting from gravitational forces 

everywhere form folds with the same sub-horizontal axial plane orientation.  There is no 

equivalent way for these structures to be differentiated from one another on regional maps.  

If the deformation has partitioned such that different generations of folds with gently 

dipping axial planes are preserved across a region, the tendency may arise for structural 

geologists to correlate them.  This is a problem in the Black Hills. 

 

REGIONAL FOLDS IN MAP VIEW 

Figure A3 shows fold axial planes trending in four main directions moving northwards 

from where the earliest formed folds are least affected adjacent to the Harney Peak 

Granite.  Approximately 10 kms northwest of the Harney Peak Granite (Figure A4), the 

axial planes of earlier folds vary around SW-NE trending folds from NW-SE through W-E 

to SW-NE trends (thicker dark lines).  Approximately 10 kms further northwest, the axial 

planes of the SW-NE trending folds begin to vary around folds with both NNW-SSE and 

N-S trends.  Those with NNW-SSE trends can locally vary around those with N-S trends.  

The NNW-SSE trending folds dominate the regional map for the whole of the Black Hills 

(e.g., Figures A3 and A4). 

 

FOLDS IN SECTION VIEW 

Folds with gently dipping axial planes are particularly obvious in cross-sectional views in 

the portion of the Black Hills surrounding the Harney Peak Granite, as shown in Figures 

A5, A6 and A7.  As mentioned above, overprinting between sets of folds with moderate to 

steeply dipping axial planes is very obvious on regional maps in Figure A4, but this is not 

the case for regional folds with gently dipping axial planes that would equate with those 

illustrated in Figures A5 and A6.  Significantly, the folds shown in Figures A5, A6 and A7 

with gently dipping axial planes are not necessarily all of the same generation (see below). 
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STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS AT KEY LOCATIONS 

Thirty-nine locations (Figure A2) across the Black Hills were examined to document 

regional structures (Appendix 1).  Significant relationships at these locations include:- 

1.  The preservation of folds with gently dipping axial planes in close proximity of the 

Harney Peak Granite (e.g., locations H225 to H230 in Figure A2) and Figures A5, A6 and 

A7 show examples of these. 

2.  To the W, E and anywhere more than 10kms north of the Harney Peak Granite, upright 

tight to isoclinal regional folds have axial planes trending NNW-SSE to N-S (Figure A4; 

e.g., locations, H221 to H224, H231, H232, H236, H237 in Figure A2).  In some locations, 

relatively pervasive schistosity parallel to the axial planes of large-scale folds, striking more 

WNW-SSE, is folded or overprinted by more N-S trending folds with a differentiated 

crenulation cleavage as axial plane (e.g., Figure A8, sample H213 in Figure A2, Appendix I 

and II).  Between such episodes of folding, a deformation event with a gently dipping axial 

plane can locally be seen (e.g., Figure A9, sample H214 in Figure A2) that has little 

apparent effect on the distribution of the previous fold set.  Such a gently dipping axial 

plane structure is particularly significant for mineralization in the Homestake region, and 

that event is dealt with extensively in sections B and C. 

3.  The limbs of the large regional SW-NE trending folds immediately north of the Harney 

Peak Granite are unaffected by the NNW-SSE to N-S deformations described above 

(Figure A4).  Folds with gently dipping axial planes were found within these limbs such as 

that shown in Figure A7 (location H225 in Figure A2). Somewhat similar folds (Figures 

A10 and A11) at location H229 (Figure A4) could result from a similar period of folding 

and been rotated by younger events to more WNW-ESE trends or entirely from later 

events. Therefore, their axial plane foliation is labeled S1,2 in Figures A10 and A11.  

 

MICROSTRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS 

RECUMBENT FOLDS NNW OF THE HARNEY PEAK GRANITE 
Figures A10 and A11 show photographs and sketches from a thin section of a small-scale 

fold hinge from the recumbent fold (Figure A6) at location H229 in Figure A2.  A strong 

schistosity lies axial plane to the fold in compositional layering.  This is crenulated by a 

deformation with sub-horizontally pitching (and dipping in 3D) axial planes (S3) that are  
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weakly differentiated with the same differentiation asymmetry, indicating top to the east 

shear (Figure A11).  They crosscut both limbs of the earlier recumbent fold with the same 

clockwise vergence asymmetry.  Crenulations with steeply dipping axial planes that are 

locally differentiated against porphyroblasts (Figure A10) define a foliation S4 that in the 

field strikes N-S.  Staurolite porphyroblasts contain the gently pitching, weakly 

differentiated S3 crenulation cleavages with the clockwise asymmetry that are visible in the 

matrix.  The crenulated cleavage curves slightly anticlockwise towards their rims.  

Cordierite is very inclusion rich and appears to overgrow the matrix foliation, which 

deflects slightly clockwise from inside to outside of the porphyroblast (Figure A10).  Figure 

A12 shows a photograph from a thin section of a small-scale fold hinge from an outcrop 

with gently dipping axial planes at location H214 in Figure A2.  A layer parallel schistosity 

is folded around this fold and a steeply dipping weakly differentiated crenulation cleavage is 

developed across it:  it is most obvious in the lower right corner but cuts across the left side 

of the fold hinge.  This foliation strikes ~N-S. 

 

UPRIGHT FOLDS TRENDING ~ N-S 

Figures A10 and A12 show crenulations and the differentiated crenulation cleavage, 

respectively produced by the youngest deformation with a sub-vertical axial plane.  The 

schistosity sub-parallel to layering in Figure A12 is an axial plane structure to larger-scale, 

more NNW-SSE trending folds. 

 

FOLIATION INTERSECTION AXES IN PORPHYROBLASTS - FIAS 

Successions of FIAs (foliation inflection/intersection axes preserved within 

porphyroblasts) remain consistently oriented across multiply deformed regions in a variety 

of orogens around the globe (e.g., Bell et al., 2003, 2013; Aerden, 2004; Cihan and Parson, 

2004; Ham and Bell, 2004; Sayab, 2005, 2006, 2008; Rich, 2006; Yeh, 2007; Aerden and 

Sayab, 2008; Shah, 2009; Ali, 2010; Sanislav and Bell, 2011; Cao and Fletcher, 2012; Aerden 

et al., 2013; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  Where they have also been dated, they preserve a 

concordant age succession (e.g., Bell and Welch, 2002; Cihan et al., 2006; Cao, 2009; Ali, 

2010; Sanislav, 2010; Sanislav and Shah, 2010; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  FIAs can be 

used to resolve both the relative timing of successive folding events (e.g., Abu Sharib 2012) 

and for generating an overall view of the metamorphic events that have taken place in the  
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context of a succession of regional folds (Sanislav and Bell, 2011; Bell and Sanislav, 2011).  

FIAs were measured for seven samples around Homestake (Figure A2; see section B for 

details; Appendix I and II) using techniques that have been described in detail by various 

workers (e.g., Hayward, 1990; Hickey and Bell, 1999; Cihan, 2004; Sayab, 2005; Rich 2006; 

Shah, 2009; Cao and Fletcher, 2012).  Of the seven samples, five contain FIAs trending 

between 350° and 360°.  A sixth sample contains a core FIA trending 110°, a rim FIA 

trending 060° and the inclusion trails in the garnet porphyroblasts are truncated by the 

matrix foliation trending at 000°.  The seventh sample contains a core FIA trending 120°, a 

rim FIA trending 050°, and intersection lineations within the matrix trending at 000°.  At 

an eighth location (H235 in Figure A2), data from samples H235 (Figure A13) collected 

with Mike Terry from the same site as PR1 (in the Bear Mountain dome) are combined in 

Figure 12 (Figures 3b and 3c in Dahl et al., 2005a; Figure 3a was not used because no dip 

was specified and the trails are not well defined).  The main matrix foliation S2 strikes 

~NW-SE.  Combining measurements of the pitches of inclusion trails in garnet 

porphyroblasts truncated by the matrix foliation from both samples, allow a FIA to be 

calculated (as shown in Figure A14) trending at 120° although Dahl et al. (2005a) suggest 

from mesoscopic estimates in outcrop that it trends approximately at 84°.  Sub-horizontal 

axial plane crenulations overprint S2.  There are no crenulations with sub-vertical axial 

planes in this outcrop.  However, macroscopic folds 10 km to the north (Figure A2) have 

NNE-SSE to N-S striking and steeply dipping axial planes. 

 

THE POORMAN ANTICLINE 
This fold is described extensively in Section B.  It is briefly dealt with here so that its large-

scale relationships can be interpreted in the context of regional folding across the whole of 

the Black Hills.  Figure A15 shows this fold where it has been extensively mapped around 

the Homestake Gold deposit.  It is an isoclinal fold with both limbs showing same 

asymmetry folds.  In many cases, the WNW-ESE trending axial planes of these same 

asymmetry folds are aligned across the Poorman anticline.  This in an excellent 

overprinting criterion that suggests the Poorman anticline is a fold that predates these same 

asymmetry folds (see below). 
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF AXIAL PLANES FOR ALL 

FOLDS 
The regional distribution of fold axial planes in Precambrian rocks across the Black Hills 

shown in Figure A16 is locally modified from that shown in Redden and DeWitt (2008). A 

new approach to analyzing folds on a regional map (Bell and Sanislav, 2011), which appears 

to be successful in resolving deformation history at this scale, involves marking and then 

measuring the trend of short line segments of the same length for every fold axial plane on 

the map that match:- 

1. the trends of the most rotated portions of axial planes of folds around or by 

younger folds,  

2. the trends of relatively straight portions of fold axial planes to either side of which 

the axial plane curves,  

The rationale behind this approach is that:- 

1. where many generations of folds are visible on a regional map, the most rotated 

portions of refolded folds will lie to either side of, or parallel to, the event or events 

refolding them producing a spread about the axial plane of each refolding event, 

2. somewhere within the distribution of refolded folds lies the original trend of each 

generation of earlier fold, 

3. deformation partitions at all scales in a similar fashion to crenulation hinges versus 

crenulation limbs with relatively planar portions within the former retaining the 

original orientation of the foliation being crenulated (Figure 15 in Bell and Bruce, 

2006),  

4. generally, the axial planes of folds that originally dipped gently can only be 

observed on regional maps when they have been rotated into steeper dips by 

younger periods of fold development and thus lie parallel to, or around, the hinges 

of younger generations of folds. 

The rose diagram resulting from this data (Figure A17) potentially reflects the succession of 

bulk shortening directions that created the succession of folds across the region (Bell and 

Sanislav, 2011).  
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INTERPRETATION 
Everywhere in Precambrian rocks in the Black Hills there is a foliation parallel to 

compositional layering S0.  A succession of FIA sets defined by foliations preserved as 

inclusion trails trend successively at 117°, 055° and 356° in rocks at Homestake that are 

totally dominated by folds with NNW-SSE to N-S trends.  The first two of these FIAs are 

defined by foliations preserved as inclusion trails that are everywhere truncated by the 

NNW-SSE to N-S trending matrix foliations in the samples from which these 

measurements were made.  The third FIA is defined by foliations that are continuous with 

the matrix foliation.  This truncational versus continuous relationship for foliations 

defining early-formed versus those defining the youngest FIAs has proved a common 

observation in multiply tectonized rocks (e.g., Bell et al., 2013).  Subsequently formed 

foliations and in particular, reactivation or shear along the compositional layering during 

younger deformations, truncates foliations in earlier formed porphyroblasts where they exit 

into the matrix (e.g., Ham and Bell, 2004; Shah, 2009).  All matrix foliations resulting from 

earlier periods of deformation are generally rotated into parallelism with the compositional 

layering in the rock matrix and cannot be distinguished except as an S1 parallel to S0 (e.g., 

Bell et al., 2003).  Outside of the Harney Creek Granite strain shadow (see below), only 

foliations associated with NNW-SSE and N-S trending periods of deformation can 

generally be distinguished.  These can be labeled S2, S3, S4, and S5 with some degree of 

confidence around Homestake where detailed mapping and quantitative microstructural 

work has been done on porphyroblastic rocks (see sections B, C and D) but not necessarily 

in other locations without using such an approach.  Reactivation of the compositional 

layering during the younger NNW-SSE to N-S trending deformation events decrenulates 

or rotates the early-formed foliations into parallelism with bedding (e.g., Bell et al., 2003).  

The earliest folds (e.g., locations at ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Figure A4) and subsequently formed SW-

NE trending folds within the Harney Peak Granite strain shadow can locally be 

distinguished from younger generations of folds outside this region in locations such as the 

Poorman fold in Figure A15 and ‘c’ in Figure A16. 

 

THE HARNEY PEAK GRANITE STRAIN SHADOW 

The regional trend of foliations revealed by fold axial planes across the whole of the Black 

Hills is that of zones of high strain on the WSW and ENE margins of the Harney Peak 

Granite and a region on the NNW margin between them that is protected from this high 
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strain (Figures A4 and A16).  This geometry emulates a classic strain shadow around a 

competent object (e.g., Ham and Bell, 2004).  The NNW-SSE trending fold axial planes 

wrap around the Harney Peak pluton and in the strain shadow preserve earlier developed 

SW-NE structures.  No NNW-SSE to N-S structures, including a steeply dipping 

crenulation cleavage that is common outside this region, was present at location H225 

shown in Figure A7.  They begin to reappear as regional folds 10 to 20 km to the north 

(Figures A4 and A16).  Moving away from the granite, the SW-NE trending structures 

become progressively more affected and rotated by the NNW-SSE trending folds that 

created the strain shadow.  The problem with this interpretation is that most ages that have 

so far been obtained from the Harney Creek Granite suggest that it was emplaced at 1715 

Ma (e.g., Walker et al., 1986) some 23 Ma after the youngest of these NNW-SSE trending 

folds formed at 1738 Ma (see section E).  Some older ages obtained from sills and 

pegmatites within or associated with the granite (Walker et al., 1986) suggest that the pluton 

could be a long-lived complex.  A structural explanation as to how 1715 Ma could 

dominate the ages recently obtained is discussed below.  The characteristic strain shadow 

geometry created by the NNW-SSE trending folds relative to the earlier SW-NE trending 

folds cannot be explained except by arguing that the bulk of the pluton was located below 

as well as above (prior to erosion) the current exposures of the Harney Peak Granite when 

the NNW-SSE trending folds began to form.  Indeed, it is likely that components of this 

igneous complex were being emplaced throughout orogeny from the lengthy history of 

metamorphism associated with FIAs developed at Homestake and Bear Mountain.  This 

agrees with recent quantitative work using FIAs around plutons in different orogens 

around the world.  Wherever such work has been done, it indicates that ~60 million years 

of deformation/metamorphism occurred throughout the construction of plutons or 

granitoid complexes in the region.  This includes the Precambrian Rockies on the Arkansas 

River (Cao, 2009; Cao and Fletcher, 2012) and west of Fort Collins (Shah, 2009), the 

Acadian Appalachians in Maine (Sanislav, 2010) and the Ordovician to Devonian 

Balcooma Metamorphics (Ali, 2010) and Thalanga Metamorphics in North Queensland 

(Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  A further attempt was made to date the granite (see section 

E) but the only monazite grains found were in one of the latest intrusive phases, an aplitic 

dike and these yielded age populations of 1694 and 1683 Ma (sample SD-9 in Figure A2). 

THE EARLIEST FORMED FOLDS 

The earliest formed folds on the regional map lie in the strain shadow NNW of the Harney 

Peak Granite at locations ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Figures A4 and A16 (Fe).  They can also be 
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distinguished 40 kms to the north at location ‘c’ in Figure A16.  They are refolded by the 

SW-NE trending folds at locations ‘a’ and ‘b’ (Figure A4) and by SW-NE, NNW-SSE and 

N-S trending folds at location ‘c’ (Figure A16).  They were recognized as being refolded by 

the SW-NE trending folds at location ‘a’ by Redden and DeWitt (2008), but not at location 

‘b’.  These earliest folds, where they are not affected by the NNW-SSE and N-S trending 

periods of folding (locations ‘a’ and ‘b’), have limbs ranging in trend clockwise from SW-

NE to NW-SE and the bedding in the hinges of SW-NE trending folds trends WNW-ESE.  

Their axial planes could originally have had any of these trends, but most likely lay around 

the WNW-ESE trend of those in the hinge because of the wide range of their current 

distribution to either side of the SW-NE folds.  This suggests that they formed during a 

period of bulk shortening directed SSW-NNE that formed the earliest FIA trending at 

117° which is why they are labeled Fe for Fearly in Figures A4 and A16.   

 

THE ~SW-NE TRENDING FOLDS 
SW-NE trending folds are well preserved in the strain shadow region NNW of the Harney 

Peak Granite (Figures A4 and A16).  However, away from the protection provided by this 

granite they are overprinted and progressively rotated to NNW-SSE and N-S orientations 

by the effects of NNW-SSE to N-S trending folds (Figure A4).  Figure A16 shows that 

relics of what were once SW-NE trending folds and possibly even earlier folds, can become 

so rotated by younger NNW-SSE and N-S trending deformations well away from the 

Harney Peak Granite strain shadow that they are difficult to distinguish from these younger 

structures.  Overprinting of these folds by foliations associated with the younger events, 

combined with reactivation of compositional layering, decrenulates or rotates successive 

generations of earlier formed foliations into parallelism with bedding, creating the S0//S1 of 

most schists and gneisses.  This is a general phenomenon in multiply tectonized terrains 

(Hickey and Bell, 1999, 2001; Aerden, 2004; Ham and Bell, 2004; Aerden and Sayab, 2008; 

Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011; Bell and Sanislav, 2011; Bell et al., 2013).  The Homestake 

region (Figure A2) is an example of this because foliations defining FIAs with 117° and 

057° trends near the Homestake Mine indicate deformation partitioned with sufficient 

intensity in this region during these two earlier periods of tectonism to form regional folds.  

The Poorman anticline in Figure A15 is interpreted as one these earlier formed folds.  The 

folds with NNW-SSE trending axial planes refold it, bending its axial plane from SW-NE 

trends in their hinges to more N-S trends in their limbs. 
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Included amongst these early-formed folds are some such as that in Figure A7, which have 

been interpreted as nappes (Redden et al., 1990) because of their gently dipping axial 

planes.  Such folds can simply result from an intervening phase of gravitational collapse 

with no significant thrust-like displacement in their immediate vicinity (Bell and Hickey, 

1988).  Where gravitational collapse driven deformation episodically cycles with that 

producing folds with sub-vertical axial planes, those with originally sub-horizontal axial 

planes will be progressively rotated to moderate or steep dips in terrains where many folds 

are visible on a regional map.  Consequently, their fold axial planes will generally intersect 

on regional maps with similar orientations to the axial planes of folds that developed sub-

vertically.  Therefore, on regional maps they will have similar regional trends and generally 

not be easily distinguishable from one another.  Section C covers these effects, critical for 

the development of folds on the trends of ore ledges and ore shoots.  Another possibility is 

the fold shown in Figures A6 and A10.  This location is on the margin of the Harney Peak 

Granite strain shadow (Figures A2 and A4) and is affected by the NNW-SSE to N-S 

trending deformation events.  This fold could be the remains of one similar to that in 

Figure A7 (discussed above).  Alternatively, it may be a NNW-SSE trending fold that 

formed with a steeply dipping axial plane but was rotated to a gently dipping orientation by 

the deformation that produced the crenulation cleavage with sub-horizontal axial plane 

visible in Figure A12.  Isotope ages obtained from this region (section E) suggest that this 

crenulation cleavage, and certainly the N-S orientation of the overprinting sub-vertical 

crenulation cleavage, belong to the N-S folding period of orogenesis. 

 

NNW-SSE AND N-S TRENDING FOLDS 

Overprinting relationships that distinguish between the NNW-SSE and N-S trending folds 

can be difficult to define on a map at the scale of Black Hills.  Finding timing criteria 

between them is difficult because of the presence of earlier formed folds whose axial planes 

have been rotated by these later events into more NW-SE orientations and thus appear 

identical to the NNW-SSE ones.  Furthermore, there could be two different generations of 

NNW-SSE trending folds (see below).  Overprinting of NNW-SSE folds by N-S striking 

axial planes is apparent in Figures A4 and A16 at locations A, B and C.  In the Homestake 

Mine region, reliable criteria are preserved in drives within the mine that indicate N-S 

trending folds overprint those with more NNW-SSE trending axial planes (see sections B 
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and C for details of this relationship).  Yet, for the samples so far analyzed from around the 

mine, inclusion trails in garnet porphyroblasts defining a N-S FIA trend are not truncated 

by the NNW-SSE trending, generally steeply dipping, pervasive schistosity (S2).  The latter 

folds may not be of the same generation as some of those to the south.  Although no FIAs 

with NNW-SSE trends have been identified near Homestake, the rose diagram of axial 

plane trends in Figure A17 contains a distinct peak at 335°.  Peaks in the distribution of 

fold axial plane trends on a rose diagram match FIA trends across a region wherever such 

work has been done (Aerden, 2004; Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011; Bell and Sanislav, 2011).  

This suggests that FIAs may be identified with a 335° trend if more samples are measured 

across the region including close to Homestake (e.g., Bell and Sanislav, 2011).  

 

In the Homestake region, the next deformation, D3, produced sub-horizontal crenulation 

axial planes and crenulation cleavage S3 (Figure A12) and locally form macroscopic folds, 

which in the mine play a significant role in controlling where mineralization subsequently 

developed (Section C).  Lithologic layering dips more gently where affected by 

development of S3.  D4 produced many smaller scale folds that obscure the effects of D3 

(sections B and C) but where they can be distinguished, they refold D2 folds about 

moderate to gently S to SSE plunging axes (sections B and C).  As a result S4 can be 

preserved as a differentiated crenulation cleavage slightly oblique to S2 (section B).  

However, S4 also was commonly destroyed by reactivation of S2, or rotated to produce a 

composite cleavage S2-4 (e.g., Ham and Bell, 2004).  A subsequent phase of deformation, D5 

produced flat-lying, millimeter-scale zones of shearing with horizontal axial planes that 

consistently display a top to the west shear sense in the Lead district (section B); in this 

region S4 formed vertically but now dips steeply to the east due to the top to the west 

rotational effects of D5.  N-S striking folds with sub-vertical axial planes paralleled by a 

weakly differentiated crenulation cleavage or just crenulations with no axial plane structure, 

appear to correlate well across most of the Black Hills (compare Figures A8 through A12). 

 

FOLDS WITH SUB-HORIZONTAL AXIAL PLANES NEAR THE 

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL 
Coaxial folds with sub-horizontal axial planes shown in Figure A5 (from near Mt 

Rushmore memorial), fold layering that includes layers with pegmatitic and granitic 

compositions.  Moderately dipping compositional layering below the presidents’ faces in 
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Figure A1 locally curves towards gentler dipping orientations between the sub-horizontal 

contact with the granite above and the sub-horizontal portion of the thick dike of 

pegmatite below.  Larger scale deflections in this compositional layering occur to the left of 

where the pegmatite vein bends steeply downwards and to the right of where it is sub-

vertical.  These relationships suggest that the pegmatite was emplaced prior to the period of 

vertical bulk shortening that produced the smaller scale, sub-horizontal, axial plane 

structures between the granite and pegmatite.  The larger scale deflections could have 

formed immediately prior to emplacement of the pegmatite during an earlier period of 

deformation that resulted from vertical bulk shortening or early during the event that 

eventually generated the smaller scale deflections.  As mentioned in the interpretation 

preamble, distinguishing deformation events that produce sub-horizontal axial planes is 

difficult and possible criteria in this case are subtle.  Since igneous ages in this complex are 

dominantly 1715 Ma, and monazite in undeformed aplite dikes is dated at 1691 Ma (section 

E), at least the later phase of vertical bulk shortening producing the smaller scale 

deflections occurred around the youngest of the upright N-S trending fold events (S4 

above) the age of which is 1738 Ma (see section E).  It potentially occurred after this period 

of folding and, if so, would correlate with the youngest period of deformation that formed 

folds and crenulations with flat-lying axial planes (S5) in the Homestake region (sections B 

and C).  This would place the age of this event at around 1715 Ma. 

 

METAMORPHISM RELATIVE TO DEFORMATION 

A succession of three FIAs can be interpreted from the measurements made at Homestake 

Mine.  Five samples contain FIAs trending at 355° or 360°.  A sixth sample contains a core 

FIA trending 110°, a rim trending 060° and the inclusion trails in the garnet porphyroblasts 

are truncated by the matrix foliation.  A seventh sample contains a core FIA trending 120°, 

a rim FIA trending 050°, and intersection lineations within the matrix trending at 000°.  

The eighth sample from the Bear Mountain dome contains a FIA trending at 060°.  From 

these relationships, a succession of FIA trends can be interpreted with the first formed at 

117°, the next at 056° and the last N-S.  This succession correlates with the distribution of 

fold axial planes shown in Figure A17 except that no FIA has been measured that 

corresponds with the strong 335° peak in axial plane trends.  Work done elsewhere using 

both approaches suggests that, if FIAs are measured over a wider area, one matching this 

335° trend may be discovered.  If so, the overprinting by N-S trending crenulation cleavage 
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at locations ‘a’, ‘b’ and large scale folds at ‘c’ in Figure A16 indicate that the FIA would 

have formed after that trending at 55° and before that trending at 356°.  This 117°, 055°, 

335° to 356° succession agrees with the succession of regional folds interpreted above.  

Based on evidence for a strong relationship between FIAs and periods of regional folding 

(Aerden, 2004; Aerden and Sayab, 2008; Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011; Bell and Sanislav, 2011; 

Aerden et al., 2013), garnet grade (or higher) metamorphism accompanied deformation 

during development of the 117°, 055° and 356° fold trends.  It is likely that it also 

accompanied development of the folds that generated the 335° peak in Figure A17. 

 

THE POORMAN ANTICLINE 
Close examination of the more N-S trending Poorman anticline (Figure A15) strongly 

suggests that it has been refolded by NNW-SSE trending structures.  Because of the 

proximity of S2 and S4 around Homestake, this refold relationship has not received much 

attention as it could be attributed to the effects of D4 on a D2 fold.  However, the fold 

overprinting effects of S4 development are best exposed underground (Section C) as the 

refolding effects of D4 on D2 folds are relatively open in plan view in Figure A15; for 

example, the locations near 15 Ledge, 7 Ledge and Caledonia Ledge.  The D1, D2, D4 

interpretation presented in Figure A15 fits with the regional development of fold trends 

described and interpreted herein and discussed below.  It is the remains of a large, earlier-

formed, WNW-ESE or SW-NE trending regional fold that has been almost fully rotated 

into a N-S trending orientation by the effects of the younger NNW-SSE and N-S trending 

folds.  This interpretation is strongly supported by garnet porphyroblasts, preserving early-

formed sub-vertical foliations, that developed with WNW-ESE and SW-NE FIA trends 

from these rocks. 

 

AGE PROGRESSION FROM THE REGIONAL FOLD SUCCESSION  

Of considerable significance generally, and specific interest herein, is the work on step 

leach Pb-Pb dating of inclusions in porphyroblasts in sample PR1 by Dahl and Frei (1998) 

from the same location as sample H235 in Figures A2, A13 and A14.  Their work predates 

evidence for multiple FIA sets defining a consistent succession for changes in FIA trend 

with time in regional metamorphic rocks (Bell and Newman, 2006).  However, it can now 

be readily interpreted using the FIAs from near Homestake Mine in combination with the 
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fold geometries in the Harney Peak Granite strain shadow.  The PR-1/H235 samples 

contain a FIA trend calculated at 120° (Figure A14).  Dahl et al (2005a) recorded 

mesoscopically an approximate 084° strike for steeply dipping inclusion trails in garnet 

from this outcrop.  Towards the bottom rim of the garnet porphyroblast in both Figure 

A13 and Figure 2c in Dahl et al (2005a), the inclusion trails curve from a steep pitch 

towards a gentle pitch.  In Figure A13 they also curve within the core.  Determining 

accurately the orientation of such a foliation mesoscopically is difficult, but the ~084° 

strike could suggest that the 120° vertical foliation in the matrix was rotated during the 

development of the younger 055° FIA trend prior to garnet rim growth.  Staurolite growth 

in sample PR1 postdates garnet growth as it contains a foliation that truncates Searly (their 

S1) in the garnet, and developed during a younger sub-horizontal foliation producing 

deformation, possibly a generation or two after the original truncational event.  The 

inclusions in garnet define a foliation that formed during the development of the 120° FIA 

and should give its age; the age obtained by Dahl and Frei (1998) is 1767 ± 14 Ma.  The 

relationship of the foliation in staurolite to either the 120° or 055° FIA is not certain 

because it formed with a gentle dip.  It could have formed immediately after that in the 

garnet, or more likely, because of the ~084° strike measurement, during the early stages of 

development of the 055° trending FIA.  The age Dahl and Frei (1998) obtained by step 

leaching from inclusions defining the foliation in staurolite is 1759 ± 8 Ma.  Thus, 

development of the 120° FIA trend occurred around 1770 Ma and development of the 

055° FIA trend occurred around 1760 Ma. 

 

S2 has been dated at 1746 +/- 10Ma in the Homestake Formation (Frei et al., 2009) and is 

consistent with other dates for this event (Dahl et al., 2005a).  Dahl et al. (1999) have also 

reported 40Ar/39Ar dates for S2 hornblendes that constrain regional metamorphism in the 

northern Black Hills to within about 1770 to 1740 Ma.  S4 has been dated at 1736 +/-8Ma 

from the Homestake Formation (see section E). 

 

DISCUSSION 

ISSUES CORRELATING FOLDS ACROSS LARGE REGIONS 

Generally, the maximum number of deformation events that can be recognized in any one 

outcrop are schistosity parallel to compositional layering, plus one or two crenulation 
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cleavages and a set of crenulation axial planes that lie oblique to it (e.g., Bell and Newman, 

2006).  Yet detailed quantitative structural work using porphyroblasts to access orogenic 

history reveals many more foliation producing events (and thus deformations) than can be 

recognized in the rock matrix (e.g., Aerden 2004; Ham and Bell, 2004; Cihan and Parsons, 

2005; Sayab, 2005, 2006, 2008; Rich, 2006; Yeh, 2007; Aerden and Sayab, 2008 Ali, 2010; 

Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011; Skrzypek et al., 2011; Cao and Fletcher, 2012; Bell and Sapkota, 

2012; Aerden et al., 2013; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  This creates problems for the 

correlation of fold forming events across a regional terrain.  This is particularly so for large 

regions, where, because the heterogeneity of deformation partitioning, earlier portions of 

the orogenic history are locally preserved from destruction during younger periods of 

orogenesis (e.g., Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011).  The protection provided by coarse-grained 

granitic and pegmatitic components of the Harney Peak Granite has resulted in a strain 

shadow where some generations of early folds are preserved virtually unaffected by those 

to the west, east and further north (Figure A2).  At least two generations of early-formed 

folds with steeply dipping axial planes defined on regional maps (Figure A16). 

 

Quite large folds with gently dipping axial planes are also preserved that not readily 

apparent on the regional map (e.g., De Witt et al., 1989; Redden and DeWitt, 2008).  This 

highlights the universal problem (mentioned in the preamble to the section titled Regional 

Folds) of distinguishing and correlating the effects of folds that form with gently dipping 

axial planes on regional maps.  The effects of such folds are difficult to identify because: 

1. there is limited vertical access through the crust provided by topography and 

drilling, and  

2. different generations form with axial planes in the same sub-horizontal orientation 

remaining locally unaffected by younger deformations because of deformation 

partitioning, plus strain shadows such as that adjacent to the Harney Peak Granite.   

Bell and Newman (2006) showed that up to 20 periods of bulk horizontal shortening and 

thickening of the orogen alternated with periods of vertical shortening and gravitational 

collapse for a 200km length portion of the Appalachians for about 60 million years 

between the Taconic and Alleghanian periods.  The vertical bulk shortening periods of 

deformation were of similar intensity to those forming folds with steeply dipping axial 

planes.  Bell and Sapkota (2012) have shown that numerous episodes of gravitational 

collapse affected the Himalayas during its past 51 million years of development, alternating 
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with periods of bulk horizontal shortening.  Evidence for foliations forming during at least 

seven ductile collapse events is preserved within garnet porphyroblasts in mylonitic rocks 

that directly overlie the Main Central Thrust.  These seven foliations formed between 50 

and 29 million years ago with at least three more developing and being preserved in the 

mylonitic matrix by ~20 Ma (e.g., fig 8 in Bell and Sapkota, 2012). 

 

FIAs provide a way of accessing and correlating lengthy early histories across a region as 

demonstrated by Aerden (2004), Bell et al. (2004), Cihan et al. (2006), Sayab (2008) and 

Aerden et al. (2013).  Although a FIA trend is controlled by the strike of sub-vertical 

foliations (Bell and Bruce, 2006), it results from the intersection of such events with prior 

or subsequently developed periods of deformation that produce folds with sub-horizontal 

axial planes when first formed.  Consequently, FIAs provide an approach to interpreting 

and correlating fold history across a region that directly recognizes the role of any 

intervening events with gently dipping axial planes, whether or not these folds are rotated 

into steeper orientations by younger folds.  Of course if folds with steep axial planes are 

rotated by gently dipping shear zones into sub-horizontal orientations, the evidence that 

they had developed is directly preserved by the FIA trend as shown for mylonitic rocks 

along the Main Central Thrust (Bell and Sapkota, 2012). 

 

Only ten FIAs were measured (from eight samples) in the Black Hills.  Two more were 

inferred using the orientations of vertical structures in the matrix against porphyroblast 

rims where the matrix foliation has truncated the inclusion trails.  Yet, in combination, they 

provide a consistent succession that allows one to test an approach suggested by Bell and 

Sanislav (2011).  They demonstrated that peaks in fold axial plane distributions on a rose 

diagram mimic the FIA distribution at three different ranges of regional scale using 

bedding on the Maine State Geological map as well as foliations on a structural form 

surface map by Solar and Brown (1999).  They suggested that relatively few FIA 

measurements could be used to derive a fold succession in a multiply deformed terrain 

because the peaks in the distribution of fold axial planes should match the FIAs.  Any 

peaks not represented by FIAs ought to directly reflect FIAs if sufficient samples had been 

measured unless the deformation partitioned such that no porphyroblast growth could take 

place where that event was occurring across the region.  They also showed that, where a 

region contains complex fold interference geometries that are difficult to resolve, 
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interpretable fold overprinting relationships are present that concur with the FIA 

succession when that sequence is available.  Figure A16 applies their approach and the 

resulting rose diagram is shown in Figure A17.  Several generations of foliations and folds 

can form around a single FIA trend as described by Bell and Newman (2006) and Bell and 

Sapkota (2012) and this appears to be the case for the foliations described herein from the 

Homestake region as S2, S3, S4 and S5 (section D).  A Precambrian orogenic history of SSW-

NNE bulk shortening to form the FIA trend averaging 117°, followed by NW-SE bulk 

shortening to form the FIA trend averaging 055°, WSW-ENE bulk shortening to form the 

335° axial plane trend in Figure A17 and finally W-E bulk shortening to form the FIAs 

trending 356° agrees well with Figure A16.  It is strongly supported by the distribution, 

connectivity and locally wrong sense asymmetries of folds that were revealed on the 

Redden and DeWitt (2008) maps (e.g., Figure A4). 

 

TIMING OF EMPLACEMENT OF THE HARNEY PEAK GRANITE 
The preservation of folds with trends parallel to the second formed FIA at 055°, on the 

northern boundary of the Harney Peak Granite and their deflection into NNW-SSE 

orientations to either side that is shown in Figure A2 is remarkable.  It provides a strong 

criterion for timing the emplacement of the bulk of this granitoid complex that once lay 

above and still lies below the rocks exposed across this region.  It indicates that the 

complex was emplaced before bulk shortening began from a SW-NE to W-E direction.  

Dating of earlier events in the region suggests those trending at 055° on the north edge of 

the granitoid complex formed around 1760–1750 Ma (Dahl et al. 1999).  S2 axial planar 

cleavage development near Homestake, which formed with a NNW-SSE trend, has been 

dated at 1746±10 Ma using allanite and/or monazite inclusions in Homestake Formation-

hosted garnet (Frei et al. 2009).  This is consistent with other dates for this event in the 

Black Hills, including a 40Ar/39Ar hornblende age of 1742±10 Ma (Dahl et al. 1999) and a 

total Pb monazite age of 1750±10 Ma (Dahl et al. 2005a, b). 

 

It is possible that earlier formed foliations were rotated into near-S2 orientations generally 

indistinguishable from S2.  A FIA approach to dating foliations as described by Sanislav 

(2010) would be required to distinguish the absolute and relative ages of foliations.  For 

example, the allanite and monazite inclusions dated by Frei et al. (2009) could have come 

from garnet that grew during development of the 117° or 055° trending FIA set since the 
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FIA was not measured in their samples.  One cannot necessarily distinguish S2 from the 

earlier foliation that formed axial planar to the Poorman anticline.  Consequently, 

determining ages from datable minerals defining the matrix foliation would only definitely 

date S2 if they were taken from the western limb of the Poorman anticline where the 

foliation dated cross cuts bedding with an anticlockwise asymmetry and thus postdates this 

very large isoclinal fold.  As shown above, the foliation axial plane to the Poorman anticline 

could have developed when the FIA trending at 055° (or even 117°) formed.  

Counterbalancing these possible effects, internal deformation and recrystallization of the 

minerals defining any pre S2 foliation would have taken place as it was rotated from either 

of these trends to a NNW-SSE orientation partially or completely resetting its age to that 

of D2. 

 

The mineralization at Homestake Mine, which formed during D4 (section C), has been 

dated at 1736 ± 8 Ma (section E).  Since probably D2 and certainly D3 and D4 formed 

during development of the ~N-S FIA trend (section D), the bulk of the Harney Peak 

Granitoid complex was emplaced by 1736 ± 8 Ma and probably by 1746±10 Ma.  

Granitoid material could have been making its way up through the crust well before 1746 

Ma, associated with the heat that generated garnet growth when the FIAs trending 117° or 

55° were developing.  Associated with north-directed accretion of the Yavapai island arc 

around 1775 Ma (e.g., Dahl et al. 2005a, b), migration of melt could have commenced as 

the deformation intensified.  Yet most regard the age of the Harney Peak Granite as 1715 

Ma (e.g., Walker et al., 1986).  An explanation for the 1715 Ma age that is strongly 

supported by the classic photo in Figure A1, involves late fracturing at the crustal level 

exposed today of a granitoid complex that was essentially fully constructed by ~1740Ma.  

Such fracturing would have occurred at a high angle to the direction of extension during 

SW-NW to W-E directed compressive events.  These events were intense, as witnessed by 

the dramatic rotation of earlier SW-NE trending structures into NNW-SSE and N-S trends 

visible on both sides of the protection provided by the Harney Peak Granite in Figure A2.  

They could have been of sufficient intensity to locally, progressively and heterogeneously 

fracture the pluton that lay between them at a high angle to the extension direction.  Such 

fracturing would have been aided by periods of horizontal foliation formation that 

alternated with vertical foliation formation during the development of the 117° and 055° 

FIA trends.  Directions of extension during sub-horizontal bulk shortening are generally 

sub-vertical because significant crustal thickening can only take place at a high-angle to the 
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earth’s surface (e.g., Bell and Sapkota, 2012).  Fracturing, such as that described above, 

around the current level of exposure across much of this complex, would explain both the 

sub-horizontal pegmatitic veining (with other directions being feeders for these fluid rich 

melts) and the sub-horizontal contact of the granite containing the presidents’ heads 

against the schists below in Figure A1.  The latter granite phases would have been 

emplaced late in a history of overall emplacement spanning ~70 million years and this 

would account for the current dominance of ages around 1715 Ma.  Yet evidence for older 

ages could be present in some locations and such a history of progressive construction 

would help resolve the complexity associated with the emplacement of 24,000 pegmatite 

sills and small plutons within and surrounding this granitoid (Norton and Redden, 1990; 

Redden et al., 1982). 

 

A spread of garnet porphyroblast ages from potentially 1775 to 1760 Ma for the 117° FIA, 

1760 to 1750 Ma for the 055° FIA, 1750 to 1740 Ma for the 335° trend apparent from fold 

axial planes in Figure A16 and finally to 1740 -1700 Ma (section E) for the N-S FIA, 

combined with the isograd distribution at Homestake Mine (section D) and regionally 

(Figure A4), suggests a focused heat source operated below the Black Hills while all this 

deformation took place.  Certainly a wide spread of ages, expected if a FIA control was 

used to date monazite and allanite inclusions in garnet for each FIA trend (e.g., Bell and 

Welch, 2002; Ali, 2010; Sanislav, 2010; Quentin de Gromard, 2013), would further support 

a lengthy period of granite emplacement as interpreted above. 

 



   

 

 

SECTION B 
 

STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROCKS SURROUNDING 

THE HOMESTAKE MINE 
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ABSTRACT 

Rocks surrounding the Homestake Mine were affected by at least five deformation events.  

The youngest of these, D5, has a sub-horizontal axial plane and rotated the previously 

developed sub-vertical axial plane event top to the west so that it now dips everywhere 

steeply to the east.  It developed crenulations and locally a weak sub-horizontal crenulation 

cleavage.  The previous deformation, D4, formed folds with steeply dipping axial planes 

and ~N-S trends that range upwards from 10 cm wavelengths. These folds can be difficult 

to differentiate at a regional scale from an earlier period of deformation, D2, that produced 

numerous ~ 200 m wavelength folds in the Homestake Formation that had axial planes 

with generally steep dips but more NNW-SSE trends.  Between these deformations 

occurred a deformation, D3, which formed with sub-horizontal axial planes that was only 

locally developed with significant intensity.  If this deformation had not occurred, D4 

would simply have intensified the effects of D2 as their axial planes are commonly only 

slightly oblique to one another.  However, where D2 folds were rotated by zones of locally 

developed D3, D4 overprinted and refolded the D2 structures.  A schistosity lies parallel to 

layering in all rocks in this region.  This is commonly S2 but locally predates S2.  The earliest 

possible fold that can be distinguished is the Poorman anticline which is the rotated 

isoclinal relic of a pre-D2 fold that equates with similar folds that have been observed south 

of the Homestake Mine near the Harney Peak Granite (Section A). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Homestake was one of the world’s largest gold deposits having produced 40 million ounces 

of gold during a protracted history since discovery in 1876 to eventual closure in 2002 

(Bachman and Caddey, 1990a; Goldfarb et al. 2005).  Homestake Mine is the type deposit 

for iron formation hosted gold deposits worldwide including Morro Velho (Minas Gerais, 

Brazil), Lupin (North West Territories, Canada) and Musselwhite (Ontario, Canada).  

Several previous workers at Homestake have analyzed the structural history of the mine 

(Bond, 1982) as well as controls on its ore shoots (Yates, 1931, Noble et al., 1949; Reid, 

1982; Chinn, 1969; Caddey et al., 1991; Meier, 1992;) although none integrated quantitative 

microstructural data from orientated thin sections with their structural analysis.  The 

history of structural development of the rocks surrounding the Homestake Mine is lengthy.  

One of the younger deformations produced numerous large tight to isoclinal folds and a 
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strong axial plane schistosity that have made it difficult to resolve the earlier fold history in 

Homestake region using mesoscopic approaches. 

 

Many of the orebodies at the Homestake Mine are located within garnet grade 

metamorphism.  Some of these garnet porphyroblasts preserve the effects of deformations 

that predate the folds mentioned above.  Utilizing microstructures preserved in the 

porphyroblasts, a more complete understanding of the early history has been obtained and 

new constraints have been placed on the structural development.  These structures can be 

correlated with folding events that have been recognized previously to varying degrees 

within the mine and particularly elsewhere across the Black Hills region (e.g., section A).  

Some of the earlier workers in this region recognized the presence of a deformation event 

that formed with a gently dipping axial plane without realizing the vital role it played in 

creating geometries on which mineralization was subsequently localized.  Lack of 

recognition of the role of this deformation in localizing ore shoots most likely resulted 

from it being obscured by the effects of younger folding and differentiated crenulation 

cleavage development. 

 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

REGIONAL TECTONIC SETTING 

The Precambrian core of the Tertiary Black Hills uplift in western South Dakota is exposed 

in an elongate dome approximately 35 km wide and 85 km long (Darton and Page, 1925).  

Rocks within the Black Hills uplift range from Archean to Holocene in age (Redden and 

Norton, 1975) with the core dominated by early Proterozoic sedimentary and volcanic 

horizons (Figure B1).  Greenschist through upper amphibolite facies metamorphism of 

early Proterozoic and older rocks, with the overall NNW-SSE trending foliation dated at 

1746 +/- 10Ma in the Homestake Formation (Frei et al., 2009), appears to pre-date 

emplacement of the 1720 Ma  (Redden et al., 1990) to 1690 Ma (Section E) Harney Peak 

Granite (Figure B1).  Regional metamorphism was accompanied by several phases of 

ductile deformation, which resulted in the development of NW to N trending regional 

foliations in the Lead area.  The regional geology of the Black Hills has been thoroughly 

documented by Redden et al. (1990) and Redden and DeWitt (2008) and is described and 

discussed in detail in Section A. 
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DISTRICT GEOLOGY 

The Homestake gold mine is situated within the northern Black Hills uplift within the 

eroded Precambrian core of an early Tertiary dome known as the ‘Lead Window’ (Figure 

B1).  Proterozoic rocks in the Lead Window comprise a multiply deformed Precambrian 

sequence consisting of metamorphosed greywacke, chert, black shale, basaltic flows and 

sills.  Metamorphism and deformation occurred during development of the Central Plains 

Orogen at 1.78-1.63 Ga (Baird et al., 1996; Dahl and Frei, 1998).  Uplift and doming 

occurred during the 65-60 Ma Laramide Period coinciding with emplacement of intrusive 

rocks consisting mainly of rhyolite, trachyte, phonolite sills and dikes (Caddey et al., 1991).  

The complex structural architecture of the host rocks at the Homestake Mine resulted 

mainly from the effects of the succession of overprinting deformation phases that 

accompanied deformation and metamorphism from 1.78-1.68 Ga (Dahl and Frei, 1998, 

Sections A and E). 

 

DISTRICT STRATIGRAPHY 

The three formations which host the Homestake Mine are, from oldest to youngest, the 

Poorman, Homestake and Ellison Formations (Figures B2 and B3).  These rocks are 

conformably overlain by the Northwest, Flagrock and Grizzly Formations (Figure B2).  

Metamorphism, deformation and hydrothermal alteration have destroyed most sedimentary 

structures, modified the thickness of units and complicated contact relationships. 

 

The Poorman Formation 

The Poorman Formation is divided into lithologically distinct upper and lower units.  The 

lower unit consists of amphibolite and is called the Yates unit (unpublished Homestake 

Mine Ltd. reports and Caddey et al., 1991).  This unit acted as a competent body during 

deformation and may have played a role in controlling the distribution of structures around 

the Homestake ore bodies (Figure B3).  Carbonate-rich schist directly overlies the lower 

amphibolite unit.  The upper unit consists of heterogeneous, calcareous, and pelitic to 

semipelitic phyllite (Caddey et al., 1991).  A biotite-quartz-carbonate phyllite is commonly 

located close to the Homestake Formation.  Graphitic quartz-sericite phyllite is in contact 

with the overlying Homestake Formation (Caddey et al., 1991). 
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The Homestake Formation 

The Homestake Formation is a massive- to thin-bedded sequence of carbonate and silicate 

dominated rocks.  It is composed of iron-carbonate minerals and in the western mine area 

consists of a siderite phyllite.  In the mine center, it is characterized by a mixture of iron-

carbonate and iron-silicate minerals.  In the east, the iron-silicate minerals form grunerite 

schist.  Rye and Rye (1974) suggested a hot spring exhalative origin based on oxygen and 

sulfur isotope data. 

 

The Ellison Formation 

The Ellison Formation consists of massive quartzite interbedded with pelitic and semi 

pelitic phyllite.  Foliations are poorly developed within quartzite beds of the Ellison 

Formation. 

 

Northwestern Formation 

The Northwest Formation consists of phyllite, schist and minor slate composed of quartz, 

sericitic muscovite, biotite with minor tourmaline and titanite.  Sedimentary structures such 

as bedding and lamination are normally absent (Slaughter, 1968). 

 

Flagrock Formation 

The Flagrock Formation is characterized by abundant light grey sericitic phyllites and schist 

consisting of quartz, muscovite, graphite, iron oxides and minor tourmaline.  Some 

phyllites display fine scale laminations. 

 

Grizzly Formation 
The Grizzly Formation is composed of a fine grained, gray to dark gray sericitic phyllite. 

 

METAMORPHISM 

Temperatures calculated by Kath (1989) from garnet-biotite and ankerite-siderite 

geothermometry across the Lead area range from 370oC in the west (upper greenschist 
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facies) to 630oC in the east (middle amphibolite facies).  Estimated pressures range from 

3.5 to 4.9 kb in semipelitic rock samples using the plagioclase-biotite-garnet-muscovite 

geobarometer of Ghent and Stout (1981).  These measurements are inferred to reflect the 

prevailing metamorphic conditions accompanying Proterozoic deformation during the 

Central Plains Orogeny. 

 

DEFORMATION EVENTS 

D1 

D1 produced a layer-parallel foliation S1.  Locally preserved relicts of S1 observed in thin 

section are consistently parallel to bedding.  The Poorman anticline is an early-formed 

isoclinal fold associated with S1 because both limbs of this fold are folded by overprinting 

D2 folds with the same asymmetry (Figure B4). 

 

D2 

D2 produced tight to isoclinal F2 folds that plunge to the SSE (Figure B4) and have a well-

developed, generally steeply-dipping axial plane foliation S2 (Figure B5).  A large-scale 

anticlinorium, which involves the Lead anticline and Lead syncline, overprints the Poorman 

anticline (Figures B2 to B5).  It has S2 parallel to its axial plane and is overprinted by the 

effects of the younger deformations described below. NNW-SSE striking S2 is the 

dominant penetrative cleavage in the area (Figures B5 and B6). 

 

D3 

Locally, D3 strongly rotated S2 (e.g., Figures B6 and B7) to gently dipping orientations or 

formed a gently-dipping, differentiated crenulation cleavage S3.  For overprinting 

relationships observed from outcrops that lie structurally above versus below the ore 

shoots in the mine, the asymmetry of curvature of S2 into S3 tends to switch from 

anticlockwise to clockwise.  Figure B8 shows a photo of a thin section cut from oriented 

diamond drill core from structurally above the orebody.  The foliation trapped within the 

garnet porphyroblasts is continuous with that outside.  The cores grew early during a 

deformation that rotated the internal foliation S2 anticlockwise (looking north) to a sub- 
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horizontal orientation in the rim parallel to S3.  The rims grew subsequently during a 

younger deformation that formed crenulations with sub-vertical axial planes S4; note the 

clockwise curvature of S3 due to D4 in the top LH rim of the LH porphyroblast in Figure 

B8.  A similar relationship is shown in Figure B6 from Station H51 along the detailed 

structural traverse made to the south of the mine and structurally above the orebody 

(Figure B9).  In Figure B6 S2 curves anticlockwise due to the D3 crenulation (upper LHS 

of figure) with a gently dipping axial plane S3.  Figure B10 shows detail from Station H214 

on the structural traverse that was made to the north (Figure B9) and structurally below 

mineralized Homestake Formation.  The main foliation, which is S2 with sub-parallel relics 

of S0, curves clockwise (looking north) due to folds with sub-horizontal axial planes S3.  

These folds are in turn overprinted by folds with sub-vertical axial planes S4.  A similar 

relationship is shown in Figure B7 where S0 and S2 are curved clockwise by D3 before 

being overprinted by steeply dipping S4.  Generally, anticlockwise S2/S3 asymmetry 

relationships dominated along the detailed structural traverse in Figure B9 to the south of 

the mine and clockwise along that to the north.  That is, to the south of and structurally 

above ore shoots, S2 commonly curves anticlockwise into S3.  To the north of and 

structurally below the ore shoots, S2 generally curves clockwise into S3. 

 

D4 

Deformation during D4 was generally considerably less intense than during D2 because S2 is 

a well-developed schistosity and S4 is not.  Rather, where S4 is present it is preserved as a 

differentiated crenulation cleavage slightly oblique to S2 (Figures B6, B7, B11 and B12) 

except in D4 fold hinges (Figures B8 and B10).  The axial planes of D4 folds (Figure B13) 

tend to be aligned a little more towards N-S than D2 folds (compare stereo nets in Figures 

B14 and B5) but the spread of D4 folds from gentle to steeply plunging in Figure B15 

defines a crude and steeply ENE dipping plane that strikes essentially NNW-SSE.  This 

may better define an average S4 trend. 

D5 

The final phase of Proterozoic deformation, D5 produced flat lying, commonly millimeter-

scale zones of shearing with horizontal axial planes that consistently display a top to the 

west shear sense (Figures B16 and B17a).  It also formed larger folds with gently dipping 

axial planes in cross-sections within the mine (Figure B17b). 
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INTERPRETATION 

D1 

Folds earlier than the period of orogenesis called D1 herein are apparent 20 and 40 kms to 

the southeast and south of Homestake near Nemo and Keystone respectively (Figure 1; see 

section A).  Furthermore, foliations are preserved in garnet porphyroblasts around 

Homestake that predate the earliest schistosity lies parallel to bedding in the mine and its 

surrounds.  These earlier foliations are truncated by S0//S1 in the matrix in the Homestake 

region (see sections A and D).  Consequently, the possibility that the Poorman anticline 

formed before rather than during D1 should be kept in mind.  Such preservation and 

rotation of early-formed regional folds into the orientations of a succession of younger 

events has recently been documented in the Mount Isa Province of Australia (Abu Sharib 

and Bell, 2011).  It is probably a normal result of shifts in the direction of tectonic bulk 

shortening associated with changes in relative plate motion (Bell and Sapkota, 2012).  

Recognition that it can occur is relevant to correlating structures and conducting 

exploration for gold mineralization in the multiply deformed rocks of the Black Hills. 

 

D2 

The gross geometry of the rocks in the Homestake area is controlled by the impact of a 

pair of large-scale upright D2 folds, called the Lead anticline and Lead syncline, on the 

earlier-formed Poorman anticline.  Most mineralization lies on the SE limb of the latter 

fold and that in 21 Ledge on the NW limb lies near the Poorman anticline hinge.  

Furthermore, the latter limb disappears under cover just to the north.  S2, the axial plane 

schistosity to the Lead folds, lies axial plane to parasitic D2 folds on the west limb of the 

Lead syncline that overprint both limbs of the Poorman anticline with the same asymmetry 

as shown in Figure B18.  This suggests that under cover to the north, the NW limb of the 

Poorman anticline will be affected by the Lead syncline/anticline couplet.  

 

D3 

The dominance of a different direction of asymmetry for S2/S3 relationships along the two 

traverses shown in Figure B9 suggests the presence of an open fold in S2 whose axial plane 

intersects the Earth’s surface between the two traverses with a gentle, approximately  
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southerly dip.  The meso to macrosopic rotational effects of this deformation on S2 appear 

to be only strongly partitioned quite locally (Figure B18a).  Therefore in areas without the 

localized effects of D3, S2 remained unaffected and was re-used (Davis and Forde, 1994) 

rather than crenulated during D4 similar to that apparent in Figure B7 and shown as a 

schematic succession with regards to earlier formed D2 folds in Figure B18b, c and d.  

Close examination of outcrops structurally above and below mineralized Homestake 

Formation strongly supports this interpretation (see section C).  The effects of D3 are 

significantly obscured by the intense overprinting effects of D4 as shown in Figure B19.  

This is possibly why Chinn (1969) and Caddey et al. (1991) recognized that a deformation 

with a gently dipping axial plane had affected the rocks in this region, but not realized its 

significance.  The now gently west dipping sub-horizontal form surface for several closely 

spaced zones of D3 partitioned shearing appear to be followed by the ore ledges (see 

section C for more detail). 

 

D4 

D4 produced tight and upright folds in S0,1,2,3.  This deformation event was essentially 

coaxial planar with D2 and is only distinguishable from D2 with certainty where D3 was 

developed (e.g., Figures B7 and B19).  That is, because S4 formed sub-parallel to S2, it is 

only where S2 was rotated by the effects of D3 that D4 crenulations, S4 crenulation cleavage 

and D4 folds could form that are distinct from D2 structures along strike or above and 

below as shown by the succession of sketches in Figure B18b, c, d.  Elsewhere, such as on 

the left side of the photo in Figure B7 and in Figure B18d, S2 has been reused rather than a 

new cleavage form during D4 and as a consequence, D2 folds were intensified (e.g., Figure 

15 in Bell and Hickey 1998).  In many locations, the S4 crenulation cleavage was also 

partially or fully decrenulated by reactivation of S0, S2 or S3 (Figures B6 and B8; e.g., Ham 

and Bell, 2004).  Thus, although most of the tight folds that overprint both limbs of the 

Poorman anticline with the same asymmetry formed during D2, they were probably further 

tightened during D4 and only refolded where D2 folds were rotated to gentle dips by D3 as 

shown in Figures B18c,d and B19.  Although D4 folds tend to have axial planes aligned 

more N-S than the NNW-SSE trends for D2 folds, unless D2 folds are clearly overprinted 

by D4, they are difficult to distinguish in plan view.  D2 folds are easier to distinguish in 

cross section where the rotational effects of D3 on D2 structures and differentiated 

crenulation cleavage versus an intense schistosity are more obvious.  
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D5 

D5 formed with a sub-horizontal axial plane and was a low strain event that did little to 

modify the architecture except rotate previously upright structures into steeply east dipping 

orientations (Figures B16 and B17).  S4 is sub-vertical to slightly west pitching in the strain 

shadows of garnet porphyroblasts where it was protected from the anticlockwise rotational 

effects of D5 (Figure B20).  Overall S4 dips steeply to the east due to the top to the west 

rotational effects of D5 in the Homestake Mine vicinity (e.g., Figure B17b).  Local 

reactivation of all earlier formed foliations that lay sub-parallel to S4 during D5 is suggested 

by the heterogeneous appearance and disappearance of more obvious D5 folds along their 

gently dipping axial planes in Figures B3 and B17 (e.g., Ham and Bell, 2004). 

 

DISCUSSION 

CORRELATION WITH PREVIOUS WORK 

The D1 described herein partially correlates with the D1 of Chinn (1969) and Reid (1982).  

These workers defined S1 as a bedding parallel schistosity, but Chinn (1969) attributed S1 to 

the formation of SE plunging isoclinal folds with steeply dipping axial planes.  Reid (1982) 

suggested an early easterly trending D1 nappe structure was responsible for S1, although he 

gave no supporting evidence for this.  D2 herein partially correlates with D1 of Chinn 

(1969), D2a and D2b of Reid (1982), D1 of Meier (1992) and D1a-early of Caddey et al., 

(1991). 

 

This paper concurs with the observations of Chinn (1969) and Caddey et al. (1991) 

regarding S3 development.  Chinn (1969) noted a flattening fabric, but did not time or 

attribute any associated overprinting criteria to those structures.  Caddey et al. (1991) 

described the presence of a gently dipping fabric that they inferred formed during a 

flattening event (their middle D1a) with no associated stretching lineation, or folding.  They 

interpreted this event to have occurred during early prograde metamorphism of the Trans 

Hudson Orogen.  These workers did not address the significance of this flattening fabric in 

the overall geometry of the Homestake Mine host rocks. 
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D4 has been consistently recognized by previous workers and corresponds to D2 of Chinn 

(1969), D2c,d and D3 of Reid (1982), D2b of Meier (1992) and D1a-late, D1b-early and D1b-

middle of Caddey et al. (1991).  Many of these workers (Reid, 1982, Meier, 1992; Caddey et 

al., 1991) attributed this event to the production of sheath (conical) folding with a north 

trending axial planar crenulation cleavage.  There is a general agreement that gold 

mineralization occurred late within this event during ductile-brittle shearing (Chinn, 1969; 

Reid, 1982; Meier, 1992; Caddey et al., 1991). 

 

D5 was recognized by Chinn (1969; his D3) as differentiated spaced crenulation cleavage.  

Similarly Reid (1982) identified gently dipping north-trending kink folds (his D5).  Caddey 

et al. (1991) also identified post-ore brittle shearing and crenulation kink folds (their D1b-

late) as the final Proterozoic deformation event.  A correlation of deformation events 

established by previous workers with that of this paper is summarized in Table B1. 

 

THE POORMAN ANTICLINE AS A PRE D2 STRUCTURE 

The Poorman anticline can be readily interpreted as predating the Lead fold couplet 

because D2 folds both of its limbs and its axial plane with the same asymmetry forming a 

classic refold structure (Figure B2).   This agrees with the rotation of the earlier SW-NE 

trending folds that occur to the north of the Harney Peak Granite to more N-S axial plane 

trends that is described in Section A with the Poorman anticline being exactly such a fold.  

There is a difference in that the northeast ends of SW-NE trending fold axial planes north 

of the Harney Peak Granite in the Hill City region on Figure 1 are rotated anticlockwise to 

NNW-SSE trends. The rotation of the southwest ends of originally SW-NE trending fold 

axial plane such as those located west of the Nemo area were what was probably rotated 

anticlockwise to form the Poorman axial plane trend.  This difference highlights the fact 

that the Harney Peak Granite is bounded by intense zones of D2 and D4 type strain that 

produce an anticlockwise displacement of pre-existing units on the east side and a 

clockwise displacement on the west side.  This further supports the strain shadow concept 

described and discussed in Section A.  There is the possibility, as mentioned above, that the 

Poorman anticline is actually an even earlier fold such as those labeled Fe on Figure 2 

because sub-vertical foliations with this trend are preserved within porphyroblasts.  This 

possibility could be examined further in future with the conceptual procedure shown in 

Figure 16 in Abu Sharib and Bell (2011) providing a promising approach. 
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Table B1.  Correlation of deformation events from this thesis with those established by previous workers on the Homestake Mine. 

This Thesis Chinn, 1969 Reid, 1982 Meier, 1992 Caddey et al., 1991 

D1 - Bedding (S0) parallel schistosity 
(S1), locally preserved relicts of S1 
observed in thin section. 

 

 

D1 - produced a bedding parallel 
schistosity. 

D1 - recumbent isoclinal folding of 
easterly trend, east trending sub 
cylindrical ore shoots developed either 
as original sedimentary accumulation 
trends or through metamorphic 
Recrystallization of syngenetic metals 
in sedimentary rocks. 

 D1a early - regional plate scale 
shearing and folding.   

D2 - Large-scale Poorman-Lead 
anticlinorium fold structure.  S2 forms 
the main cleavage in the area, a steep N-
NW striking fabric.  Developed during 
major transcurrent movement related to 
the Trans-Hudson orogen. 

D1 - coaxial SE plunging isoclinal 
folds.   

D2a - overturned isoclinal folds of 
northwesterly trend (Homestake 
syncline and related folds).                                                     
D2b - crossed by steeper conical 
isoclinal folds on more westerly trends 
(lower 9 and 11 ledge rotated into 
D2a/b trends. 

D1a - isoclinal folds with axial planar 
schistosity.                                                                                                                                                                    
D1b - strongest schistosity with 
associated tight to isoclinal folds 
plunging 24˚ towards 150˚.                                                                             
D1c - large-scale anticlinorium structure 
plunging 27˚ towards 120˚-190˚, axial 
trends of 149˚-143˚ and an overturned 
axial plane dipping 65˚ towards the SW.    

D1a early - regional plate scale 
shearing and folding. 

D3 - Large scale D3 fold within the 
mine produced by a shallow fabric, 
shear sense on S2 is top to the east N of 
the mine and top to the west S of the 
mine.    

Noted flat fabric, not attributed to 
any event or timed. 

  D1a middle - flattening event with no 
lineation. 

D4 - When D4 forms a new fabric it is 
preserved as a differentiated crenulation 
cleavage slightly oblique to S2.  The S4 
crenulation cleavage commonly formed 
by reactivation of S2, to produce a 
composite S2-4 cleavage. 

D2 - coaxial crenulation cleavage 
axial planar to F2 folds. 

D2c - upright isoclinal folds (more 
westerly) with parallel ore shoots.                                                                        
D2d - restricted occurrence of open 
upright, conical isoclinal folds (north-
westerly trend).                                                                                       
D3 - north trending crenulation 
cleavage and associated F3 folds. 

D2b - folds axial trace 135˚-120˚ and 
plunge approximately 44˚ SE with 
vertical axial plane with open fold forms 
in restricted 75-150 m wide zones. 

D1a late - sheath folding with axial 
fabric.                                                                                 
D1b early - upright folding with 
vertical axial plane foliation.                                                                  
D1b middle - ductile brittle shearing 
accompanied by ore stage 
mineralization. 

D5 - Small-scale zones of shearing with 
horizontal axial planes consistently show 
top to the west shear sense. 

D3 - differentiated spaced 
crenulation cleavage (kink fabric) 
bends F1 and F2 fold axes. 

D5 - gentle dipping north trending kink 
fold shears. 

 D1b late - post ore brittle shearing 
and crenulation kink fabric. 



 

 

 

SECTION C 

 

STRUCTURAL CONTROLS ON GOLD MINERALIZATION IN THE 

HOMESTAKE MINE 
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ABSTRACT  

The Homestake Mine is one of the largest known hydrothermal gold deposits in the world.  

Total production from the mine exceeded 40 million ounces of gold at an average grade of 

approximately 8.57 g/t over a 126 year period until the mine closure in 2002, from 

operations extending 2.5km underground.  Mineralization is essentially strata bound to the 

Homestake Formation but occurs as separate trends (ore ledges) and shoots that occupy 

only 3 % of this formation within the mine.  The mineralization occurred during the fourth 

deformation visible in the rock matrix.  This deformation, D4, produced folds with steeply 

dipping axial planes that caused gaping and breccia vein development off localized zones 

where the two generations of structures that immediately predated it.  The interaction of 

these younger folds resulted in the localization of orebody formation during D4.  The first 

of these, D2 formed the large Lead syncline on which mineralization in the mine is 

centered.  Large D2 folds define the ten ledges from which the ore was mined.  Ore shoots 

within these ledges are mainly defined by D4 folds.  However, the location of orebodies 

within the Homestake Formation is controlled by a few spaced zones of more intense 

deformation associated with the intervening third deformation, D3.  D3 formed folds by 

rotating the axial planes of D2 folds to gentle dips about an axial plane that was sub-

horizontal.  The intense overprinting fold effects of D4 from the scale of 10 cm upwards 

tended to rotate the axial planes of D2 structures back to steeper orientations and obscure 

the effects of D3, resulting in the significance of this event not previously being recognized. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Homestake gold deposit, located in the northern Black Hills of South Dakota, U.S.A.  

(Figure C1), produced more than 1,200 tons of Au during mining from 1876 to 2002 and is 

one of the largest hydrothermal gold deposits known globally (Goldfarb et al., 2005).  The 

gold is hosted almost exclusively by a carbonate-silicate-sulfide facies iron formation.  

Several previous workers have analyzed the structural history of the mine and ore shoot 

controls (Chinn, 1969; Reid, 1982; Meier, 1992; Caddey et al., 1991).  However, none 

developed a robust predictive exploration strategy based on their structural analyses.  The 

history of structural development of the rocks encompassing the Homestake Mine is long 

and complex (Section B).  In particular, one of the youngest deformations produced tight 

folds with a strong axial plane cleavage that are not easy to differentiate from an earlier  
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period of similarly oriented isoclinal folding making it difficult to separate the contribution 

of each, if any, to mineralization. 

 

Garnet porphyroblasts are contained in many rocks that host mineralization and preserve 

the effects of deformation that predated as well as accompanied the above generations of 

folds.  Using them, in combination with underground mapping and oriented thin 

sectioning from oriented samples (Appendix I and II) and oriented drill core (Appendix 

III), allowed a fuller picture of the deformation history to be obtained and new constraints 

have been placed on both the timing and structural features that controlled gold 

mineralization.  These structures can be correlated with folding events that were recognized 

previously to varying degrees.  Significantly, although the deformation event, which creates 

the geometries on which mineralization localizes during a younger event, was recognized by 

half the previous workers on this region, it was not regarded as being vital to ore formation 

because its effects were so obscured by younger folding. 

 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The Homestake gold mine lies at the northern end of the Black Hills uplift within the 

eroded Precambrian core of an early Tertiary dome known as the ‘Lead Window’ (Figure 

C1).  The uplift formed around 65-60 Ma coincident with the emplacement of sills and 

dikes of rhyolite, trachyte and phonolite (Caddey et al., 1991).  Multiple deformation and 

metamorphism of the Proterozoic sequence of sedimentary and volcanic rocks possibly 

began during the Trans Hudson Orogeny at 1.89-1.78 Ga (Baird et al., 1996) but definitely 

occurred during the Central Plains Orogeny at 1.78-1.63 Ga (Dahl and Frei, 1998; Dahl et 

al., 1999).  The complex structural architecture of the host rocks at the Homestake Mine 

resulted from the effects of the Precambrian portion of this succession of overprinting 

deformation events.  The Poorman (calcareous, pelitic to semipelitic, locally graphitic 

phyllite overlying amphibolite), Homestake (massive- to thin-bedded sequence of 

carbonate and silicate dominated rocks with grunerite schist at higher metamorphic grades 

in the east) and Ellison (massive quartzite interbedded with pelitic and semi pelitic phyllite) 

Formations host the Homestake orebodies (Figure C1) but metamorphism, deformation 

and hydrothermal alteration have destroyed most sedimentary structures, modified the 

thickness of units and complicated contact relationships.  Temperatures range from 370oC 
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to 630oC and pressures from 3.5 to 4.9 kb (Kath, 1989; Kath and Redden, 1990) from west 

to east of the mine. 

 

MINERALIZATION 
The Homestake gold deposit is largely stratabound within the Homestake Formation with 

ore bodies making up less than 3 % of the Homestake Formation in the mine area.  Total 

gold production of ~40 million ounces (>1,200 tons) came from 147.7 million tons of ore 

at an average grade of 8.57 g/ton Au. 

 

ORE BODIES 

Economic gold is contained within tabular to pipe like ore bodies that occur at or near the 

transition between the Homestake and the underlying Poorman Formation or the overlying 

Ellison Formation (Figure C2).  Individual ore bodies can traverse across the bedding 

within this formation and show a range of orientations (Figure C3).  These ore bodies are 

relatively undeformed (Figure C4) and occur as isolated layers of pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, 

minor pyrite (pyrite diminishes below 800 level) and native gold with a gangue matrix of 

quartz + chlorite + siderite + biotite ± garnet (Figure C5).  Sulfides average 8 % of the 

total ore volume but range from 5 % to 30 %.  Where contained entirely within the 

Homestake Formation, the rocks hosting the ore are generally siderite- or grunerite-

dominant biotite-chlorite-quartz schist.   

 

MINERALIZATION STYLES WITHIN THE OREBODIES 

Two names were used to describe ore at Homestake from relatively early in the mine 

history.  These were replacement ore, whereby disseminated pyrrhotite replaces S0//S1,2 as 

shown by the finger and arm in Figure C5 and gold occurs in discontinuous layers along 

these foliation surfaces (Figure C6a) and shear ore, which consists of quartz veins with 

chlorite ± arsenopyrite alteration halos such as shown in Figure C6b (e.g., Caddey et al., 

1991).  Breccia vein mineralization has become the more widely accepted term that covers 

both of these types (Perkins, 1984; Hayward, 1992; Forde and Bell, 1994; Perkins, 1997) 

and this term is used through the rest of this thesis. 
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GOLD AND ASSOCIATED MINERALS  

Gold is everywhere associated with arsenopyrite (Figure C7) and commonly with irregular 

pyrrhotite blebs (Figure C6).  It occurs as inclusions within arsenopyrite (Figure C7a), 

pyrrhotite (Figure C7b) and pyrite together which, in turn, occur as irregular grains and 

veinlets in schist (Figure C6b); it is locally also present in gangue minerals.  Most gold is 

very fine grained (<1mm) and disseminated throughout the ore bodies, occurring as 

microscopic to submicroscopic grains (Figure C7a) or flakes within and along grain 

boundaries of silicate, sulfide and carbonate gangue minerals, as coarse inter-growths with 

quartz (Figure C6a), and as micrometer thin smears on chlorite parting surfaces (Caddey et 

al., 1991).  Visible gold is preserved along grain boundaries of arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite 

(Figure C7b) and along fractures in arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, and garnet.  The highest 

concentrations occur near the margins of breccia veins (called by previous workers stage II 

quartz veins, e.g., Caddey et al., 1991; Figures C6a and C8).  Euhedral and subhedral grains 

of arsenopyrite are typically 1 mm to 2 cm in size (Figures C6 and C8).  Pyrrhotite is the 

most abundant sulfide and occurs as irregular anhedra in the schist (Figures C6b and C8).  

Groups of grains can be rounded or elongate lenses aligned parallel to the schistosity and 

locally, pyrrhotite grains occur as trails of grains or tiny veinlets (Figure C8).  Tiny veinlets 

of calcite commonly cut arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite and rarely pyrite; some that cut 

arsenopyrite also contain ankerite.  Small fractures through opaque minerals commonly 

contain calcite but locally they also contain quartz.  Chlorite is widely distributed 

throughout the Homestake ores, growing across and thus appearing later than minerals 

such as cummingtonite, sideroplesite, biotite, garnet, albite and ankerite that have some 

association with orebodies.  Coarse black biotite accompanies small quartz veins in 

cummingtonite schist, and green biotite is widespread throughout the mineralized portions 

of the Homestake Formation.  Tiny plates of sericite fill a few fractures in arsenopyrite, 

pyrrhotite and pyrite and this mineral appears to be a late phase in some veins.  Carbonate 

is present most abundantly as pure calcite, then ankerite, rhodochrosite, dolomite and iron-

bearing calcite. 
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STRUCTURES ASSOCIATED WITH MINERALIZATION 

The structural history of this region is described in Section B.  Only structures directly 

relevant to most ore development are described in detail herein.  Little evidence appears 

available in the rock matrix about earlier deformation events (Figures C9 to C11) although 

some subtle trends in linear features (Figure C9a) and fold axes (Figure C9b) were 

recognized through detailed work by Caddey et al. (1991).  The latter features suggests that 

mesoscale structures are preserved from much earlier in the deformation history than one 

would have thought possible within the relics of the folds shown throughout Figure C9.  

Evidence for these earlier events is also preserved in the shapes of some orebodies (Figure 

C12) and by the trends of foliations overgrown by porphyroblasts that predate and are thus 

truncated by schistosity that is everywhere parallel to bedding S0 (Sections A and D).  

In the western portion of the mine, S2 is also parallel or sub-parallel to S0,1 because of the 

much greater intensity of D2 (and possibly D4) deformation within the biotite zone than in 

the garnet zone (Figure C1).  In this zone of high strain, fold axes are rotated to much 

steeper plunges (Figure C2) and doubly plunging sheath-like folds are common (Caddey et 

al., 1991).   The Lead syncline/anticline fold couplet formed during D2 and an intense 

schistosity S2 developed parallel to their steeply dipping NNW-SSE striking axial planes.  

These folds refold the Poorman anticline revealing that it formed before D2 (Figure C1).  It 

is called a D1 structure herein but, as discussed below and described and discussed in 

Section A, it may have formed considerably earlier in the structural history.  The next 

deformation, D3, is described in more detail as it critical for the localization of subsequent 

ore development.  Its effects outside of the mine are described in Section B.  D3 produced 

localized rotations of S2 and thus D2 folds towards gentle dips and S3 formed 

heterogeneously within these zones with an originally a gentle dip (Figure C13).  The fourth 

deformation, D4, produced tight folds with axial planes sub-parallel or slightly more N-S 

trending than those formed by D2.  Where no rotational effects due to D3 were present, D4 

simply intensified D2 folds and S2 cleavage; no new D4 folds and no S4 developed.  Where 

rotational effects from D3 were significant, D4 refolded D2 folds and produced a 

differentiated crenulation cleavage that crenulated S2 (Figure C8).  This deformation has 

particular significance as well for ore development within the mine.  It was followed by a 

deformation that produced crenulations with gently dipping axial planes and local weakly 

developed differentiated crenulation cleavage S5.  These, as everywhere, shear older 

structures with a top to the west shear sense (see Section B). 
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ORE LEDGES 

The ore bearing structures in the mine, termed ‘ledges’ from when mining began over 100 

years ago, consist of mineralized, generally south plunging fold hinges of Homestake 

Formation (Figures C1, C2 and C14).  Where mineralized at an economic level, these 

structures are referred to as Ore Ledges, ten of which were mined to produce gold.  From 

east to west, the Ore Ledges are Caledonia, Main, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 and 21 (Figure 

C1).  These odd numbered ledges are synclines containing smaller or subordinate anticline 

and synclines (Figures C1, C3, C4, C9, C13, C14 and C15).  Even numbered ledges are less 

complex structurally and barren or less mineralized (Figures C1 and C9).  However, Main 

Ledge (e.g., Figure C9), which was one of the most prolific ore systems in the mine, started 

as a mineralized anticline.  Down-plunge, the ore progressively raked across the structure to 

occur in the synclinal part of the adjacent fold possibly because S4 was more N-S trending 

than NNW-SSE S2. 

 

ORE LEDGE TREND VARIATIONS RELATIVE TO THE 

AMPLITUDE OF D4 FOLDS 

The ore ledges in the low amplitude D4 folded eastern portion of the mine (inside the 

garnet zone) including Caledonia, Main, 7, 9, 11, 13 (Figure C1) plunge towards the SE as 

shown in Figures C2 and C14.  The composite plan view projection in Figure C12, to avoid 

superposition of all ore shoots, shows ore bodies for only some mine levels.  The ore 

bodies are not everywhere continuous between mine levels.  The ore ledges in the lower 

metamorphic grade rocks to the west of the garnet zone are located in the high amplitude 

D2/4 folded western portion of the mine (Figures C2 and C9).  17, 19 and 21 Ledges also 

plunge more steeply towards ~119°. 

 

ORE SHOOT ORIENTATIONS 

As well as the ore ledge trends mentioned above, Figure C14 show that within the more SE 

plunging ore ledges, ore shoots range in plunge direction from towards the SSE to the S. 
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STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Ore grade mineralization occurs within and adjacent to D4 folds zones that are tight 

(Figures C13 and C15) or more open (Figures C10 and C14) but which everywhere contain 

refolds at some scale.  The ore mineral assemblage is typical of mesothermal deposits and 

displays no original fabric (Figures C4, C7 and C8); grains infill or replace rock with shapes 

and distribution partly reflecting quartz vein boundary proximity and partly what they are 

replacing (e.g., bedding in Figure C8) but with the grain orientations varying widely.  Ore 

consists of quartz veins (e.g., stage II of Caddey et al., 1991) with associated chlorite, 

siderite, arsenopyrite, and minor pyrrhotite.  Extensive chlorite after biotite is present in D4 

shears.  Disseminated pyrrhotite replaced some siderite rich beds within the Homestake 

Formation and is deposited in discontinuous layers along foliation surfaces.  Pyrrhotite 

within ore zones also occurs in minor dilatant zones along quartz, siderite, ankerite and 

chlorite mineral grain boundaries.  The cross-section in Figure C9 contains the transition 

from the high strained rocks in 15 Ledge (Figure C10) to the much lower strained rocks of 

Main Ledge (Figure C11) on the 7400 level; D4 refolding of rotated D2 structures is readily 

visible.  The overall structure of 15 Ledge in Figure C10 is a south plunging D2 syncline.  

Detailed mapping and sampling of the three stopes outlined on Figure C10 and in 

Appendix IV, revealed numerous meter scale D4 folds, which contain or are affected by 

mainly sub-horizontal mineralized quartz-rich breccia veins, which lie at a high angle to 

their axial planes.  These folds have a well-developed differentiated crenulation cleavage 

parallel to their axial planes.  Figure C11, from Main Ledge in Figure C9, shows similar 

relationships to those just described for 15 Ledge. 

 

The rotation of D2 by D3 folds is most obvious at the scale shown in Figures C10 and C13.  

D3 rotation of the axial planes of D4 folds has gently dipping axial plane form surfaces that 

are refolded by D4 folds.  Detailed mapping revealed that both anticlockwise and clockwise 

asymmetries in S0,2 folded by D3 occur in close proximity to the ore.  Moving structurally 

away from ore shoots revealed that folds with more clockwise asymmetries (looking north) 

occurred above ore and folds with more anticlockwise asymmetries occurred below.  

Section B records a similar pattern for the distribution of D3 fold asymmetries. 
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INTERPRETATION 

MINERALIZATION 

Gold is associated with the quartz breccia veins.  In the vein selvedges chlorite extensively 

replaces primary cummingtonite, sideroplesite, biotite, quartz and garnet in the schists 

adjacent to mineralization (e.g., Figures C3, C5, C6 and C8).  Green biotite is widespread 

throughout the mineralized portions of the Homestake Formation.  An almost white 

cummingtonite stands out from darker cummingtonite in the country rock and appears to 

have been introduced during breccia veining (the lighter colour appears to be due to a 

greater degree of twining).  A pale green albite replaces vein-associated quartz, chlorite, 

biotite, quartz and garnet, and cummingtonite.  In some thin sections, albite is replaced by 

chlorite, biotite and cummingtonite, possibly indicating an overlap in the paragenesis.  

Ankerite has replaced minerals in the schist such as cummingtonite, biotite, quartz and 

garnet, as well as quartz and chlorite associated with breccia veining.  A minor amount of 

chlorite is later than ankerite.  Sericite, with chlorite and calcite, has replaced garnet in the 

schists and quartz, chlorite, ankerite and albite associated with breccia veining.  Calcite has 

replaced cummingtonite and biotite in the schists and quartz, chlorite and albite associated 

with breccia veining.  Tiny veinlets of calcite cut arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite quite 

commonly and pyrite in a few instances. 

 

TIMING OF MINERALIZATION 
The mineralization formed during D4 because the breccia veins show a distinct geometrical 

relationship to S4 and are deformed as well as crosscut by this deformation event (Figures 

C3, C4, C5, C8, C10, C11, C13 and C15). 

 

ORE LEDGE TRENDS, ORE SHOOT TRENDS AND THE ROLE OF 

D2, D3 AND D4 FOLDS 

Figures C1, C3, C4, C5 and C8 through C15, show that D2, D3 and D4 all exert an influence 

on the geometry of mineralization even, though the breccia veins that control 

mineralization developed during D4 (Figures C10, C13, C14 and C15).  Figure C16a shows 

a plot of the linear features from the stereo net data (Figure C9a) of Caddey et al (1991); all 

their linear trends were measured as bearings from this plot and a rose diagram constructed  
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(Figure C16b).  As recognized by Caddey et al. (1991), it shows a clustering of trends that 

reflect F2, F4 and other folds.  One of the peaks in linear features coincides with the 117° 

FIA trend reported in Section A.  The 055° FIA in the latter section lies within the spread 

of the peak at 070°. The 117° FIA trend is reflected ~ten times in the various trends of ore 

lenses in Figure C12 whereas the 055° FIA trend is only reflected by a few much smaller 

examples.  However, it does appear that early fold axis (Fe in Sections A and B) trends and 

F1 fold axis trends (to a much weaker degree if at all), for which FIAs have been measured 

around the mine, are potentially reflected to a slight degree by the trends of some ore 

bodies and linear feature within the mine. Such trends are only obviously preserved on 

regional maps in the strain shadow immediately north of the Harney Peak Granite where 

the effects of D2, D3 and D4 in the Homestake Mine are weak to non-existent (Section A).  

An explanation for this effect is that any relics of these folds in the mine that retain gentle 

plunges, if overprinted by D3 with gently dipping axial planes, will readily gape during the 

fracturing, gaping, implosion and breccia vein development that accompanied sub-vertical 

stretching during the development of D4 (Figure C2).  The impact of such sub-vertical 

stretching is apparent in the distribution of high-grade ore shown in Figure C2c. Figure 

C17 shows that in some locations where S2 and S4 have similar strikes and D2 folds are 

gently plunging, much of the mineralization in two sections separated by 2000 feet (610 m) 

lay in the same location relative to the same folds. The development of sub-horizontal axial 

planar D3 folds resulted in L0,1
2 and L2

3 and L3
4 forming sub-parallel. 

 

The limbs and hinge of the Lead syncline with its NNW-SSE trending axial plane span the 

bulk of mineralization (Figure C2).  The trend of the axial plane of this fold reveals the 

geometric influence of D2; it causes the SSE trend of the ore ledges (Figures C2, C9 and 

C14).  The geometric influence of D4 appears to be more at the ore shoot scale producing 

the NNW-SSE to more N-S trends of ore shoots shown in Figures C12, C14 and C15.  

The influence of D3, which is more apparent in a vertical dimension, is on where the ore is 

located in cross-section (e.g., Figure C13).  The orebodies, which are restricted to the 

Homestake Formation and its contacts with adjacent units, make up less than 3% of this 

formation within the mine.  The influence of D3 is particularly apparent where D2 and D4 

folds have near parallel axial planes striking NNW-SSE (Figures C14 and C15).  D4 folds 

could not be distinguished from D2 folds in such situations because the D4 event reused S2 

and a separate S4 did not form and this resulted in the further tightening of D2 folds. Only 

where the axial plane of the D2 folds had been rotated by the effects of D3  
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could D4 folds form that are distinguishable from D2 folds because they would refold them 

(e.g., Figure C13).  The identical role of an intervening gently-dipping axial plane event 

between two similarly oriented sub-vertical fold events has been well documented in 

controlling the development of mineralizing folds at Mt Isa Mine and its surrounds by Bell 

and Hickey (1998) and Davis (2004).  Assisting the development of numerous D3 folds is 

the fact that the mine is in a hinge region for this event (Section B) and this has resulted in 

the development of many mesoscale rotations of D2 axial planes.  

 

THE ROLE OF D3 AND D4 IN ORE BODY DEVELOPMENT 

In outcrop involving ore, the effects of D3 having rotated S2 to gentle or sub-horizontal 

dips are everywhere apparent and in some locations, S3 developed an intense cleavage 

(Figures C3, C5, C8 and C13).  At the larger scale of the cross-sections in Figures C13 to 

C15, the effects of D3 are most apparent in the rotation of S2 to the more gently dipping 

orientations that enabled D4 folds to refold rather than just intensify those due to D2.  As 

shown above, mineralization occurred during D4 wherever zones of D3 development 

overprinted D2 plus any relics of earlier formed folds (Fig C18).  This effect of D3 on D2 

(plus any relics of earlier formed structures) provided multiple and heterogeneous changes 

in the dip of compositional layering that lay at a high angle to the steeply pitching 

stretching direction (L4
4 in Figure C2) within developing S4 planes.  This allowed opposing 

shear senses resulting from synthetic shear along developing S4 to act discordantly with 

antithetic shear and reactivation on differently oriented potions of S0,1,2.  This led to gaping, 

implosion and thus breccia veining (e.g., Figure 13 in Bell et al., 1988; Forde and Bell, 1994 

and Bell and Hickey, 1998).  This process was aided by the differential competency of the 

Homestake Formation relative to those above and below with ore shoots being generally 

localized near these contacts throughout the mine (Fig C18).  The size of ore shoots is 

most likely a function of the combined effects of the scale and degree of heterogeneity that 

had developed through the impact of D3 on D2 and earlier formed folds.  
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DISCUSSION 

Only 3 % of the Homestake Formation within the mine is mineralized.  This is problematic 

for a syngenetic interpretation for the origin of the ore particularly since the mineralization 

present is not associated with D2 folds but rather the overprinting effects of D3 and D4 on 

D2 folds. 

 

TIMING OF GOLD MINERALIZATION CORRELATED WITH 

PREVIOUS WORKERS 
A correlation of the deformations herein with those by other workers in the Homestake 

region is made in section B and is not repeated here.  The mineralizing deformation D4 was 

recognized by previous workers and corresponds to the D2 of Chinn (1969), D2c,d and D3 

of Reid (1982), D2b of Meier (1992) and D1a-late, D1b-early and D1b-middle of Caddey et al. (1991).  

There is general agreement that gold mineralization occurred late within this event during 

ductile-brittle shearing (Chinn, 1969; Reid, 1982; Meier, 1992; Caddey et al., 1991).  There 

is also general agreement that the structural architecture of rocks that host the Homestake 

Mine developed during several generations of overprinting folding (Chinn, 1969; Reid, 

1982; Meier, 1992; Caddey et a., 1991) and this study concurs with many aspects of these 

previous workers interpretations.  However, although Chinn (1969) and Caddey et al. 

(1991) noted the presence of the flat lying foliation called S3 herein, they did not recognize 

its significance for creating geometries that promoted breccia veining during D4.  The 

intensity of D4 folding in the mine in zones of mineralization would have been one reason 

for this.  In addition, few if any workers realized prior to the work of Bell et al. (1988), and 

Bell and Hickey (1998) at Mount Isa, that multiple sub-vertical foliations would not form in 

sub-parallel orientations without intervening periods of sub-horizontal axial plane fold 

development.  Independent confirmation of this phenomenon, through its role in 

porphyroblast nucleation and growth, has been quantitatively demonstrated using 

Thermocalc and dating (Figures 11 and 2 in Sanislav and Bell (2011) and Bell et al. (2013), 

respectively).  In the case of Homestake, the change in the dominant asymmetry of D3 

structures across the mine apparent from the surface mapping described in section B drew 

attention to the role of this event during subsequent underground mapping.  Within the 

mine it became obvious that D3 structures were ubiquitous where mineralization 

developed.  Previous workers probably attributed many of these structures to being the 
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refolded remains of D2 folds and thus never looked for a larger scale role for them in the 

mine similar to that interpreted in Figures C13, C14 and C15. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF D3  

Breccia veining at Homestake involved the rock being pulled apart by opposing shears 

across structural heterogeneities.  These heterogeneities were formed by rotation of 

previously developed structures into more gently dipping orientations during D3 (Figure 

C18).  Reactivation of S0 during D4 versus shear on S4 on some limbs of D3 folds, caused 

gaping followed by implosion, brecciation and subsequent mineralization (e.g., Forde and 

Bell, 1994).  Without D3, S2 would have been used throughout D4, D2 would have simply 

intensified, and there would have been no gaping and implosion to generate the breccia 

veins that provided the access of the mineralizing fluids to the brecciated country rocks to 

form orebodies (e.g., Bell et al., 1988; Aerden, 1991; Davis, 2004). 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPLORATION 

Recognition of role of D3 has important implications for exploration in the Homestake 

area and throughout the Black Hills uplift.  D3, at least in the Homestake region, is much 

less pervasive than D2,4, being significantly partitioned into well-spaced locations vertically 

through the crust.  Mineralization is restricted to zones where D3 cuts horizons chemically 

and rheologically suitable for deposition of gold during breccia veining due to fluids 

diffusing along foliations accessing these sites (e.g., Forde and Bell, 1994).  One exploration 

approach would be to carefully map areas of known weak gold mineralization to find zones 

where D3 becomes well developed.  Recording changes in S2 asymmetry due to D3 would 

reveal macroscopic zones across which the dominant asymmetry switches, could be 

targeted by drilling through horizons chemically suitable for mineralization.  A green-fields 

approach at scale of the entire inlier is possible.  The dips of all foliations trending between 

NW-SE and N-S could be plotted and contoured in 10° dip ranges.  Areas with the gentlest 

dips suggest the presence of well-developed D3 effects, and initially those containing 

transition from biotite to garnet grade metamorphism could be chip sampled or drill tested 

for anomalous gold. 

 



 

 

SECTION D 

 

THE ROLE OF DEFORMATION PARTITIONING IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF A VERTICAL GARNET ISOGRAD IN THE 

HOMESTAKE MINE 
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ABSTRACT  

The N-S striking garnet isograd in the Lead Window of the Black Hills of South Dakota is 

exposed from the surface to a depth of 2.5 km within the Homestake Mine with the garnet 

zone to the east and the biotite zone to the west.  This sub-vertical isograd was not rotated 

from a gentle dip to its current orientation by ductile deformation because the shear senses 

on successive matrix foliations as well as on earlier formed ones preserved in 

porphyroblasts are predominantly the opposite to those required.  The garnet isograd 

appears to have formed sub-vertically and maintained this orientation throughout multiple 

subsequent phases of deformation and metamorphism without significantly lateral 

migration.  No granite lies closer than 8 km that could explain it developing with this 

orientation.  At least four periods of garnet growth occurred that predate the current 

schistosity parallel to bedding and at least three further phases of garnet growth occurred 

during subsequent deformations preserved in the matrix.  The isograd corresponds with an 

order of magnitude reduction in deformation intensity with garnet growing in the lowest 

strained rocks.  Garnet growth predating the earliest foliations (other than bedding) now 

preserved in the matrix suggests that this isograd developed before the obvious matrix 

deformation which changes in intensity across it (D2).  Four phases of growth of 

porphyroblasts prior to D2 development would have been a major control on where 

subsequent phases of porphyroblast nucleation and growth took place through the manner 

in which they affected deformation partitioning through this region during continuing 

orogenesis.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Quantitative micro-structural studies on porphyroblastic rocks using FIAs (Foliation 

Inflection/Intersection Axes preserved in porphyroblasts) have revealed that numerous 

periods of growth of the same porphyroblast phase can be distinguished (e.g., Hickey and 

Bell, 1999; Aerden, 2004; Cihan, 2004; Sayab, 2005, 2006, 2008; Rich 2006; Yeh 2007; Bell 

and Sapkota, 2012; Bell et al., 2013).  Furthermore, the timing of growth of successive 

phases can be dated using monazite grains trapped as inclusion trails that define each of the 

FIAs in a succession (Bell and Welch, 2002; Cihan et al., 2006; Cao, 2009; Ali, 2010; 

Sanislav, 2010; Cao and Fletcher, 2012; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  Consequently, studies 

of the development and migration of a single isograd through time are now possible.  Some 

studies, as would be generally expected, reveal that isograds migrate with time away from 
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an obvious heat source (e.g., Shah, 2009).  However, quite surprisingly, other studies have 

revealed that the isograd did not migrate with time over many periods of deformation and 

metamorphism (e.g., Gavin 2004; Sanislav and Bell, 2011). 

 

Three dimensional exposures of isograds are limited.  One exceptional example is 

preserved in the deepest mine on the North American continent, the Homestake gold mine 

in the Black Hills of South Dakota.  This mine contains an exposure of a sub-vertical to 

slightly overturned garnet isograd from 2.5 km depth to the surface.  The location of this 

isograd has been thoroughly mapped underground, on the surface and by using numerous 

diamond drill cores to the north and south (Noble, 1939; Caddey et al., 1991).  Combined 

with excellent and relatively complex inclusion trail geometries preserved in garnet 

porphyroblasts, this has provided a unique opportunity to study in detail how the isograd 

developed.  This has revealed that the isograd did not migrate with time over many 

deformation and metamorphic events.  Furthermore, it was not rotated from a gentle to 

steep dip.  Instead, it formed with a sub-vertical orientation.  Significantly, the shear sense 

data on the succession of foliations preserved in porphyroblasts and the matrix that reveal 

that the isograd formed sub-vertically also provide an explanation for why it did not 

migrate. 

 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Precambrian rocks within the Black Hills of western South Dakota are exposed in an 85 by 

35 km dome (Figure D1; Darton and Page, 1925).  Greenschist through upper amphibolite 

facies regional metamorphism was accompanied in its later stages of development by 

emplacement of the ~1.72 Ga Harney Peak Granite (Section A).  Metamorphism occurred 

during several phases of ductile deformation from ~1.76 Ga (Dahl and Frei, 1999) to 

~1.69 Ga (Dahl et al., 2005a), the last stages of which resulted in the development of a 

dominant N to NW-trending regional foliation in the Lead area (Figure D2).  The 2nd 

sillimanite isograd in the southern Black Hills is centered on the Harney Peak Granite but 

the garnet isograd is not (Figure D1).  The staurolite isograd deflects southwards partially 

following the 1st sillimanite isograd around granite.  However, this is also a region of high 

D2 and D4 strain (Section A) that extends all the way north to Homestake Mine.  Regionally 

the garnet and staurolite isograds trend WNW-ESE across the Black Hills but swing to a  
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more NNW-SSE orientation in the zone of high D2 and D4 strain mentioned above.  

Granite has been intersected in drill holes lying approximately 8 and 13 km to the E-NE of 

Homestake in the northern Black Hills (the Whitewood Peak and Crook Mountain 

Granites locations in Figure D1).  

 

Proterozoic rocks in the Lead Window consist of a multiply deformed and metamorphosed 

Precambrian greywackes, cherts, black shales, basaltic flows and sills.  These rocks were 

tectonized during development of the Central Plains orogen from ~1.78 to 1.69 Ga (Baird 

et al., 1996; Dahl and Frei, 1998; Dahl et al., 2005a).  Doming occurred during the 65-60 

Ma Laramide Period coinciding with emplacement of intrusive rocks consisting mainly of 

rhyolite, trachyte and phonolite (Caddey et al., 1991).  Noble (1939) and Caddey et al. 

(1991) delineated the garnet and staurolite isograds.  Their garnet isograd is slightly 

modified in Figure D2, but not in the cross-section through the mine shown in Figure D3.  

It strikes essentially N-S and is sub-vertical, being slightly overturned to the west in the 

upper portion of the mine.  Figure D3 shows the amphibolite rich Yates member lying 

below the zone of shorter amplitude folds to the east of the garnet isograd.  Caddey et al. 

(1991) have suggested that this mass of amphibolite acted as a relatively competent body 

that affected the way the rocks folded above it.  The Yates member amphibolite is exposed 

at the surface in the core of the Lead Anticline (Figure D2 locations 208 and 210) 

containing a well-developed schistosity.  Underground, the amphibolite is a massive to 

faintly banded, fine grained and moderately well lineated hornblende plagioclase schist with 

calcite veins up 2 cm thick.  It is interbanded with pelitic schist that is locally carbonaceous, 

iron formation and coarse-grained amphibole bearing units. 

 

DATA AND DESCRIPTION 

MATRIX STRUCTURES 

The earliest foliation preserved in the matrix other than bedding (S0) is a layer-parallel 

foliation S1.  Relics of this foliation can rarely be distinguished from the dominant 

schistosity in the area, S2, as the latter foliation lies parallel to bedding except in the hinges 

of D2 folds (Sections B and C).  The latter locations are where S1 can locally be 

distinguished from S2.  Consequently, S0, S1 and S2 are sub parallel to parallel.  D3 is coarsely 

partitioned and meso to macroscopically spaced where it has developed.  It locally  
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produces a differentiated crenulation cleavage against porphyroblasts (see below) but 

commonly folds S2 and rotates the axial planes of D2 folds to sub-horizontal orientations 

without forming a new cleavage (Figure D4).  The effects of D4 can be distinguished from 

the effects of D2 where those of D3 are present (e.g., Figure D4).  They cannot readily be 

separated elsewhere because these two deformations formed with sub-vertical axial planes 

with similar strikes (Sections B and C).  S4 forms a differentiated crenulation cleavage with 

D3 rotated relics of S2 being the cleavage that is generally crenulated although very locally 

the crenulated cleavage is a separate cleavage S3 (see microstructural section below).  

 

FOLDS 
The Lead anticline/syncline fold couplet forms a regional D2 structure that refolds the 

isoclinal D1 Poorman anticline (Sections B and C).  D3 and D4 folds with gentle to 

moderate S to SSE plunging axes in the Homestake Formation overprint both the 

Poorman anticline and the Lead fold couplet (Figures D2 and D3).  Figure D4 shows how 

tight D2 folds that were modified in D4 have generally obscured the effects of D3 folding 

and, consequently, the significance of this earlier deformation went unrecognized until 

recently (Section B and C).  As mentioned above, the irregular presence of D3 structures 

suggests that the deformation was very heterogeneously partitioned during this period of 

tectonism.  The final phase of Proterozoic deformation, D5 produced sub-horizontal, 

millimeter-scale zones of shearing that consistently display a top to the west shear sense 

that generated the easterly dip of all obvious structures in the cross-section in Figure D3.  

 

DEFORMATION PARTITIONING ACROSS THE GARNET ISOGRAD 

The amplitude of folding and the intensity of foliation development increase significantly 

from east to west across the garnet isograd.  This abrupt transition in strain intensity takes 

place at the garnet isograd.  Folds in the Homestake Formation in the biotite zone to the 

west of the isograd have amplitudes between 1800 and 2500 m and wavelengths of 40 to 

140 m (Figure D5); folds in the garnet zone to the east have amplitudes between 40 and 

400 m and wavelengths between 20 and 140 m (Figure D5).  In the southern part of the 

mine, this transition takes places across 15 Ledge (Figure D3).  To the north of the mine, 

the strain transition takes place across 9 Ledge; this brought 15 Ledge to just 180 m west of 

9 Ledge  
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versus the 590 m distance between these ledges in the south.  This dramatic change in 

strain is mirrored by changes in the intensity of foliation development with the rocks to the 

west preserving relics of a mylonitic fabric.  The Homestake Formation appears thicker 

overall in fold limbs in the western part of the mine than it does in the east where the mine 

lies within the garnet zone (e.g., Figure D5) and this increase in thickness is greater than a 

20° shift from being orthogonal to the cross-section plane would produce.  As discussed 

below, this change in thickness appears to have not resulted from the original depositional 

nature of the Homestake Formation (Caddey et al., 1991).  The widths of the eastern limbs 

of D4 anticlines in the garnet zone are locally less than western limbs, with some thinned to 

nothing, such as to the west of Ledge 9 (Figure D3). 

 

MICROSTRUCTURES  

Matrix microstructures 

Mylonitic S2 foliation near 9 Ledge to the north of the mine and to the west of the garnet 

isograd is shown in Figure D6a.  It has been partially overgrown by albite porphyroblasts 

and affected by grain coarsening during D3 and D4 but its mylonitic character is locally well 

preserved in appropriate rocks.  Figure 6b contains relics of sub-horizontal S3. 

Decrenulation generally unfolds developing D3 crenulations or prevents them from 

forming through reactivation of S0,1,2 leaving few relics of S3 cleavage in the matrix except 

where it has developed against porphyroblasts, but causing significant rotation of S2 from 

steep to gentle dips (e.g., Ham and Bell, 2004).  S4 crenulations and differentiated 

crenulation cleavage are better preserved than S3 in spite of significant reactivation of S2 

during D4 (Figure D7a,b), mainly because D5 was much less intense deformation than D4.  

D5 developed locally, producing sub-horizontal crenulations, some of which developed a 

weak differentiated crenulation cleavage parallel to their axial planes (Figure D8a). 

 

Porphyroblast inclusion trail geometries vs the matrix 
Inclusion trails range in shape from straight with slight curvature on the porphyroblast rims 

(Figure D8b) to sigmoids (Figure D9a), staircases (Figure D9b) or spirals (Figures D10 and 

D11).  Many porphyroblasts show continuity of their inclusion trails with the matrix 

foliation, both away from as well as within strain shadow regions, in all vertical thin 

sections around the compass (e.g., Figures D8b, D9 and D10).  However, the inclusion 
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trails in some porphyroblasts are truncated either by the matrix foliation or by inclusion 

trails in the porphyroblast rim (Figure D11).  The cores of the garnet porphyroblasts in 

Figure D10 grew during D3 over S2 and some minor rim growth occurred during D4 (most 

obvious on the base of the garnet on the upper center edge of the photo).  Six phases of 

garnet growth are possible in the central garnet porphyroblast in Figure D11 within which 

Sa is truncated by Sb and Sd is truncated by S3.  These phases of growth occurred during Db 

over Sa, possibly during Dc over Sb, during Dd over Sc, possibly during D3 over Sd, possibly 

during D4 over S3 and during D5 over S4.  A single phase of growth occurred in the upper 

left garnet porphyroblast during D3 over S2.  In such a sample, three FIA (foliations 

intersection/inflection axes preserved in porphyroblasts) trends are possible since a FIA 

trend is controlled by steeply dipping foliations (Bell and Bruce, 2006; Bell et al., 2013) and 

three different sub-vertical foliations are present in and on the rim of this porphyroblast.   

 

Porphyroblast inclusion trail geometries versus compositional maps 
Three phases of garnet growth are shown in Figure D12a,b that occurred during D3, D4 

and D5.  The cores of the two garnet porphyroblasts on the right grew during D3.  The core 

of the left and rims of the right two garnets grew during D4.  The left and right rims of the 

left garnet grew during D5.  This is confirmed by the compositional maps in Figure D12c-f.  

The high Mn core that formed during D3 is only present in the two garnet porphyroblasts 

on the right side.  The slight increase in Mn on the left garnet rim records the D5 phase of 

garnet growth.  

 

Differentiation asymmetry across the regional Poorman and Lead Anticlines 

The curvature of porphyroblast inclusion trails commonly preserves the differentiation 

asymmetry (Bell et al., 2003).  This asymmetry is the curvature of a crenulated foliation into 

a zone of differentiated crenulation cleavage (Figures D8b through D12) and defines the 

shear sense operating on that crenulation cleavage (Davis, 1993, 1995; Ham and Bell, 

2004).  It is recorded in the rim of a porphyroblast, where the inclusion trails exit into the 

matrix (Figures D8b through D12).  For example, the differentiation asymmetry of S3 into 

S4 in Figures D8b and D9a is clockwise as is S2 into S3 in Figures D10 and the upper left of 

D11.  The differentiation asymmetries for successively overprinted foliations as a function 

of whether the samples are located on the east or west limbs of D2 anticlines are shown 
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in Tables D1 and D2 and Figure D13 (looking north).  The limbs of the isoclinal Poorman 

anticline are not differentiated because this fold predates D2 (Sections A, B and C).  Both 

asymmetries are generally present, though Figure D13 shows a predominance of clockwise 

asymmetries for D3 and D4 on all limbs; only four examples of the differentiation 

asymmetry for S2 development have been recorded.  In summary, there was a large degree 

of coaxiality to the deformation during garnet growth, but clockwise asymmetries 

dominated during D3 and D4.  The differentiation asymmetry into S5 is everywhere 

anticlockwise as shown in Figure D8a. 

 

Foliation intersection axes within porphyroblasts - FIAs 
Foliation intersection axes within porphyroblasts have been measured for six samples 

containing garnet porphyroblasts that were collected above the eastern ledges in the mine 

area (sample locations H100, H101, H103, H104, H105 and H106 in Figure D2) using 

techniques described many times (e.g., Cihan, 2004; Sayab, 2005; Rich 2006; Abu Sharib 

and Sanislav, 2013; Quentin de Gromard, 2013) and summarized in Figure D14.  A seventh 

sample (H34; location shown in Figure D2) contains inclusion trails in some garnet cores 

defining four generations of foliations that pre-date those continuous with the matrix 

foliation (Figure D11).  A horizontally oriented thin section of this sample revealed that the 

earlier formed sub-vertical foliations Sb and Sd in Figure D11 strike ~WNW-ESE and 

~SW-NE, respectively, directly reflecting earlier-formed FIA trends (Aerden, 2004; Aerden 

and Sayab, 2008; Aerden et al., 2013).  The S2/S3 FIA in those porphyroblasts with trails 

continuous with the matrix trends at 350°.  Two of the other six samples (H101 and H104) 

contain similar early-formed inclusion trails where the FIA was measured accurately.  

Sample H101 contains a core FIA trending 110° (asymmetry clockwise from a gentle to 

steep pitch looking N), a rim FIA trending 060° (asymmetry clockwise from a gentle to 

steep pitch looking N) and the inclusion trails in the garnet porphyroblasts are truncated by 

the matrix foliation trending at 360°.  Sample H104 contains a core FIA trending 120° 

(asymmetry clockwise from a gentle to steep pitch looking N) and a rim FIA trending 050° 

(asymmetry anticlockwise from a steep to gentle pitch looking N), and intersection 

lineations within the matrix trending at 360°.  The asymmetries looking north for sample 

H34 in Figure D11 for the FIA trending ~WNW-ENE are clockwise (shallow (Sa) to steep 

(Sb) pitch) as well as for the FIA trending ~SW-NE (shallow (Sc) to steep (Sd) pitch).  The 7 

samples average 356° for the ~N-S trending FIA.  A possible clockwise asymmetry for  
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Table D1.  Porphyroblast growth and asymmetry from surface and drill hole samples. 

  

West East
H23 carbonate c x F = flat
H29B garnet c x S = steep
H33 garnet c c x c = clockwise
H34 garnet c c c x a = anticlockwise
H40 garnet c c x
H42 garnet c x
H46 garnet c c x
H47 garnet c x
H48 garnet c x
H49 garnet c x
H50 garnet a c x
H51 garnet c + a x
H52 garnet c x
H54 garnet c x
H61 garnet c c x
H62 garnet c x
H65 garnet c x
H67 garnet c x

West East
24515 5900 level 15 ledge stope 23N pillar N26 x

HC6 carbonate c x
HC7 carbonate c x
HC8 carbonate a x
HC9 garnet c + a x
HC10 garnet c c x
HC16 garnet c c c + a x
HC24a garnet c x
HC24b garnet c x
HC25 garnet c x
HC26 garnet a x
HC27 garnet a x

24877 7400 level main ledge
HC45a garnet c x
HC45b garnet c x
HC46 garnet c c x
HC47 garnet c c x
HC48 garnet c + a a x

24440 7400 level main ledge stope 10S pilar S155
HC54 garnet a x
HC55 garnet c a + c a + c x
HC60 garnet a a a x

24904 3650 level 11 ledge
HC32 garnet c + a a x
HC50 garnet c + a x
HC51 garnet a + c a + c x
HC52 garnet a c + a x
HC57 garnet c x
HC62 garnet a a x
HC64 garnet c a x

DRILL HOLE SAMPLES

SURFACE SAMPLES

Location Type D2 (F to S) D3 (S to F) D4 (F to S) F2 limb

Location Type D2 (F to S) D3 (S to F) D4 (F to S) F2 limb
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Table D2.  Matrix shear sense asymmetry form surface samples. 

  

West East
H1 matrix a x
H2 matrix a + c x
H3 matrix c x
H4 matrix c? x
H5 matrix a x
H9 matrix c x
H10 matrix c x
H11 matrix c c x
H12 matrix a + c x
H13 matrix a + c x
H14 matrix c c x
H15 matrix a x
H16 matrix c x
H17 matrix c c x
H18 matrix a x
H20 matrix a + c x
H22 matrix c x
H25 matrix a x
H26 matrix c x
H29 matrix c x
H30 matrix c x
H35 matrix a c x
H38 matrix c x
H39 matrix c x
H68 matrix c x

F = flat
S = steep
c = clockwise
a = anticlockwise

SURFACE SAMPLES

Location Type D2 (F to S) D3 (S to F) D4 (F to S) F2 limb
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earlier gently dipping foliation into S2 was determined for H34 but not for the other 

samples. 

 

Distribution of the growth phases relative to the garnet isograd 

Garnet porphyroblasts containing FIA 1 or 2 or 3 lie within 1 km of the garnet isograd in 

Figure D3. Garnet porphyroblast growth during the development of matrix events D3, D4 

and D5 (which contain FIA 3) occurred 200 m or less from the isograd. 

 

OXYGEN ISOTOPE VARIATION ACROSS THE GARNET ISOGRAD 

Figure D15a shows the Del 18O values for cross-cutting quartz veins for samples taken at 

different distances from the garnet isograd.  Figure D15b shows the Del 18O values for 

quartz in country rock for samples taken at different distances from the garnet isograd. 

 

INTERPRETATION  

FOUR ORTHOGONAL DEFORMATIONS  

Evidence for a repeated cycle of sub-vertical and sub-horizontal deformations involving 

foliations S2 through S5 is well preserved within and around the Homestake Mine.  The 

large-scale Lead fold couplet formed with a sub-vertical axial plane schistosity S2 (preserved 

in garnet porphyroblasts in Figures D10 and D11) that varies from well-developed in the 

garnet zone to locally mylonitic in the biotite zone (Figure D6a).  This variation in the 

intensity of deformation is particularly apparent in the change in amplitude of folds across 

the isograd that is so obvious in Figure D5 because the narrow transition zone is not 

shown (it is shown in Figure D3).   

 

D3, which formed with a sub-horizontal axial plane (see S3 against porphyroblast rims in 

Figures D10 and D11), is quite variably partitioned with depth through the Homestake 

Mine, varying from absent to locally strongly developed.  D3 rotated the axial planes of 

isoclinal D2 folds, crenulating and then reactivating S0,1,2 rather than forming a new axial 

plane structure.  S3 did develop locally (Figure D6b) but is best preserved against 

porphyroblast rims  
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(Figures D10 and D11).  The latter phenomenon is a direct result of the porphyroblast 

protecting S3 from the effects of decrenulation and reactivation of S2 as D3 continued and 

during the next deformation D4; the effects of decrenulation and reactivation away from 

porphyroblasts are visible in Figure D6b.  The effects of D3 on D2 are commonly obscured 

by D4 folds although they can be readily seen in Figure D4.   

 

D4 folds formed with a sub-vertical differentiated crenulation cleavage as axial plane as 

shown against the porphyroblasts in Figures D8b, D9a and D12 and in the matrix in Figure 

D10.  The axial planes of these folds are similarly oriented to those of D2 folds where the 

latter are unaffected by D3 and in these regions, D2 folds were intensified during D4 rather 

than new D4 folds developed (Figures D2 and D3).  Indeed, only where D3 has rotated the 

axial planes of D2 folds away from sub-vertical can D4 folds be distinguished from D2 folds 

(Figure D4).  

 

The effects of the much weaker sub-horizontal axial plane D5 event are locally visible as 

shown in Figures D8a and D9b.  Minimal porphyroblast growth continued during this 

deformation event (e.g., Figure D9b).  It had local macroscopic effects, tilting S2 and S4 and 

the axial planes of equivalent folds to easterly dips (Figure D3). 

 

THE FIA SUCCESSION 

Sufficient thin sections (as shown in Figure D14) were cut to measure all the FIAs present 

in six samples.  A horizontal thin section for sample H34 allowed the FIA defined by S2 

against S3 to be measured in several porphyroblast rims but only contained enough old 

garnet cores to indicate that the earlier FIAs had ~WNW-ESE and SW-NE trends (Figure 

D11).  However, two of the samples measured by the approach shown in Figure D14 had 

FIAs in garnet cores at 110-120° and in their rims at 050-060°.  Furthermore, the garnets in 

both these samples are truncated by a sub-vertical matrix foliation trending at 360° defining 

an effective matrix FIA.  The latter samples and those with inclusion trails continuous with 

the matrix foliation define a FIA averaging 356°.  Therefore, at least three FIAs oriented 

successively 110-120° (FIA 1), 050-060° (FIA 2) and 350-360° (FIA 3) have formed in 

these rocks with the ones trending ~N-S resulting from foliations that are continuous with 

those in the matrix (e.g., Figures D8b and D9a) in all section orientations.  Foliations S2, S3, 
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S4 and S5 all developed about the same 356° FIA trend and evidence for phases of garnet 

growth accompanying at least three of the latter deformations are preserved in Figures D8 

to D12. 

 

The porphyroblasts in samples containing FIAs 1 and 2 are defined by inclusion trails that 

are truncated by the matrix foliations (e.g., Figure D11).  They preserve evidence that up to 

four phases of foliation development and garnet growth accompanied the formation of 

these 110-120° and 050-060° FIA trends (e.g., Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd in Figure D11).  The matrix 

foliations associated with these events have been destroyed in the Homestake region by 

reactivation of S0,1 during D2 but evidence for these earlier periods of differently directed 

bulk shortening during orogenesis is well preserved 50 km to the south in the strain 

shadow created by the Harney Peak Granite (Section A).  The whole of the Black Hills 

region has undergone a long history of orogenesis involving numerous cycles of sub-

horizontal compression followed by gravitational collapse of the over thickened orogenic 

pile similar to that described by Bell and Sapkota (2012) in the Himalayas and Bell et al. 

(2013) in the Vermont Appalachians.  The three periods of FIA development determined 

from only seven samples could increase if more samples are measured in the future.  This is 

possible because five peaks are evident in the distribution of axial planes trends in Figure 

A17 of Section A and it has been shown elsewhere that such peaks can reflect the FIA 

succession (Abu Sharib and Bell, 2011; Bell and Sanislav, 2011). 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF GROWTH PHASES RELATIVE TO THE 

GARNET ISOGRAD 

The two samples containing FIAs 1 and 2 plus the sample featured in Figure D11 lie 

between 1 and 1.5 km east of the current garnet isograd.  All samples for which FIAs have 

been determined lie between 1 and 2 km from the garnet isograd.  Thus the maximum 

lateral migration of the isograd to the west, if any, is 1 km from the development of FIAs 1 

and 2 to FIA 3.  The period of time from the development of FIA 1 to FIA 3 is around 50 

million years (Section A). 
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DISTRIBUTION OF DEFORMATION PARTITIONING  

Deformation in the garnet zone on the eastern side of the isograd (e.g., Figures D3 and 

D5) was essentially coaxial during both steep and flat foliation producing events (Table D1; 

both asymmetries are present although clockwise asymmetries dominate) and of much 

lower intensity than in the biotite zone to the west where fold amplitudes are more than ten 

times greater than to the east (Figure D5).  Yet the wavelengths of folds in both zones are 

similar.  This suggests that the folds to the west initially developed with much greater 

wavelengths and possibly before the folds in the east (e.g., Figure D16a and D16b).  Yet, in 

spite of such high bulk horizontal shortening strains to the west, the Homestake Formation 

on fold limbs on both sides of the isograd has a similar thickness.  The large components 

of bulk horizontal-shortening needed to develop the much greater amplitude folds in the 

biotite zone should have dramatically thinned beds on fold limbs relative to those to the 

east, as shown in Figure D16c.  Since this did not occur, either prior to the development of 

D2 the Homestake Formation much thicker to the west or there was a large component of 

layer parallel shortening plus very coaxial deformation in the biotite zone prior to or during 

the nucleation of these folds.  A factor in these geometries, also considered by others (e.g., 

Caddey et al., 1991) is whether the amphibolite of the Yates member, which lies below the 

lower strained rocks of the Lead fold couplet in Figure D3, acted as a competent mass that 

caused deformation to partition more to the west.  This possibility would cause 

deformation during D2 to begin to the west of the Yates member with changes in how 

deformation partitioned with time resulting in larger wavelength folds forming initially to 

the west than those that eventually began to develop in the east as shown in Figure 16a, b, 

c.  The presence of the D1 Poorman anticline hinge would also have provided a 

heterogeneity that helped localize first formed D2 folds to its vicinity.  In cross-section the 

apparent dip of the axial plane of the Poorman anticline is now parallel to S2 but the latter 

foliation cross-cuts it in plan view.  Furthermore, prior to D2, the D1 axial plane possibly 

had a trend parallel to FIA 2 (055°) or even FIA 1(117°) (see Section A). 

 

Little information on shear senses operating during D2 could be determined from 

porphyroblasts because FIAs need to be determined for complex trails before the foliations 

present predated S2 with certainty.  Only two samples were fully examined quantitatively 

and both lay on the east limb of the Lead anticline, as did the less precisely examined third 

sample H34 in Figure D11.  The asymmetries for FIAs 1 and 2 in all three samples looking 

north are all clockwise for changes from gentle to steep foliation orientations (the lone  
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anticlockwise change was from a steep to flat change in foliation development).  Only 

sample H34 contained any evidence for the differentiation asymmetry associated with the 

development of S2 and that was limited and clockwise (Table D1).   

 

The dominance of clockwise asymmetries (looking N) for gentle to steep changes in 

foliation dip for all FIAs and on both limbs of D2 macroscopic folds may indicate that in 

spite of the overall coaxiality of the deformation, that clockwise shear may have been 

slightly dominant as S2 developed west of the garnet isograd.  The form surface of D2 folds 

in cross section (Figure D17a) reflects the eastern limb of the D1 Poorman anticline being 

folded around the overprinting D2 Lead syncline and then anticline to the east.  In plan 

view the eastern limb of the Poorman anticline is more affected by the Lead 

syncline/anticline fold couplet than the western limb as the fold couplet progressively 

unfolds to the NNW.  This pattern of unfolding continues to the NNW with macroscopic 

syncline and anticline D1 folds in the Homestake Formation being only slightly affected by 

the Lead couplet.  Figure D17b, c, d shows the progressive impact of D3, D4 and D5 on the 

distribution of D2 folds shown in Figure D17a.  

 

VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE GARNET ISOGRAD 
Very few differentiation asymmetries have been defined for the development of S2 and 

deformation during that event was particularly coaxial in terms of fold hinge and limb 

appearance in cross-section (Figures D3, D16 and D17).  D3 and D4 were also very coaxial 

deformations even though the bulk of differentiation asymmetries looking north shown in 

Figure D13a are clockwise (west side up) because both asymmetries are everywhere present 

on both limbs for these events.  None of these characteristics fit with the large component 

of anticlockwise shear strain needed to rotate the garnet isograd east side up from sub-

horizontal to its current sub-vertical orientation.  Nor do these features fit with the 

dominance of clockwise asymmetries on all sub-vertical foliations that predate D2; these 

accompanied garnet porphyroblast growth during the development of FIAs 1 and 2 in all 

samples where these axes have been measured (from only three samples).  Without any 

evidence for significant east side up shear, it appears likely that the isograd formed with a 

sub-vertical orientation during the development of FIAs 1 and 2 and has remained in this 

orientation during the development of FIA 3 for D2 through D4.  It was only during D5  
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where all differentiation asymmetries indicate that the shear sense was non-coaxial and top 

to the west on S5, that the isograd was tilted away from the vertical.  

 

ISOGRAD MIGRATION 

The maximum migration of the isograd from the development of FIAs 1 and 2 was 1 km 

to the west over a period of time from potentially 1767 ± 14 Ma to ~1715 Ma (Dahl and 

Frei, 1998; Dahl et al., 2005a, Section E).  There is no evidence that the vertical 

development of the isograd is directly related to laterally proximal granite as deep 

exploration drilling has determined that the closest lies 8 km to the east-northeast (Figure 

D1).  Furthermore, oxygen isotope work by Rye and Rye (1974) within the mine recorded 

no evidence for an igneous fluid source. 

 

DISCUSSION 

A MODEL FOR ISOGRAD DEVELOPMENT? 

Any model for development of the garnet isograd in the Homestake Mine and its 

surrounds has to explain: 

1. the abrupt strain transition at the isograd, 

2. the high strain side is biotite grade, 

3. the presence of numerous garnet porphyroblasts on the low strain side, 

4. how the isograd developed sub-vertically, 

5. the lack of a proximal granitoid, 

6. little migration of the isograd over approximately 50 million years, 

7. a dominance of clockwise looking north overprinting of successive foliations preserved 

in both the matrix and porphyroblasts for three different FIA trends 

8. whether Homestake is typical rather than atypical with isograds commonly forming sub-

vertically; in this regard, significant 3D exposure of an isograd is rare and being able to 

distinguish quantitatively between multiple phases of growth of the same porphyroblastic 

phase is a recent development. 
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Deformation partitioning and porphyroblast growth/isograd development 

Quantitative studies of foliations preserved as inclusion trails have long suggested that 

deformation partitioning controls the sites where porphyroblasts grow within a rock (e.g., 

Bell and Hayward, 1991).  Recent dating and metamorphic evidence shows that 

deformation partitioning caused same composition garnet porphyroblasts to grow ~50 

million years apart in adjacent rocks with identical bulk compositions once the PT was 

appropriate for the reaction to take place (Sanislav and Bell, 2011).  Furthermore, the 

growth of porphyroblasts affects the way subsequent deformation partitions through an 

outcrop and a region (Bell et al., 2013) because large porphyroblastic grains are harder to 

deform than the finer-grained matrix surrounding them (e.g., the biotite porphyroblasts 

described by Fyson, 1980).  Furthermore, the most common porphyroblastic phase, garnet 

is a particularly competent mineral phase.  These relationships would help explain why the 

garnet zone rocks are an order of magnitude less deformed than the biotite zone rocks to 

their west.  They explain why garnet nucleated and grew time and time again for some 50 

million years in the garnet zone during deformations producing sub-vertical foliations in 

NW Maine (Sanislav and  Bell, 2011).  They do not explain why garnet growth did not 

migrate westward into the biotite zone during deformations producing sub-horizontal 

foliations.  However, the isograd was apparently folded and possibly even did migrate 

westwards during sub-vertical bulk shortening deformations that predated D2.  Evidence 

that it was locally folded westward by D3 is shown in Figures D2 and D17b and tilted 

eastwards by D5 in Figure 17d.  If newly nucleated garnet porphyroblasts did form to the 

west of the isograd rather than be isograd be folded in that direction during D3, then 

perhaps they were dissolved by shear on their rims during the development of the high 

strain zone shown in Figure 5 (Bell and Bruce, 2006).  Some of the smaller scale shifts in 

the garnet isograd such as that between sample locations 23 and 29 in Figure D2, may have 

resulted from garnet growth locally migrating westwards during the sub-vertical bulk 

shortening that accompanied D3 rather than being folded there.  D4 was a more intense 

deformation than D3 that strongly reactivated S2.  Shear on S4, or S2 reactivated during D4, 

could have dissolved any D3 porphyroblasts that had locally nucleated west of the current 

garnet isograd. 
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Granitoid emplacement and isograd development 

There is a common spatial relationship between granitoid emplacement and regional 

isograd zonation in low pressure/high temperature terrains with plutons being emplaced 

into rocks at amphibolite facies conditions after metamorphism has begun (e.g., Cao, 2009; 

Ali, 2010; Sanislav, 2010; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  The Black Hills is such a terrain 

with the Harney Peak Granite having a direct association with the sillimanite isograds 

(Section A) and the Whitewood Peak and Crook Mountain granites (Figure D1) lying 8 and 

13 km to the ENE of Homestake potentially being associated with metamorphism in the 

mine.  Could the garnet isograd have formed sub-vertically in association with processes 

that eventually resulted in the emplacement of granitoid plutons?  The staurolite isograd 

lies sub-parallel in plan view 3 km to the east of the garnet isograd (Figure D2) but its dip is 

not known.  Significantly, garnet and staurolite isograds in NW Maine migrated little 

backwards and forwards over a 70 million year period (Figure 12 in Sanislav and Bell, 2011) 

during which time five sets of FIAs and thus five changes in the direction regional bulk 

shortening occurred.  The lack of migration of these isograds suggests that they too dipped 

very steeply.  These isograds show some relationship to the emplacement of the 

Mooselookmeguntic Pluton in spite of it being emplaced relatively late in their history of 

development, similar to the granitoids in the Black Hills. 

 

Oxygen isotopes and shear zones 

Shear zones are generally regarded by economic geologists as zones of high fluid flow 

and/or diffusion and thus how mineralizing fluids access zones of eventual ore deposition 

(e.g., Eisenlohr et al., 1989; Oliver, 2001).  However, oxygen isotopes change abruptly from 

the biotite to garnet zone (Figure 15; data from Rye and Rye, 1974) from values closer to 

those in low-grade metasedimentary rocks (Richards et al., 2002) to those associated with re-

equilibration with metamorphic fluids (Rye and Rye, 1974).  This would suggest that very 

ductile zones of very high strain are less amenable to isotopic re-equilibration than ductile 

zones of much lower strain where the microfracturing necessary for porphyroblast growth 

is taking place (Bell et al., 2013).  Supporting this possibility is the fact that significant 

diffusion did not take place across a very ductile mylonite zone that formed at upper 

amphibolite facies conditions in the Woodroffe thrust in Central Australia.  Dryer granulite 

facies gneisses over-rode slightly wetter amphibolite facies gneisses (both have similar 

granitic bulk compositions) forming a mylonite zone around 2 km thick.  The original 
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contact between these 2 units can be mapped both through an abrupt jump in water 

content, an order of magnitude increase in the grain size of newly recrystallized grains, 

differing primary Rb/Sr contents and preservation of relics of clinopyroxene on the 

granulite facies side (Bell and Johnson, 1989). 

 

General significance of this isograd 
The Homestake Mine contains the most extensive three dimensional exposure of any 

garnet isograd described in the literature.  It may eventuate that the vertical development of 

garnet isograds is relatively common with the Acadian garnet isograd in Vermont being one 

example (Gavin, 2004) and the garnet and staurolite isograds in NW Maine (Sanislav and 

Bell, 2011) being possibly another.  Reactions, such as those involved in the growth of 

garnet, have generally been considered to be simply a function of the bulk composition of 

the rock, temperature and pressure.  However, deformation plays a vital role in whether or 

not porphyroblasts grow once the T, P and bulk composition are suitable (Sanislav and 

Bell, 2011; Bell et al., 2013).  Regionally, if deformation is not partitioned with sufficient 

intensity through a particular zone due to the competency of the underlying rocks, then 

even though the P, T and bulk composition (P-T-x) might be suitable for porphyroblast 

growth, such growth will not occur even over 50 or million years at those TP conditions 

(Sanislav and Bell, 2011).  The lack of migration and vertical orientation this isograd may 

result from the effects of regional partitioning of the deformation due to factors such as a 

varying distribution of more competent coarse-grained feldspar-rich gneisses at depth. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Homestake gold deposit, located in the Black Hills, South Dakota, U.S.A., is one of 

the largest known hydrothermal gold deposits globally, with total mining production 

exceeding 40 Moz Au.  Rhenium-osmium geochronology of ore-associated arsenopyrite 

and pyrrhotite was performed in an effort to delineate the timing of gold mineralization in 

relation to known tectonothermal events in the northern Black Hills.  Arsenopyrite yields a 

Re-Os age of 1738 ± 8 Ma (mean squared weighted deviation = 1.6), consistent with 

existing age constraints for gold mineralization, whereas Re-Os pyrrhotite data are highly 

scattered and do not yield a meaningful mineralization age.  This is taken to indicate that 

the Re-Os arsenopyrite chronometer is robust to at least 400ºC, whereas the Re-Os 

pyrrhotite chronometer is likely disturbed by temperatures of 300-350ºC.  The Re-Os 

arsenopyrite age and initial Os ratio (0.28 ± 0.15) are interpreted to indicate that gold was 

introduced at ca.  1730 Ma, coincident with the onset of exhumation of crustal blocks and 

the earliest intrusive phases of Harney Peak Granite magmatism.  New in situ U-Pb 

monazite analyses from an aplite dike in the east-central Black Hills indicate that granite 

magmatism was a protracted event, persisting until at least ca.  1690 Ma. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Measuring absolute geologic time is critical for understanding geologic processes.  

Unfortunately, only a small proportion of known minerals can be readily ‘dated’ using 

conventional techniques, making meaningful absolute age information extremely difficult 

to extract for some geologic events.  Hydrothermal ore deposition is an example of an 

event that has historically proven difficult to directly date because of a lack of suitable 

minerals that crystallize contemporaneously with ore.  Thus, there is a fundamental inability 

to temporally link the ore-forming event to thermo-tectonic processes occurring 

synchronously within the host terrane, thereby precluding a comprehensive understanding 

of deposit formation. 

 

A classic example of this problem can be seen with the Homestake gold deposit, located in 

the northern Black Hills of South Dakota, U.S.A., which has produced >40 Moz Au during 

mining from 1876 to 2002 and is one of the largest hydrothermal gold deposits known 

globally (Goldfarb et al., 2005).  Due to being hosted almost exclusively by carbonate-
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silicate-sulfide facies iron formation (so-called stratabound, ‘Homestake’-style gold), as well 

as its proximity to Tertiary-aged alkaline intrusions, the origin of this deposit has been 

debated since its discovery.  It was regarded as Tertiary in age by many early researchers 

(e.g. Hosted and Wright, 1923; Noble, 1950), due to observable cross-cutting relationships 

between sulfide-bearing veins and Tertiary-aged dikes at other ore occurrences in the area.  

However, this relationship is not recognized at the Homestake deposit itself, leading many 

to conclude that the mineralization was more likely related to the Precambrian host rocks 

(e.g. Paige, 1924; Connolly, 1927; Gustafson, 1930; Slaughter, 1968).  The ‘Precambrian vs.  

Tertiary’ debate was eventually resolved by a Pb isotope study of quartz vein-hosted galena 

from the host iron formation (Rye et al., 1974) that concluded gold mineralization 

represented ore remobilized from a 2.5 Ga source, and emplaced around 1600 Ma.   

 

Recognition of a Precambrian mineralizing event, though critical in advancing 

understanding of deposit genesis, initiated a new debate amongst researchers.  The 

stratabound character of the Homestake mineralization within iron formation spurred a 

syngenetic sedimentary exhalative model, supported by Rye et al. (1974) on the basis of the 

Pb and S isotopic data (Rye and Rye, 1974).  This model, which views the gold as being 

remobilized from the host rock, was subsequently adopted by others (e.g.  Redden and 

French, 1989). 

 

A more widely accepted model is that the deposit is epigenetic and that the stratabound 

character results from the iron formation being a favorable chemical trap for gold from a 

hydrothermal fluid (e.g. Caddey et al., 1991; Frei et al. 2009).  Many proponents of this 

model would classify Homestake as being a typical ‘orogenic gold deposit’ (Groves et al., 

1998; Goldfarb et al., 2005) and recognize both the structural control on mineralization and 

the introduction of gold-bearing fluid at or after the initiation of peak regional 

metamorphism, as indicated by mineral assemblages from vein selvages in the deposit 

(Terry et al., 2003).   

 

Recently, rhenium-osmium (Re-Os) sulfide geochronology has emerged as a viable means 

of dating hydrothermal ore deposition, since the parent element (Re) is chalcophile and 

partitions from a hydrothermal fluid directly into ore-related sulfide minerals.  The Re-Os 

technique has been applied to a variety of sulfide minerals, including molybdenite (Stein et 
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al., 2001, Selby and Creaser, 2001a, b), pyrite (Stein et al., 2000; Morelli et al., 2004), 

pyrrhotite (Lambert et al., 2000; Frei et al., 1998), and chalcopyrite (Mathur et al., 2000).  In 

particular, arsenopyrite has been recognized as an especially valuable Re-Os chronometer 

for dating orogenic gold deposits (Arne et al., 2001; Morelli et al., 2005, 2007) due to its 

widespread occurrence, and typically close genetic relationship to gold in these deposits.  In 

this study, Re-Os geochronology on typical gold-bearing arsenopyrite ‘shear ore’ (Caddey et 

al. 1991), as well as cogenetic pyrrhotite was performed from one sample from the 

Homestake deposit in an attempt to pinpoint the timing of gold mineralization.  

Furthermore, the reasonably well constrained geological history of the Black Hills allows 

some general observations regarding the ability of the Re-Os arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite 

chronometers to withstand isotopic disturbance through younger thermal events to be 

made.   

 

REGIONAL AND DEPOSIT GEOLOGY 

The Homestake deposit is situated within the northern Black Hills uplift in central South 

Dakota, U.S.A (Figure E1).  This uplift resulted from doming of the crust above Laramide-

aged intrusions, and is exposed at the present erosional level as an inlier of predominantly 

Precambrian rocks surrounded by Phanerozoic cover.  Precambrian rocks in the uplift 

constitute the southernmost exposure of the Paleoproterozoic Trans-Hudson Orogen, and 

record opening of a siliciclastic-dominated basin and its subsequent closure during the 

collision between the Archean Wyoming and Superior Provinces (Dahl et al., 1999).  The 

regional geology of the Black Hills is thoroughly described by Redden et al. (1990).   

 

Paleoproterozoic rocks of the Black Hills record a progression from a basal assemblage of 

2560–2480 Ma conglomerate, quartzite, and  iron formation (Dahl et  al. 2006) into 

unconformably overlying shallow-water deposits (2100–1974 Ma, Redden et al. 1990) that 

include a range of coarse- to fine-grained clastic sedimentary rocks, iron formation, minor 

carbonate, and mafic volcanic flows.  This sequence was subsequently intruded by 

metagabbro dikes and/or sills.  Deeper water turbiditic and tuffaceous deposits, equivalent 

in age to shelf quartzites to the  north (ca. 1,974 Ma), are present in the central and 

southern Black Hills, whereas an extensive unconformable sequence of ca. 1,870 Ma 

conglomerate, turbidites, and basalts is preserved in the east-central portion of the uplift.  
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These Paleoproterozoic sequences suggest deposition in a long-lived intra- continental rift 

basin (Redden et al. 1990; Houston 1992) or in a backarc basin succeeding earlier rifting 

(pre-2,170 Ma) of Archean crust (Caddey et al. 1991).  Paleoproterozoic and older rocks in 

the Black Hills uplift were intruded by multiple felsic dikes and sills comprising the ∼1,715 

Ma ‘Harney Peak granite’ (Redden et al. 1990) exposed in a circular dome in the south-

central portion of the uplift (Figure E1). 

 

The Homestake deposit is exposed in an isolated window on the northern margin of the 

main Black Hills uplift known as the ‘Lead window’ (Figure E1).  Rocks within this small 

inlier are equivalent to Paleoproterozoic rocks situated elsewhere in the Black Hills, with 

the exception of Tertiary intrusions that occur only in the extreme northern portion of the 

uplift.  The Harney Peak Granite is not exposed in the Lead window, although granite of 

approximately equivalent age (1,718 ± 22 Ma, Ghosh et al. 2008) has been intersected in a 

drill hole to the east of the Homestake deposit (Figure E1; the ‘Crook Mountain Granite’, 

Bachman et al. 1990). 

 

The Poorman, Homestake, and Ellison Formations comprise the host sequence of the 

Homestake deposit (Figure E2).  The Poorman Formation (up to ~ 1,000 m thick), 

consists of a lower unit of metatholeiite of oceanic affinity (‘Yates Member’; Caddey et al., 

1990) overlain by carbonate bearing pelitic to semipelitic metasedimentary rocks.  The 

overlying Homestake Formation comprises a thin (0 – 125 m), metamorphosed, carbonate-

silicate-sulfide facies iron formation, which hosts almost all gold mineralization at the 

Homestake deposit.  It is dominated locally by Fe-carbonate (siderite) or Fe-silicate 

(grunerite) minerals, as well as quartz, biotite, and chlorite.  The Homestake Formation is 

unconformably overlain by the Ellison Formation; a quartzite-dominated unit that marks 

regional uplift and a transition from deep-water deposition of turbidites (Poorman 

Formation) and iron formation (Homestake Formation) into a shallow water environment.  

Whereas a gabbroic sill believed to be an intrusive equivalent of the Yates Member has 

been dated at 2012± 3 Ma (Hark et al., 2008), zircons derived from a tuff bed at the base of 

the Ellison Formation yielded a U-Pb age of ca. 1,974± 8 Ma (Redden et al., 1990).  

Together, these results are interpreted to provide an age bracket of 2,012 Ma to 1,974 Ma 

for deposition of the Homestake Iron Formation (Hark et al., 2008). 
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The structural development of the Homestake Mine is described in several previous studies 

as summarized in Table E1.  Together with our own observations (Sections B and C) five 

discrete deformation events (D1 to D5, oldest to youngest) are identified.  The earliest event 

(D1) produced a gently dipping, layer-parallel foliation (S1); locally preserved relicts of S1 

observed in thin section are consistently parallel to bedding.  This fabric is probably 

equivalent to that recognized in the southern Black Hills that was dated at ca. 1,785–1,775 

Ma and related to north-directed accretion of the Yavapai island arc (Dahl et al. 2005a, b).  

The second event (D2) produced upright, tight to isoclinal F2 folds that plunge to the SSE 

(F2 trends 146°; Figure E2) with an intense, steeply dipping axial plane foliation (S2) that 

forms the dominant cleavage in the area. 
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Table E1.  Correlation of deformation events from this thesis with those established by previous workers on the Homestake Mine. 

This Thesis Chinn, 1969 Reid, 1982 Meier, 1992 Caddey et al., 1991 
D1 - Bedding (S0) parallel schistosity 
(S1), locally preserved relicts of S1 
observed in thin section. 

 

 

D1 - produced a bedding parallel 
schistosity. 

D1 - recumbent isoclinal folding of 
easterly trend, east trending sub 
cylindrical ore shoots developed either 
as original sedimentary accumulation 
trends or through metamorphic 
Recrystallization of syngenetic metals 
in sedimentary rocks. 

 D1a early - regional plate scale 
shearing and folding.   

D2 - Large scale Poorman-Lead 
anticlinorium fold structure.  S2 forms 
the main cleavage in the area, a steep N-
NW striking fabric.   

D1 - coaxial SE plunging isoclinal 
folds.   

D2a - overturned isoclinal folds of 
north westerly trend (Homestake 
syncline and related folds).                                                     
D2b - crossed by steeper conical 
isoclinal folds on more W trends 
(lower 9 and 11 Ledges rotated into 
D2a/b trends. 

D1a - isoclinal folds with axial planar 
schistosity.                                                                                                                                                                    
D1b - strongest schistosity trends 
towards 150˚ with associated tight to 
isoclinal folds plunging 24˚ towards 
150˚.                                                                             
D1c - large scale anticlinorium structure 
plunging 27˚ towards 120˚-190˚, axial 
trends of 149˚-143˚ and an overturned 
axial plane dipping 65˚ towards the SW.    

D1a early - regional plate scale 
shearing and folding. 

D3 - Large scale D3 fold within the 
mine produced by a shallow fabric, 
shear sense on S2 is top to the east N of 
the mine and top to the west S of the 
mine.    

Noted flat fabric, did not assign 
relative timing or attribute to any 
event. 

  D1a middle - flattening event with no 
lineation. 

D4 - When D4 forms a new fabric it is 
preserved as a differentiated crenulation 
cleavage slightly oblique to S2.  The S4 
crenulation cleavage commonly formed 
by reactivation of S2, to produce a 
composite S2-4 cleavage. 

D2 - coaxial crenulation cleavage 
axial planar to F2 folds. 

D2c - upright isoclinal folds (more 
westerly) with parallel ore shoots.                                                                        
D2d - restricted occurrence of open 
upright, conical isoclinal folds (NW 
trend).                                                                                       
D3 - north trending crenulation 
cleavage and associated F3 folds. 

D2b - folds axial trace 135˚-120˚ and 
plunge approximately 44˚ SE with 
vertical axial plane with open fold forms 
in restricted 75-150 m wide zones. 

D1a late - sheath folding with axial 
fabric.                                                                                 
D1b early - upright folding with 
vertical axial plane foliation.                                                                  
D1b middle - ductile brittle shearing 
accompanied by ore stage 
mineralization. 

D5 - Small scale zones of shearing with 
horizontal axial planes consistently show 
top to the west shear sense. 

D3 - differentiated spaced 
crenulation cleavage (kink fabric) 
bends F1 and F2 fold axes. 

D5 - shallow dipping N trending kink 
fold shears 

 

 D1b late - post ore brittle shearing 
and crenulation kink fabric 
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This event has been attributed to continental collision between the Wyoming and Superior 

Cratons starting at around 1,760–1,750 Ma (Dahl et al., 1999), and resulted in development 

of the N- to NW-trending upright, isoclinal folds present throughout the Black Hills and 

peak metamorphic mineral assemblages in the Homestake area.  In particular, it is 

responsible for the large-scale geometry of two large anticlinoria (‘Lead’ and ‘Poorman’ 

anticlinoria, Figure E2). 

 

The third recognized deformational phase (D3) produced a heterogeneously developed sub-

horizontal foliation (S3), which rotates S2 into a sub parallel orientation where most 

prominent.  The effect of D3 has been dramatically obscured by intense folding caused by a 

subsequent (D4) event, and the significance of this earlier event has thus gone largely 

unrecognized.  The D4 event produced tight folds in the Homestake Formation that refold 

F2 folds about moderate to gently S to SSE plunging axes that dominate map and cross-

sectional patterns.  The last recognized phase of deformation (D5) produced flat lying, 

millimetre-scale zones of shearing with horizontal axial planes that consistently display a 

top to the west shear sense.  The S4 fabric initially formed vertically but now dips steeply to 

the east due to the top to the west rotational effects of D5. 

 

Gold mineralization in the Homestake deposit is associated with shear-zone hosted quartz 

veins and is concentrated within relatively undeformed ore bodies with an overall tabular 

morphology.  Mineralization was emplaced into dilated segments of shear zones during a 

period of ‘retrogressive hydrothermal alteration’ that overprints prograde metamorphic 

fabrics (Caddey et al., 1991).  Whereas ore bodies are strongly concentrated within smaller 

synclinal structures (equivalent to odd-numbered ore ‘ledges’; Figure E3) on the 

anticlinorium limbs, the adjacent anticlinal structures (even-numbered ore ledges) are nearly 

devoid of gold mineralization.  Gold has a cogenetic relationship with both pyrrhotite and 

arsenopyrite in the Homestake deposit (Caddey et al., 1991), and is typically concentrated 

within alteration zones containing any or all of chlorite, biotite, sericite, carbonate, and 

quartz.   
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SAMPLE SELECTION AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

RE-OS SULFIDE GEOCHRONOLOGY 

Re-Os isotopic analyses were performed on arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite from a sulfide-rich 

hand specimen (HM020) from the Homestake underground mine.  Specifically, the sample 

was retrieved from Ore Ledge 15 (Figure E3), a synclinal structure on the eastern limb of 

the Poorman anticlinorium.  It comprises metamorphosed and hydrothermally altered 

Homestake iron formation and contains predominantly chlorite (~ 30 - 35%), Fe-carbonate 

(~ 20%), biotite (5 - 10%) and quartz (< 5%) in addition to ore-related pyrrhotite (~ 20%) 

and arsenopyrite (15%) and rare traces of graphite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite.  In detail, 

arsenopyrite forms large euhedral crystals, ~ 3 mm to 1 cm in size, dispersed throughout 

the sample (Figure E4).  Pyrrhotite occurs as coarse (~ 2 - 5 mm) anhedral grains or ‘blebs’ 

that are irregularly distributed within carbonate-rich ovoid bodies and on the margins of 

coarse arsenopyrite crystals or, alternatively, as granular aggregates (layers) elongated within 

the trend of the foliation (Figure E4a).  Pyrrhotite layers are intergrown with pyrrhotite 

blebs.  Both pyrrhotite occurrences and the coarse arsenopyrite are cogenetic with gold at 

Homestake (‘shear ore’; Caddey et al., 1991).  Although two small individual grains of 

native gold occur (i) at the margin of, and (ii) in a fracture within a large arsenopyrite 

crystal, most gold is observed as small (~ 1 to ~ 25 µm) angular inclusions within, but near 

the margins of, the coarse arsenopyrite crystals. 

 

Individual arsenopyrite crystals were isolated from sample HM020 for Re-Os isotopic 

analysis using an agate pestle, and further crushed using an agate mortar and pestle.  Pure 

pyrrhotite fractions were obtained by crushing portions of sample HM020 containing 

abundant pyrrhotite stringers using an agate shatterbox, followed by sieving (70-100 mesh), 

methylene iodide density separation, and Frantz magnetic separation.  Total sample weights 

for individual samples depended on Re content, and ranged from ~ 58 – 170 mg for 

arsenopyrite and from ~ 225 – 425 mg for pyrrhotite.   

 

The analytical protocol follows that described by Selby and Creaser (2001a, b), with minor 

modifications.  In detail, the crushed sulfide fractions were weighed and added, along with 

a known amount of mixed 185Re + 190Os spike solution, and 11 ml of inverse aqua regia (8 

ml HNO3 + 3 ml HCl) to a borosilicate Carius tube immersed in a methanol + solid  
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carbon dioxide slurry.  The top of the tube was then sealed using a natural gas + oxygen 

torch with the contents still frozen, thereby inhibiting the release from the tube of any 

OsO4 from the sample or spike.  The sealed tube was allowed to thaw at room 

temperature, and was then placed in a steel jacket and into an oven for ~ 24 hours at 240ºC 

to facilitate complete sample digestion and sample/spike equilibration (i.e. the ‘Carius tube 

method’; Shirey and Walker, 1995).  Upon cooling, the exterior of the tube was cleaned 

with deionized water and immersed in liquid nitrogen to completely freeze all contained 

liquids and gases.  While frozen, 4 ml of chloroform (CHCl3) is added, and the contents are 

then emptied into a polypropylene, 50 ml centrifuge vial and centrifuged for 1-2 minutes.  

Osmium partitions strongly into the chloroform, which was then extracted from the aqua 

regia and placed into a glass vial containing 3 ml of 9 N HBr (solvent extraction technique 

described by Cohen and Waters, 1996).  This extraction is repeated twice more; the glass 

vial containing CHCl3, HBr and the Os fraction is then capped and placed on a 70ºC 

hotplate overnight to reduce Os to the bromide form.  The remaining aqua regia, which 

contains the Re fraction, is dried down in an uncovered glass vial. 

 

Once cooled, the HBr is extracted from the CHCl3 and dried down on a watch glass 

covered with Teflon tape.  Just prior to complete drying, the droplet is taken up in a thin 

disposable pipette and placed on to the lid of the glass vial that held the CHCl3/HBr 

mixture.  The lid is covered with an inverted conical Savillex vial containing 20 µl of 9N 

HBr and Os oxidized with a CrVI+H2SO4 mixture (30 μl)  on a heating block at 80ºC for ~ 

3 hours.  The droplet is then redried back onto the vial lid, the microdistillation (Birck et 

al., 1997) is repeated, and the droplet is dried down in the apex of the Savillex conical vial 

at 60ºC and under nitrogen gas. 

 

To recover Re, the aqua regia residue is redissolved in 3 ml of 0.2 N HNO3, placed in a 

centrifuge tube, and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes.  The Re is removed from this 

solution via anion exchange column chromatography (Morgan et al., 1992) with Eichrom 

analytical grade anion exchange resin (1 x 8, 100-200 mesh) in a modified disposable 

pipette.  Once completed, the eluate is dried down in a PMP beaker at 70ºC.  The 

remaining Re-bearing solid is redissolved in 200 µl of 0.05 N HNO3 and placed into a 1.5 

ml polypropylene centrifuge tube, along with a single Dowex AGI-X8 (< 20 mesh) anion 

exchange bead.  The bead is agitated in the solution for ~8 hours and is then removed and 
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placed into another centrifuge tube containing 1 ml of 6N HNO3 for ~ 8 hours.  The 

solution is extracted from the vial and dried down on a hotplate at ~ 70ºC. 
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Table E2.  Re-Os isotopic data for Homestake arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite. 

  

Sample
Sample 
wt. (g)

187Re 
(ppt)

2σ
188Os 
(ppt)

2σ
187Re/

188Os
2σ

187Os/
188Os

2σ
Error. 

corr. (ρ)
Model 

age (Ma)*

Arsenopyrite
H-1a 0.130 39780 140 1168.50 7.80 7860 280 231.2 8.4 0.978 1738 ± 13
H-2a 0.058 2114 11 62.15 0.87 513 50 15.3 1.5 0.994   
H-2b 0.093 7901 29 230.10 3.10 8100 2100 235.0 60.0 0.999 1723 ± 24
H-2c 0.096 15590 57 454.20 5.30 12400 2400 362.0 70.0 0.998 1724 ± 21
H-2d 0.099 2741 11 81.00 1.70 408 15 12.3 0.5 0.907   
H-3b 0.107 25344 92 746.00 4.60 7450 480 220.0 14.0 0.994 1741 ± 12
H-3c 0.166 18807 68 545.00 13.00 16700 2100 485.0 62.0 0.983 1715 ± 41

Pyrrhotite
H-P1a 0.423 390.9 1.7 9.84 0.20 80.40 1.10 2.31 0.034 0.823   
H-P1(ex)a 0.419 205.9 1.2 5.62 0.10 52.93 0.83 1.74 0.026 0.886   
H-P2a 0.412 174.0 1.2 6.41 0.25 21.63 0.28 1.09 0.021 0.491   
H-P1b 0.412 326.0 1.6 5.87 1.20 45.13 0.42 1.10 0.010 0.798   
H-P2b 0.400 242.9 1.4 10.00 0.76 52.17 0.74 2.44 0.034 0.862   
H-P1c 0.324 321.3 1.7 9.47 0.84 62.86 0.96 2.14 0.032 0.906   
H-P2c 0.310 180.2 1.5 5.30 1.20 24.54 0.33 1.01 0.011 0.732   
H-P1d 0.246 266.8 2.0 6.08 1.70 26.32 0.32 0.89 0.010 0.701   
H-P1(ex)d 0.263 158.3 1.7 4.61 0.50 53.2 1.7 1.84 0.056 0.926   
H-P2d 0.255 326.8 2.0 8.88 0.71 76.4 1.7 2.37 0.052 0.945   

*Single mineral model aged assumes no initial Os and are calculated only for analyses with 187Re/188Os>5,000 
(Stein et al. 2000)
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In preparation for spectrometry, the purified Os fraction is dissolved in ~ 0.3 µl of 9N 

HBr and deposited on to a crimped Pt filament using a micropipette.  The Re fraction is 

dissolved in ~0.35 µl of 16N HNO3 and is transferred from the watch glass on to a Ni wire 

filament that was previously crimped and glowed at ~2.5 A under atmospheric conditions.  

Once deposited on to the filament, the Re and Os samples are covered with Ba(NO3)2 and 

Ba(OH)2 / NaOH activator solutions, respectively.  Re and Os isotopic compositions are 

performed by NTIMS (Creaser et al., 1991; Völkening et al., 1991) using a Micromass 

Sector 54 thermal ionization mass spectrometer at the University of Alberta Radioisotope 

Facility.  All Re isotopic analyses were measured by static Faraday collector analysis, 

whereas Os isotopic abundances were measured by an ETP electron multiplier in pulse 

counting mode.  Error propagation included consideration of all relevant sources of 

analytical error, including uncertainty in Re and Os blank levels and Os blank isotopic 

composition, monitored variations in Re and Os standards, and 18O/16O ratios of the 

measured Re and Os oxides.  To account for the highly correlated uncertainties typical of 

highly radiogenic sulfide samples (Stein et al., 2000), an error correlation function was 

applied (Schmitz and Schoene 2006, Eq. 71) that assesses the degree of correlation between 

the 187Re/188Os and 187Os/188Os ratios for a given analysis (‘ρ’; Ludwig, 1980).  Total 

procedural blanks (n = 7) varied slightly depending on the batch and volume of HNO3 

used (arsenopyrite: Re = 1.2 pg, Os = 0.3 pg, OsIC = 0.27; pyrrhotite: Re = 1.6 pg, Os = 

0.09 pg, OsIC = 0.23).  At these levels, blank contribution accounts for < 0.6 % (Re) and < 

0.3% (187Os) for arsenopyrite analyses and < 2.4 % (Re) and < 0.21 % (187Os) for pyrrhotite 

analyses.  Isochron regression is performed using Isoplot v.2.22 (Ludwig, 2000) using the 
187Re decay constant of Smoliar et al. (1996). 

 

U-PB MONAZITE GEOCHRONOLOGY 

To further constrain the timing of intrusion of the Harney Peak Granite, five hand samples 

were collected from outcrop of both the Calamity Peak satellite intrusion and the main 

mass of the Harney Peak intrusion.  Polished petrographic thin sections were made of 

these samples, which were then scanned for Th by X-ray mapping using an electron 

microprobe to facilitate monazite identification.  Only two of the five samples (SD-9A, -

9B) contained monazite in sufficient quantity and of sufficient size to be useful for in situ 

thin section analysis.  Both samples were from an aplitic dike (1-2 mm grain size) situated 
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in the main exposure of the Harney Peak pluton (Figure E1), and consist primarily of 

equigranular K-feldspar, quartz, muscovite, and biotite.   

 

Five individual monazite crystals, which ranged in diameter from ~ 20 to 250 μm (Figure 

E5a-e), were used from the Harney Peak Granite samples SD-9A and -9B for U-Pb 

geochronology.  U-Pb isotopic analyses were performed by the in situ petrographic thin 

section technique described by Simonetti et al. (2006) using a New Wave Research UP213 

laser ablation system coupled to a Nu Plasma multi-collector ICP-MS.  Individual spot sizes 

for ablation analyses were 12 μm; all other instrument parameters and measurement 

protocol are identical to that described by Simonetti et al. (2006).  Analysis of an external 

standard from the Eleys Creek region of Western Australia (Simonetti et al., 2006) was 

performed using a 12 μm spot size both prior to and following all sample analyses, and a 

30-s blank measurement was performed prior to laser ablation. 

 

RESULTS 

RHENIUM-OSMIUM 

Seven analyses of arsenopyrite and ten of pyrrhotite from sample HM020 were performed, 

and the results are reported in Table E2.  These data reveal a strong contrast in Re contents 

between the two minerals from this sample.  Arsenopyrite shows relatively high but 

variable Re content (~ 3.5 to 63 ppb), whereas pyrrhotite Re contents are much lower and 

more consistent (~ 0.3 – 0.6 ppb).  Common Os contents for both minerals were 

comparable, as indicated by 192Os concentrations (arsenopyrite = 0.003 – 0.021 ppb; 

pyrrhotite = 0.009 – 0.032 ppb; Table E2).  The variation in total Re (and corresponding 

radiogenic 187Os) and common Os contents between arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite resulted in 

a large range in 187Re/188Os and 187Os/188Os ratios.  On a conventional 187Re/188Os  vs. 
187Os/188Os  plot, regression of all seven arsenopyrite analyses results in a Model 1 isochron 

with an age of 1736 ± 8 Ma (2σ; mean squared weighted deviation (MSWD) = 1.6, initial 
187Os/188Os ratio [Osi] = 0.28 ± 0.15; Figure E6a).  The high precision of the age is a function 

of the large spread between data points (187Re/188Os = ∼400–17,000) and the excellent fit 

of data to the regression line.  The decreased precision in the determined Osi is due to the 

lack of data that plot near the y-axis.  Five of the seven Homestake arsenopyrites qualify as 

‘low-level highly radiogenic’ samples (i.e. 187Re/188Os > 5000; Stein et al., 2000) and can be  
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used to calculate single mineral model ages, assuming no initial Os (Stein et al. 2000).  

Model ages for these five samples range from ca.  1741 to 1715 Ma (Table E2), identical 

(within associated 2σ uncertainties) to the Re-Os arsenopyrite isochron age.  Regression of 

the five most radiogenic arsenopyrite analyses in 187Re vs. 187Os space (Stein et al. 2000) also 

yields an identical result (1,744 ± 14 Ma, 2σ, MSWD = 0.74; not shown). 

 

In contrast to the arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite analyses are highly scattered on a 187Re/188Os  

vs.187Os/188Os plot (Figure E6b).  Owing to the consistency of Re and common Os 

concentrations, the spread between pyrrhotite data points is much more restricted than for 

arsenopyrite, with a range in 187Re/188Os from ∼20 to 80.  The collective regression of 

all ten pyrrhotite analyses yield a Model 3 errorchron ‘age’ of 1558 ± 680 Ma (MSWD = 

2674, Osi ¼ 0:4 ± 0:6 Ma).  Only three of the pyrrhotite analyses plot on the arsenopyrite 

regression line, whereas the seven remaining pyrrhotite data scatter both above and below 

the arsenopyrite isochron.  The lack of observable textural differences between the 

pyrrhotite which used these for three analyses and those that show scattered Re–Os 

isotopic systematics obscures the significance of the variable pyrrhotite results. 

 

URANIUM-LEAD  

In total, twenty-seven U-Pb isotopic analyses were performed using laser ablation mass 

spectrometry on two monazite crystals from thin section 9A and on three monazite crystals 

from thin section 9B (Table E3).  All monazites analyzed have relatively high U, Th, and 

Pb concentrations and only four of the twenty-seven analyses yielded detectable common 

Pb.  Though detectable, 204Pb contents in these four analyses were low, and were corrected 

for prior to age calculation.   

 

All monazite analyses are concordant within associated 2σ uncertainties.  Inspection of 
207Pb/206Pb ages from spatial groupings of each of the crystals reveals two distinct age 

populations.  Nineteen analyses of samples 9A and 9B yield a weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb 

age of 1694.2 ± 2.4 Ma (2σ; MSWD = 0.75, probability = 0.76; Figure E7a).  The remaining 

eight analyses, which includes all analyses of sample 9B-3 except for 9B-3-6, yield apparent 
207Pb/206Pb ages between 1675 and 1686 Ma and a weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb age of 1682.5 

± 3.4 Ma (2σ; MSWD = 0.62, probability = 0.74; Figure E7a).  Analysis 9B-3-6, from the  
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Table E3.  U-Pb isotopic data for Harney Peak Granite monazite.

Grain/ Analysis no. 206Pb cps 207Pb/206Pb ±2σ 207Pb/235U ±2σ 206Pb/238U ±2σ rho
207Pb/206Pb 

apparent age (Ma)
±2σ

206Pb/238U 
apparent age (Ma)

±2σ % 
discord.

9A-1
-1 1846188 0.10410 0.00061 4.714 0.273 0.3284 0.0190 0.99 1698 ±11 1831 ±106 -8
-2 489646 0.10406 0.00060 4.841 0.179 0.3366 0.0124 0.99 1698 ±11 1870 ±69 -10

9A-3
-1 813090 0.10433 0.00059 4.331 0.158 0.3012 0.0110 0.99 1703 ±10 1697 ±62 0
-2 1260174 0.10423 0.00074 4.329 0.142 0.3029 0.0098 0.98 1701 ±13 1706 ±55 0
-3 1514240 0.10389 0.00060 4.258 0.140 0.2975 0.0098 0.98 1695 ±11 1679 ±55 1

9B-1
-1 1665346 0.10393 0.00053 4.451 0.283 0.3109 0.0198 0.99 1695 ±9 1745 ±111 -3
-2 1246611 0.10400 0.00054 4.606 0.295 0.3217 0.0206 0.99 1697 ±10 1798 ±115 -6
-3 2788506 0.10356 0.00053 4.620 0.310 0.3235 0.0217 0.99 1689 ±10 1807 ±121 -7
-4 2370122 0.10395 0.00066 4.615 0.275 0.3211 0.0191 0.99 1696 ±12 1795 ±107 -6
-5 1740174 0.10370 0.00054 4.679 0.287 0.3275 0.0201 0.99 1691 ±10 1826 ±112 -8
-6 1692077 0.10411 0.00061 4.617 0.281 0.3210 0.0195 0.99 1699 ±11 1795 ±109 -6
-7 2742664 0.10367 0.00054 4.594 0.282 0.3217 0.0198 0.99 1691 ±10 1798 ±111 -6
-8 1987878 0.10350 0.00055 4.738 0.259 0.3321 0.0182 0.99 1688 ±10 1848 ±101 -10
-9 1755524 0.10384 0.00057 4.569 0.250 0.3194 0.0174 0.99 1694 ±10 1787 ±98 -5
-10 2793019 0.10347 0.00056 4.701 0.302 0.3297 0.0212 0.99 1687 ±10 1837 ±118 -9

9B-3
-1 1670799 0.10329 0.00053 4.141 0.135 0.2898 0.0095 0.99 1684 ±9 1640 ±54 3
-2 1231602 0.10336 0.00058 4.236 0.131 0.2975 0.0091 0.98 1685 ±10 1679 ±52 0
-3 1549173 0.10281 0.00052 4.140 0.134 0.2923 0.0095 0.99 1675 ±9 1653 ±54 1
-4 3052690 0.10339 0.00053 4.237 0.130 0.2975 0.0091 0.99 1686 ±10 1679 ±51 0
-5 3479083 0.10319 0.00053 4.203 0.128 0.2955 0.0090 0.99 1682 ±10 1669 ±51 1
-6 1587555 0.10412 0.00060 4.291 0.139 0.3015 0.0098 0.98 1699 ±11 1699 ±55 0
-7 3844246 0.10325 0.00054 4.265 0.136 0.2999 0.0095 0.99 1683 ±10 1691 ±54 0
-8 1711706 0.10296 0.00055 4.319 0.134 0.3045 0.0095 0.99 1678 ±10 1714 ±53 -2
-9 2742459 0.10337 0.00055 4.257 0.142 0.2987 0.0100 0.99 1686 ±10 1685 ±56 0

9B-4
-1 994405 0.10398 0.00083 5.024 0.471 0.3502 0.0328 0.99 1696 ±15 1936 ±181 -14
-2 1093466 0.10357 0.00059 4.217 0.132 0.2968 0.0092 0.98 1689 ±11 1675 ±52 1
-3 1416950 0.10367 0.00059 4.203 0.129 0.2947 0.0090 0.98 1691 ±11 1665 ±51 2

Note: all analyses were corrected for measured 204Pb contents, which was negligible in most cases.
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central region of monazite grain 9B-3 (Figure E5d), yields an apparent 207Pb/206Pb age of 

1699 ± 11 Ma, and is included within the first regression.  However, a different 

interpretation of these data is also possible.  When plotted on a cumulative probability plot, 

the determined 207Pb/206Pb ages from all analyses resemble a normal distribution (Figure 

E7b; 26 of 27 analyses) and define a weighted mean 207Pb/206Pb age of 1691.0 ± 2.6 

(MSWD = 1.6; 26 of 27 analyses).  The possible significance of each of these age 

interpretations is discussed further in the next section. 

 

DISCUSSION 

SIGNIFICANCE OF RE-OS RESULTS 

Assessing the significance of the Re-Os arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite data with respect to the 

timing of gold mineralization is best achieved by comparison to existing age constraints for 

this event.  Prior to this study, the sole reported age determination directly on ore-related 

minerals at Homestake was from a combination of bulk Pb and Pb stepwise leach (PbSL) 

data from arsenopyrite (Frei et al., 2009), which defined an isochron yielding an age of 1715 

± 66 Ma (1719 +38
-45, by robust regression).  Ghosh et al. (2008) have also interpreted a 

1718 ± 22 Ma upper intercept age from 16 of 32 U-Pb analyses of extensively metamict 

(high U) zircons from the Crook Mountain pegmatite, situated in the vicinity of the deposit 

(Figure E1), to date the gold mineralizing event on the basis of an inferred genetic 

relationship between the two events.   

 

There exists widespread agreement that the Homestake mineralizing event post-dated peak 

regional metamorphism (D2/S2), due to overprinting of peak metamorphic mineral 

assemblages by hydrothermal alteration assemblages related to gold emplacement (Caddey 

et al., 1991; Frei et al., 2009).  The age of the S2 axial planar cleavage development has 

recently been dated at 1746 ± 10 Ma from lead step-wise leaching (PbSL) of allanite and/or 

monazite inclusions in Homestake Formation-hosted garnet (Frei et al., 2009; Figure E8).  

This determination is consistent with other independent dates for this event in the Black 

Hills, including a 40Ar/39Ar hornblende age of 1742 ± 10 Ma (Dahl et al., 1999) and a total 

Pb monazite age of 1750 ± 10 Ma (Dahl et al., 2005a, b).   
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Together, these results have been taken to indicate a maximum age for the gold 

mineralizing event of ca.  1745 Ma (Frei et al., 2009).  The minimum age bracket for main 

stage gold mineralization is considered by Frei et al. (2009) to be 1713 ± 10 Ma based on 

their PbSL isochron date for monazite from the ‘Whitewood Peak pegmatite’ (Figure E1), 

which they consider to be contemporaneous with post-ore shearing of the Homestake 

deposit (following Caddey et al. 1991). 

 

In addition to being highly imprecise, it is clear from the high degree of scatter that the Re-

Os isotopic compositions in Homestake pyrrhotite have been disturbed and do not yield 

any direct information about the timing of ore emplacement.  In contrast, the relatively 

precise Re-Os arsenopyrite age of 1736 ± 8 Ma is in good agreement with Frei et al.’s 

(2009) proposed age bracket of 1745 Ma to 1713 Ma for main stage gold mineralization at 

Homestake (Figure E8).  It is also consistent, within associated uncertainties, with their Pb-

Pb arsenopyrite isochron age and the inferred mineralization age of Ghosh et al. (2008).  

For these reasons, and because of the close paragenetic relationship between arsenopyrite 

and gold in the deposit (Caddey et al., 1991), we consider the Re-Os arsenopyrite age to 

represent the time at which main stage gold mineralization took place at the Homestake 

deposit. 

 

An interesting characteristic of the Re–Os isotopic compositions of Homestake 

arsenopyrite is the significant spread of data along the isochron (i.e., 187Re/188Os ratios 

ranging from 408 to 16,700; Table E2).  The significance and cause of this variation is 

currently unclear.  Frei et al. (2009) speculated that inclusions of allanite and/or monazite 

were the cause of relatively high 208Pb/206Pb compositions (relative to an arsenopyrite and 

common lead mixing line) measured for some ‘shear ore’ arsenopyrite they analyzed.  They 

interpreted these radiogenic phases to cause skewing of results toward older ages such that 

the resulting 1719-45
+38 Ma robust regression date should be viewed most appropriately as a 

maximum age for arsenopyrite crystallization.  The possibility that a similar phenomenon is 

affecting the Re–Os isotopic compositions of arsenopyrite and causing the observed 

compositional variability cannot be ruled out, but we consider it unlikely for several 

reasons.  First, petrographic examination of arsenopyrite crystals in the specimen revealed 

no detectable allanite or monazite inclusions.  Second, even if older inclusions of these 

minerals were present, the siderophile–chalcophile geochemical affinity of Re and Os make 
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it unlikely that either allanite or monazite would contain these elements in sufficient 

concentrations to have a significant effect on the measured isotopic compositions.  Third, 

if older Re- and/or Os-bearing inclusions were present, it would probably be in varying 

proportions, making it unlikely that the isochronous behavior observed for Homestake 

arsenopyrite would be preserved.  The analyzed Homestake arsenopyrites have ranges in 

Re–Os concentrations and isotopic compositions that are generally similar to that observed 

in other orogenic-style gold deposits around the world (e.g., Arne et al. 2001; Morelli et al. 

2005, 2007).  From the data (Table 2), it seems evident that for low (Re) level sulfide 

minerals such as arsenopyrite, even small variations in Re and/or common Os contents 

between samples can cause significant spread in 187Re/188Os ratios.  Based on available 

evidence, we maintain the view that these compositions are inherent to the arsenopyrite 

and do not reflect the presence of radiogenic inclusions. 

 

TIMING OF GRANITE MAGMATISM AND ITS RELATION TO 

GOLD MINERALIZATION 

The close spatial and temporal association between late orogenic granitoid intrusions and 

emplacement of orogenic gold deposits globally is well documented (Groves et al., 1998; 

Goldfarb et al., 2001) although it remains unclear whether there is also a genetic link.  This 

is similar to the case for the Homestake gold deposit, where Harney Peak-type granite 

magmatism is known to exist proximal to the deposit.  Structural relationships at the 

deposit led Caddey et al. (1991) to conclude that gold mineralization must have been 

concurrent with the early stages of granite emplacement, whereby gold-bearing fluids 

generated deep within the crust were mobilized during magmatism into shear zones.   

Frei et al. (2009) also propose a link between granite emplacement and gold mineralization 

on geochronological grounds and because of overlap between Pb-isotopic compositions of 

Homestake galena and pegmatitic granite-derived feldspars.  This relationship is 

complicated, however, by the interpretation that later stages of granite emplacement 

apparently postdate main stage ore (Caddey et al. 1991; Frei et al. 2009).  Certainly, 

knowledge of the full temporal range of granite magmatism in the Black Hills is an 

important, albeit inadequately understood, benchmark for establishing the timing of ore 

mineralization. 
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In performing in situ U-Pb monazite geochronology on a sample of Harney Peak Granite, 

the ultimate objective was to temporally constrain the timing of the early stages of Harney 

Peak magmatism; however, the aplitic dike was the only sample to yield monazite, and the 

results clearly indicate that this was one of the latest intrusive phases.  Although this does 

little to help constrain the timing of gold mineralization, it does provide important 

information on the duration of the magmatic event(s).  As discussed above, analyses of 

multiple monazite grains in the aplite yielded either (i) two, apparently distinct, age 

populations of 1694 and 1683 Ma, or (ii) a single age of 1691 Ma, depending on the 

method of data analysis.  The petrogenetic significance of these age determinations can 

best be determined through examination of the compositional characteristics of the 

analyzed grains.  Ten of the nineteen spot analyses that define the apparent 1694 Ma age 

are derived from the > 200 um diameter 9B-1 grain.  Inspection of the back-scattered 

electron image reveals a clear pattern of concentric zoning in the top left portion of the 

grain (Figure E9).  This concentric zoning is characteristic of monazite of igneous origin, 

likely reflecting an evolution in both the magma composition and the equilibrium 

composition of the monazite as it crystallized (Williams et al., 2007).  Whether an age of 

1694 or 1691 Ma age is accepted for this crystal, the observed zoning confirms that this 

represents the age of igneous crystallization age for the aplitic phase of the Harney Peak 

Granite. 

 

The validity and possible interpretation of the apparent 1683 Ma age is difficult to assess, 

but can be further explored using compositional variations within monazite 9B-3.  This 

result is derived from eight of nine analyses of grain 9B-3, with the exception being a single 

spot analysis (9B-3-6) from the central region of the crystal that yields an apparent 
207Pb/206Pb age of 1699 Ma (Figure E10a).  A possible explanation for the anomalous age 

variation in monazite crystal 9B-3 is that this crystal comprises a core that formed during 

magma crystallization at ca.  1694 Ma, and a younger rim that represents renewed monazite 

growth around the core at ca.  1683 (Figure E10b).  To test this idea, yttrium compositional 

mapping was performed by microprobe to reveal compositional zoning in the crystal (e.g. 

Dahl et al., 2005a, b; Williams et al., 2007).  The resulting yttrium distribution map of this 

grain does confirm the presence of intracrystal chemical zonation, showing a central region 

with a relatively low yttrium concentration surrounded by a high Y outer region (Figure 

E10c).   
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However, this low Y region encompasses an area beyond that of analysis 9B-3-6 and 

includes an area covered by spot analyses that yielded the apparently younger (1683 Ma) 

age.  The existing monazite data are thus insufficient to conclusively determine whether 

monazite growth in this phase of the granite occurred only at 1691 Ma, or over a prolonged 

period from at least 1694 to 1683 Ma. 

 

Previous determinations for the age of granite emplacement in the Black Hills (see 

summary in Dahl and Foland, 2008) and the compositions of granite-hosted fluid 

inclusions (Sirbescu and Nabelek, 2003) are suggestive of a protracted magmatic event, the 

full temporal range of which might still be unresolved.  The earliest reported age of 1727.7 

± 4.3 Ma is from the upper intercept of a chord defined by two discordant analyses of 

metamict zircon from a slightly foliated granite sample (Redden et al., 1990).  Despite the 

discordance, the lower intercept age of 55.3 ± 1.7 Ma is consistent with the occurrence of 

Pb loss during Tertiary magmatism and/or hydrothermal fluid flow during Laramide uplift.  

A monazite fraction from this same sample was near concordant and yielded a 207Pb/206Pb 

age of 1715 ± 3.2 Ma (lower intercept age = 60 ± 20 Ma).  It is possible that the 

discrepancy between the zircon and monazite ages from this single sample arise from the 

zircons being a xenocrystic phase representative of an early intrusive episode of Harney 

Peak granitic magmatism.  As discussed above, discordant zircon from the Crook 

Mountain Granite in the northern Black Hills has yielded an upper intercept age of 1718 ± 

22 Ma (Ghosh et al., 2008), whereas an age of 1713 ± 10 Ma was resolved from monazite 

inclusions in garnet from a pegmatite intersected in drill core to the northeast of the 

Homestake deposit (Frei et al., 2009).  The youngest recognized granitic magmatism prior 

to this study is the Tin Mountain Pegmatite in the southern Black Hills, based on a 1702 ± 

2.5 Ma date from U-Pb analysis of apatite (Krogstad and Walker, 1994).  Cumulatively, the 

existing published data for the timing of Harney Peak magmatism extend from as early as 

ca. 1730 Ma to as late as 1690 or even 1683 Ma (this study; Figure E8).   

 

Based on a combination of field relationships, existing geochronological constraints for 

granitic intrusion, and this new Re-Os age for gold-related arsenopyrite, it is hereby 

proposed that the Homestake gold mineralizing event occurred at ca. 1730 Ma (Figure E8).  

Perhaps significantly, this timing also coincides with that proposed for the onset of 

differential uplift and unroofing of crustal blocks in the Black Hills (1732 ± 9 Ma; Dahl et 
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al., 2005a, b), the timing of shearing in Homestake Mine (as suggested by Frei et al. 2009), 

and, possibly, the earliest phase of Harney Peak magmatism. 

 

A potential complication to the interpretation of the Re-Os arsenopyrite age as that of 

main stage gold emplacement comes from U-Pb spot analysis of monazite from six 

metapelites from the southernmost Black Hills (Dahl et al., 2005b).  One of three apparent 

age modes defined by electron microprobe chemical microanalysis of 26 monazite grains in 

this study is resolved at 1717 ± 2 Ma, consistent with their finding of a 207Pb/206Pb upper 

intercept age of 1714 ± 13 Ma from SHRIMP analysis of metamorphic rims in monazite 

from one of these samples.  On the basis of comparison with existing U-Pb monazite ages 

for crystallization of the Harney Peak Granite (e.g., Redden et al., 1990), these results are 

interpreted to date the formation of the S3 fabric.  Assuming these ca.  1715 Ma monazite 

age domains are indeed a result of granite-induced S3 fabric generation, and according to 

the interpretation that the S3 fabric pre-dates the gold emplacement event (Section C), this 

result is apparently at odds with the 1736 ± 8 Ma Re-Os arsenopyrite result.  However, 

inasmuch as the timing of D3/S3 has not been defined in the northern Black Hills (i.e., 

proximal to the Homestake deposit), the interpretation that the Re-Os arsenopyrite age 

accurately reflects the timing of main stage gold mineralization is preferred. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INITIAL 187OS/188OS RATIOS FOR GOLD 

METALLOGENY IN THE BLACK HILLS 
As reviewed by Paterson and Lisenbee (1990), various epigenetic models have been 

proposed for the origin of the Homestake deposit.  These include a (remobilized) 

syngenetic  exhalative model (Rye and Rye, 1974; Redden and French, 1989; Rogers, 1990), 

an intrusion-related epigenetic model (Bachman and Caddey, 1990b; Caddey et al., 1991, 

Frei et al., 2009), and a metamorphic dehydration model (Kath, 1990; Paterson and 

Lisenbee, 1990).  Even within individual models, there is further debate as to the ultimate 

source of the gold.  The geochronological data presented here adds to a framework of 

information that helps to clarify temporal relationships between Homestake gold 

mineralization and tectonic events that may have played a role in its origin.  However, 

timing constraints alone do not distinguish which rock types / reservoirs may have 

contributed gold to the ore system.  In this regard, initial 187Os/188Os isotopic compositions 

(Osi) of the Homestake sulfides can provide unique insight into the ore-forming process 
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(e.g.  Arne et al., 2001; Morelli et al., 2005, 2007), and can be used to test the feasibility of 

individual models.  For further perspective on the significance of the arsenopyrite Osi, a 

selection of six whole-rock samples from the host stratigraphy in the vicinity of the 

Homestake deposit, perhaps representative of rocks that might have contributed gold (and 

Os) to the hydrothermal system, were collected for Re-Os isotopic analysis (Table E4).   

 

A comparison between the Os isotopic evolution of these samples (Lower Poorman 

Formation [Yates Member] amphibolite, Upper Poorman Formation phyllite, Homestake 

Formation carbonate-facies iron formation, and Ellison Formation quartzite) and the 

Homestake arsenopyrite, from the determined time of deposition/crystallization to the 

present, is shown in Figure E11.  In making this comparison it must be noted, however, 

that there is an assumption that the Re-Os isotopic composition of the whole rock samples 

has not been changed (via thermal events, fluid flow, etc.) between the time of comparison 

at 1736 Ma and present. 

 
For the remobilized syngenetic model, whereby the origin of Homestake epigenetic gold 

mineralization is attributed to dissolution, mobilization, and reconcentration of older 

syngenetic exhalative ore during regional metamorphism, evidence of the prior crustal 

prehistory should be evident in the sulfide Osi ratio.  The determined Osi ratio for 

Homestake arsenopyrite is quite unradiogenic (0.28 ± 0.17), however, meaning extensive 

input of Os from older ore is unlikely, and thus does not support this model.  Although 

difficult to precisely quantify, transfer of this Os isotopic signature to Homestake sulfides 

by a remobilizing fluid would only be feasible if the original syngenetic ore had a near 

chondritic Osi and a very low Re content (i.e. a 187Re/188Os < 50); such Re-Os isotopic 

compositions are inconsistent with the observed compositions for Homestake iron 

formation, especially considering that Rye et al. (1974) proposed an age of 2.5 Ga for the 

iron formation (i.e. the presumed gold source) based on the measured Pb isotopic 

compositions of Homestake galena. 
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Table E4.  Re-Os isotopic data for whole rock samples of Homestake deposit host stratigraphic units

Sample Unit / Lithology

Assumed 
time of 
deposition 
(Ma)

Sample 
wt (g)

Re 
(ppb)

187Os 
(ppt)

192Os 
(ppt)

187Re/188Os
 ±2σ 
abs

187Os/188Os
 ±2σ 
abs

OsIC
1, 

present
OsIC, 

1736 Ma
OsIC,      

@ dep

1 Yates Unit, amphibolite 2,012 1.00 0.35 306.40 100.20 269.43 4.729 9.84 0.178 9.84 1.94 0.66

2 Homestake Fm, carbonate-silicate iron Fm. 2,000 0.99 0.09 24.72 53.11 13.25 0.318 1.64 0.022 1.64 1.25 1.19

3 Homestake Fm, carbonate-silicate iron Fm. 2,000 1.02 0.07 3.62 5.30 3.18 0.093 2.27 0.012 2.27 2.18 2.17

4 Ellison Fm, quartzite 1,974 1.00 0.42 53.94 44.50 25.03 1.083 2.96 0.077 2.96 2.22 2.12

5 Upper Poorman Fm, phyllite 2,012 1.01 1.07 22.67 7.90 18.58 0.144 4.64 0.019 4.64 4.09 4.00

6 Upper Poorman Fm, phyllite 2,012 0.01 18.49 733.20 2,775.00 6.96 0.058 10.5 0.038 10.5 10.3 10.2
1OsIC Os ratio at time indicated; 187Os/188Os ratio at time indicated
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The metamorphic dehydration model is also difficult to reconcile with the representative 

whole-rock compositions, all of which are characterized by 187Os/188Os ratios at 1736 Ma 

that are far too radiogenic to have feasibly contributed Os to the ore-forming system.  This 

inference is also consistent with modeling of the Os isotopic evolution of continental crust 

(Figure E10), which also yields 187Os/188Os ratios more radiogenic than that of Homestake 

arsenopyrite at 1736 Ma.  One specific suggestion, forwarded by Caddey et al. (1991) on 

the basis of work on Archean greenstone-hosted gold by Groves et al. (1987), is that mafic-

ultramafic rocks in Precambrian greenstone belts could ultimately source gold in orogenic 

deposits, such as Homestake.  The most voluminous sequence of mafic rocks known in the 

northern Black Hills is the ca.  2012 Ma Yates Unit (Hark et al., 2008), which comprises 

tholeiitic meta-basalts that were deposited in a backarc basin setting (Redden et al., 1990; 

Caddey et al., 1991).  The single analyzed sample of Yates amphibolite is characterized by a 

radiogenic 187Os/188Os ratio of ~1.9 at 1736 Ma.  The relatively rapid Os isotopic evolution 

of this basalt is produced by its elevated 187Re/188Os ratio (= 269; Table E4), consistent 

with that of mid-ocean ridge basalts in general (100 – 5000; Shirey and Walker, 1998), 

which results in the generation of 187Os/188Os ratios at 1736 Ma that are too radiogenic to 

have provided the source of Os to the arsenopyrite. 

 

Models invoking derivation of Homestake ore fluids/metals directly from granitic magmas 

at ca.  1730 Ma suffer from the same problems as the remobilized syngenetic and 

metamorphic dehydration models, in that these peraluminous magmas are derived from 

partial melting of Archean and Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks (Nabelek and 

Bartlett, 1998; Nabelek and Liu, 1999) with 187Os/188Os ratios at 1730 Ma that were too 

radiogenic in comparison to that of the arsenopyrite.  In the absence of a more suitable 

explanation, the initial Os isotopic composition of Homestake arsenopyrite might best be 

attributed to the presence in the hydrothermal system of osmium derived from deep-

seated, juvenile, mantle-derived melts at ca.  1730 Ma, or possibly even directly from the 

mantle.  Considering the lack of exposed mafic rocks of this age in the Black Hills, a 

possible scenario is one in which the mantle supplied a component of heat to the deep 

crust, possibly in the form of underplating mafic melts not exposed at present erosional 

levels, that resulted in peak metamorphism at ca.  1750 Ma and/or generation of crustal 

melts starting at ca.  1730 Ma.  This input of mantle-derived material would also have 

contributed some fluids and metals to the Homestake mineralizing system.  This 

interpretation is consistent with existing models that invoke thinning of the subcrustal 
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lithosphere and an increase in mantle heat flux as the trigger for Harney Peak Granite 

magmatism (Holm et al., 1997, Holm, 1999), but is at variance with models that view 

generation of the granite magmatism as a result of shear heating induced by Wyoming-

Superior continental collision (Nabelek and Liu, 1999). 

 

ASSESSMENT OF APPARENT RE-OS CHRONOMETER CLOSURE 

TEMPERATURES  

The closure temperature of a mineral chronometer is “the temperature of the system at the 

time represented by its apparent age” (Dodson, 1973).  In other words, the closure 

temperature of a particular geochronometer reflects its ability to ‘see through’ geologic 

events, by retention of primary age information.  The new and existing age constraints for 

Homestake gold mineralization, coupled with knowledge of the syn- and post-

mineralization thermal history of the region, allow for estimations of apparent closure 

temperatures of the Re-Os arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite chronometers. 

 

The preservation of a Re-Os isochron by the arsenopyrite that yields a result within the 

existing age window for gold mineralization at Homestake, suggests that no disturbance of 

Re and Os has occurred since its crystallization.  Peak regional metamorphism in the Black 

Hills was contemporaneous with D2 deformation during continental collision between the 

Wyoming and Superior cratons (Dahl et al., 1999).  This prolonged metamorphic event was 

initiated throughout the Black Hills at ca.  1760 - 1750 Ma (Dahl and Frei, 1998; Dahl et al., 

2005b), and resulted in prograde garnet growth in the Homestake area by ca.  1745 Ma, 

prior to main stage gold mineralization (Frei et al., 2009).  Peak metamorphic pressure and 

temperature in the Homestake area are constrained by the position of the biotite-garnet 

isograd within the deposit, and have been estimated by Kath and Redden (1990) at 2 to 4.5 

kb and 500°C, respectively.  This peak temperature estimate coincides with that previously 

determined by Chinn et al., (1969; 500 ± 50°C) from Fe-Mg compositions of coexisting 

biotite and garnet in the Homestake host rocks, but slightly lower than that suggested by 

Caddey et al., (1991; 540°C).  Prevailing ambient temperatures during subsequent 

retrograde metamorphism and hydrothermal activity in the Homestake area at the time of 

gold mineralization (ca.  1730 Ma, this study) are less constrained, but available data from 

arsenopyrite geothermometry (465-535°C; Sharp et al., 1985) indicate that an elevated 

temperature regime was maintained.  This temperature regime possibly coincides with the 
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early stages of granite magmatism in the northern Black Hills, and continued until the end 

of magmatism at ca.  1690 Ma (Figure E8).  Elevated temperature conditions prevailed 

until 1500 – 1300 Ma, at which time regional temperatures finally cooled below the closure 

temperatures of the Ar/Ar muscovite (~ 350°C) and biotite (~ 300°C) chronometers 

(Holm et al., 1997; Dahl et al., 1999; Dahl and Foland, 2008).  Based on the determined Re-

Os ages and on these existing temperature constraints, the minimum apparent closure 

temperature for the Re-Os arsenopyrite chronometer is conservatively estimated at 400°C, 

and probably exceeds 450ºC. 

 

In contrast to arsenopyrite, the highly scattered Re-Os pyrrhotite analyses yield a highly 

imprecise age result (1558 ± 680 Ma) that, in this instance, shows pyrrhotite to be 

unreliable for dating ore mineralization.  Given that the pyrrhotite analyses contained 

negligible blank contributions, and that sufficiently high amounts of 187Os* were analyzed 

(1.2 – 4.2 picograms) to yield precision of better than 0.2% SE on raw measured 
187Os/188Os ratios, analytical effects can effectively be ruled out as the source of the 

observed scatter.  An alternative possibility is the occurrence of the Claus process upon 

sample digestion, whereby Fe in the sample promotes oxidation of H2S to elemental S and 

consequently inhibits the oxidation of Os required for sample-spike equilibration (Frei et 

al., 1998).  However, if it has occurred, this reaction did not apparently affect Os isotopic 

compositions of Homestake pyrrhotite during digestion because, in contrast to the findings 

of Frei et al. (1998), no decrease in Os yield was recorded between analyses of higher (> 

400 mg) vs. lower (< 250 mg) sample weights.  Moreover, even analyses of low sample 

weights (e.g.  P1d, P2d; Table E2), in which the effects of the Claus process should be 

minimized, yielded scattered results (Figure E6b).  The simplest interpretation of this result 

is that the Re-Os system in Homestake pyrrhotite has been disturbed subsequent to its 

primary crystallization.  This interpretation is consistent with experimental results that 

show measurable diffusion of Os in pyrrhotite at temperatures as low as 400ºC and on time 

scales less than 500,000 years (Brenan et al., 2000).  In a study of Voisey’s Bay magmatic 

nickel sulfide system, Lambert et al. (2000) provide further support for open-system 

behavior of this mineral with respect to Re-Os.  Regression of a six point multi-mineral 

isochron from the Voisey’s Bay intrusion, including one pyrrhotite point, defines an age ~ 

300 million years younger that the true mineralization age, a result attributed to mineral 

scale disturbance during a Grenvillian (1.0 Ga) hydrothermal overprint.  Frei et al. (1998) 

also question the ability of pyrrhotite to retain primary Re-Os data in their study of shear 
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zone hosted gold deposits in the Harare-Shamva Greenstone Belt, Zimbabwe.  Two Re-Os 

analyses of pyrrhotite from the Kimberley mine plot well below a 1960 Ma Re-Os 

reference isochron defined by analyses of molybdenite-bearing scheelite, and are 

interpreted to reflect disturbance during post-crystallization, low temperature alteration. 

 

Considering the above arguments, the 1558 ± 680 Ma result for Homestake pyrrhotite is 

interpreted to reflect open system Re-Os systematics during prolonged slow cooling in the 

Black Hills until ca.  1300 Ma.  The closure temperature of pyrrhotite is thus constrained to 

be < 400°C, and is most likely in the 300 – 350°C range, similar to the 40Ar/39Ar biotite and 

muscovite chronometer closure temperatures. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Re-Os geochronology of arsenopyrite from the Homestake gold deposit indicates that the 

emplacement of cogenetic gold occurred at 1736 ± 8 Ma, during or shortly after attainment 

of peak metamorphic conditions.  This result agrees well with previously established age 

brackets for the timing of gold mineralization, further validating arsenopyrite as a reliable 

chronometer for dating hydrothermal ore formation.  Based on this new result and existing 

geochronology for rocks of the Black Hills, this large gold mineralizing event is proposed 

to have occurred at ca.  1730 Ma, almost simultaneously with both the onset of differential 

uplift and exhumation of crustal blocks, and the earliest intrusive phases of Harney Peak 

Granite magmatism.  New U-Pb data from in situ thin section monazite spot analyses by 

laser ablation ICP-MS confirm that the Harney Peak magmatic event(s) was protracted, 

lasting until at least about 1690 Ma.  Initial 187Os/188Os ratios derived from the arsenopyrite 

isochron regression are unradiogenic, indicating input of Os from mantle, very juvenile 

crust, or older Re-depleted rocks into the Homestake mineralizing system. 

 

In contrast to arsenopyrite, Re-Os isotopic analyses of Homestake pyrrhotite yield highly 

scattered results and an anomalously young, highly imprecise ‘age’ of 1558 ± 680 Ma.  This 

result is interpreted to reflect post-crystallization isotopic disturbance during prolonged, 

post-orogenic cooling of rocks in the Black Hills.  Together with proposed temperature 

estimates for rocks of the northern Black Hills during and following peak metamorphism, 

the Re-Os arsenopyrite age is suggestive of a minimum closure temperature for this 
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chronometer in the 400 – 500°C range.  In contrast, the Re-Os pyrrhotite result suggests a 

maximum closure temperature for this chronometer that is similar to that of the of 40Ar/39Ar 

biotite and muscovite chronometers (i.e.  300-350°C). 

 



 

 

THESIS CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
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The regional framework of folds across the Black Hills directly reflects the succession of 

FIAs recorded within porphyroblasts in the Homestake region where the bulk of earlier 

formed structures apparent regionally 50 km to the south are not visible.  This confirms 

recent work utilizing rose diagrams of FIA distributions in comparison with all regional 

fold axial plane trends in a complexly deformed terrain such as in the Appalachians (Bell 

and Sanislav, 2011).  A difference between their work and that herein is that for the Black 

Hills the succession of fold trends could have been determined independently from the 

succession of FIAs, although the regional extent and impact of this succession was not 

recognized until the latter work was done.  This is similar to the Mount Isa Province where 

the revelation of an early-formed FIA from work done using more samples enabled Abu 

Sharib and Bell (2011) to resolve long-lived regional fold-overprinting timing problems.  

The most significant difference between this and these other approaches is that all FIAs 

but one were measured from just seven samples collected within 2 km of Homestake Mine.  

In spite of this small number of samples, a history was revealed for which no evidence was 

initially apparent in the Homestake region.  Bell and Sanislav (2011) found that FIAs 

measured from a <50 square km area contained a record of the fold history for a 25,000 

square km regional terrain and so this was considered to be a potential possibility.  Of 

course, with only seven samples measured, a FIA may be missing which is why the 

distribution of fold axial planes across the whole region was examined and one FIA 

calculated from a sample collected ~50 km to the south.  Significantly, the FIA succession 

apparent from these eight samples, in conjunction with a rose diagram of the distribution 

of axial plane trends across the whole region, did enable new aspects of the fold succession 

to be recognized in the Homestake region.  This was possible in spite of the lengthy history 

of tectonism and the dramatic apparent destruction in the Homestake region of folds that 

are so obvious on the northern edge of the Harney Peak Granite. 

 

The structural development of the surface rocks at Homestake Mine reveals a very 

significant role for folds with sub-horizontal axial planes during periods of orogeny when 

the direction of horizontal bulk shortening does not change and several cycles of folds with 

sub-vertical and sub-horizontal axial planes develop.  First, it confirms the observations 

that have been made for the past 20 years from porphyroblasts that a single FIA trend can 

be the product of three (or more) alternating sub-vertical and sub-horizontal foliation 

producing events (Bell and Newman, 2006).  Second it results in newly forming 

deformation events, which would otherwise simply intensify a pre-existing structure, locally 
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developing folds in their own right.  This latter aspect has major significance for 

metamorphogenic development of orebodies the world over.  A similar role had previously 

been recognized for this process in the Mount Isa Province, but more in terms of pre-

existing structures such as faults and veins. 

 

Within the Homestake mine, the combination of early upright folds and later flat-lying 

folds controlled where ore formed within the folded Homestake Formation.  Mine 

geologists had mainly been influenced with regards to exploration and drilling for more ore 

by the presence of orebodies in fold hinges rather than those in fold limbs or which 

continued from hinge to limb.  It is likely that the overprinting deformation processes 

described herein play a significant role in many metamorphogenic ore deposits and would 

be useful to geologists working with such deposits.  Approaching exploration using the 

digital mapping facilities now available in most mineralized regions of the world means that 

maps can be contoured simply for the dip of all regional foliations.  Where zones of gently 

dipping foliations can be located across a region where mainly steeply dipping structures 

are present, provides a strategic and unique approach to green field ground acquisition that 

currently has not been tested. 

 

The Poorman anticline appears to be originally a 55°, or an even earlier 117° trending fold.  

Folds with NNW-SSE trending axial planes refold it, apparently bending its axial plane 

from at least 55° trends to a more N-S one.  This possibility provides important avenues 

for further testing earlier concepts that have not yet been accepted by many geologists as 

well as for future research.  Oriented specimens containing garnet and/or staurolite could 

be collected from north to south across the Black Hills to determine whether the 

partitioning of deformation to either side of the Harney Peak Granite prevented 

metamorphic effects due to regional W-E bulk shortening occurring in its strain shadow.  

If this is the case, this approach would also reveal where they began to occur relative to W-

E bulk shortening generated strain intensity with distance from the strain shadow.  This 

could provide further information on the recently recognized role of deformation 

partitioning in controlling where porphyroblast growth occurred once the appropriate P 

and T for the bulk rock compositions had been reached (e.g., Sanislav and Bell, 2011; Bell 

et al., 2013).  It would provide information on whether NW-SE or SSW-NNE or both FIA 

trends are present as suggested by the rose diagram of axial plane trends in Section A, one 
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or both of which potentially formed prior to development of the N-S FIA.  It would 

provide yet another test of whether or not porphyroblasts are rotated by the non-coaxial 

components of shear strain associated with rotation of fold limbs to radically new 

directions, although this has now been demonstrated to be the case in so many locations 

that perhaps it is no longer remarkable (e.g., Aerden et al., 2013).   

 

The discovery of an isograd that formed in a sub-vertical orientation and did not 

significantly move over ~50 Ma of deformation and metamorphism is conceptually 

challenging.  It suggests processes are taking place during orogenesis not previously 

recognized.  It suggests that the linkage between pluton emplacement and metamorphism 

needs to be more carefully, critically and quantitatively examined.  Indeed, as a result of the 

work presented in section D herein, a large number of such research projects were initiated 

and since have been completed in the Structural and Metamorphic Research Institute 

(SAMRI) at James Cook University.  They have revealed similar challenging relationships 

and no universal explanation has been derived for them.  Clearly this is an avenue for 

considerable future endeavor. 

 

This project has revealed older ages from the Harney Peak Granite and highlighted 

problems with timing that have tended to be ignored.  This granite and its complex 

boundaries with the surrounding country rocks is an obvious place to further test the 

isograd relationships just mentioned and the relationship between pluton emplacement, 

deformation and metamorphism.  In particular, foliated portions of the Harney Peak 

Granite should be sought and dated to test the proposition put within section A that this 

pluton was present throughout the development of NNW-SSE to N-S trending folds.  

Recent detailed work using FIAs to distinguish multiple periods of porphyroblast growth, 

and then dating each FIA set using monazite grains trapped amongst the inclusion trails 

that define each set, has provided new insights into granite/deformation/metamorphism 

relationships (Cao, 2009; Shah, 2010; Ali, 2010; Sanislav and Shah, 2010; Sanislav and Bell, 

2011; Quentin de Gromard, 2013).  The latter work was conducted to investigate the 

structural development of rocks whose metamorphic grade increases towards plutons and 

has revealed remarkably similar histories relative to the absolute age of 

metamorphism/deformation and arrival of an associated pluton in different locations and 

orogens around the world.  Deformation/metamorphism in all cases lasted ~60 to 70 
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million years and began well before the igneous rocks arrived and continued afterwards.  

This suggests that melts were forming deeper in the crust from soon after deformation 

commenced and were migrating their way towards the surface during development of a 

succession of steeply and gently dipping foliations as deformation continued.  The spread 

of ages obtained for the Harney Peak Granite is already large and this recent work suggests 

that as more ages are determined in the coming years, the spread will increase to at least 

overlap with D4, D3 and D2. 
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 latitude  longitude TS PS TSB XRF

Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

H7 Poorman Nth Transect no sample x
H8 Porrman Nth Transect no sample x

Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

H19 Poorman Nth Transect 44.36624765 -103.7702144 no sample
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1

H21 Poorman Nth Transect 44.36496556 -103.7737978 no sample x
Vert E-W
Vert N-S
Horizontal
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1

OrientationJCU No.Sample No Unit Location

44.36778188 -103.7672854

-103.7680043

44.36759412 -103.7683798

44.36760485

44.3689245 -103.7660409

44.36873674 -103.7665505

44.36913908 -103.7647642

44.36848462 -103.7653811

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

Geographic coordinate

Ellision / 
Homestake

Poorman

Poorman

Nth Transect

Nth Transect

44.36682701 -103.7699301

44.36522305 -103.7741948

44.36513722 -103.7750317

44.36566293 -103.7735189

H14

H15

H16

H17

H18

H20

H9

H10

H11

H12

H13

H22

H23

H24

H25a

H25b

Nth Transect

Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Homestake Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Sample types
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 latitude  longitude TS PS TSB XRF

Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1

H31 Homestake Nth Transect 44.36300755 -103.780101 no sample x
H32 Poorman Nth Transect 44.36448812 -103.7807769 no sample x

Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

44.36567903 -103.7760777

44.34366345 -103.7734116

44.36898887 -103.7601829

44.34522986 -103.763466

44.34305727 -103.7590403

44.3427676 -103.7561435

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

H27

H28

H29a

H29b

H30

H33

H26

Sample No.

H40

H41

H42

H43

H44

H45

H34

H35

H36

H37

H38

H39

H46

H47

H48

H49

Sth Transect

Poorman/ 
Homestake

Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Homestake Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Homestake Sth Transect

Poorman/ 
Homestake

Sth Transect

Ellison/ 
Homestake

Nth Transect

Poorman Nth Transect

Ellison Nth Transect

Ellison

North- 
Western

North- 
Western

North- 
Western

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth TransectEllison

Ellison Sth Transect

44.34343815 -103.7658692

44.34380829 -103.7629832

44.34485972 -103.7625594

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Ellison

Ellison

Ellison

Ellison

Ellison

Ellison

Sth Transect

JCU No. Unit Location
Geographic coordinate

Orientation Sample types
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 latitude  longitude TS PS TSB XRF

Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

H55 Flagrock Sth Transect 44.34964478 -103.749202 no sample x
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1 1
Horizontal 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

44.34083641 -103.7553711

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

44.34664607 -103.7462086

44.35233772 -103.744492

44.34266567 -103.755194

44.34566975 -103.7555213

44.34670508 -103.753413

44.35228407 -103.767205

Mid Transect

Mid Transect

Mid Transect

Mid Transect

44.35276151 -103.7457527

44.35890377 -103.756739

H52

H53

H54

H56

H57

H58

H50

H51

Sample No.

H65a

H65b

H66

H67

H68

H69

H59

H60

H61

H62

H63

H64

H70

H71

H72

44.35788989 -103.742652

44.35561538 -103.7484134

44.35892522 -103.7418366

44.35892522 -103.7418366

44.35683846 -103.7588097

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Mid Transect

Mid Transect

Sth Transect

Sth Transect

Flagrock

North- 
Western

Ellison

Ellison

Ellison

North- 
Western

Main Ledge, 7400 Level

N4B, 15 Ledge,7400 Level

N4B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

Main Ledge, 7400 Level

Poorman

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

Mid Transect

Mid Transect

Flagrock

Flagrock

Flagrock

JCU No. Unit Location
Geographic coordinate

Orientation Sample types

Flagrock

Poorman

North- 
Western

Ellison

Ellison

Deadwood Mid Transect

Mid Transect

North- 
Western

Flagrock

Tertiary 
Dyke

Flagrock
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 latitude  longitude TS PS TSB XRF

Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

H79 Ellison Cell 44-46c, 21 Ledge, 6840 Level unorientated 1 1 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1
Vert E-W 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM1 Poorman Vert E-W 1 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM2 Poorman Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM3 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM4 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM5 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM6 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM7 Poorman Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM8 Poorman Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

H76

H77

H78

H80

H81

H82

H73

H74

H75

Sample No

H86

H87

H88

H85 Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

H83

H84

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

20 ft E of P321, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

5 ft S of ore drive, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

7 Ledge, 1850 level

16 ft E of 643C, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

Stope 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

Stope 22A, 19 Ledge, 7250 Level

Stope 22A, 19 Ledge, 7250 Level

P50R, 7 Ledge, below 1850 level

20 ft S of PH3, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

21 ft S of PH3, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

Cell 44-46c, 21 Ledge, 6840 Level

Stope 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

N panel 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

Stope 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

Stope 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

Stope 45 & 47B, 17 Ledge, 7250 Level

N4B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

N4B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

N4B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

N8B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

N8B, 15 Ledge, 7400 Level

Drive 41B,  21 Ledge, 6950 Level

10 ft S of P808T, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

Homestake

Homestake

Homestake

Poorman

Homestake

Homestake

JCU No. Unit Location
Geographic coordinate

Orientation Sample types
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 latitude  longitude TS PS TSB XRF

HM9 Poorman Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM10 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM11 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM12 Homestake Vert E-W 1 1 1
Vert N-S 1
Horizontal 1

HM20 Homestake 15 ledge, 7400 level Vert E-W 2 2 2
000° 1 1
010° 1 1
020° 1 1
030° 1 1
040° 1 1
050° 1 1
060° 1 1
070° 1 1
080° 1 1
090° 1 1
100° 1 1
110° 1 1
120° 1 1
130° 1 1
140° 1 1
150° 1 1
160° 1 1
170° 1 1
000° 1 1
010° 1 1
020° 1 1
030° 1 1
040° 1 1
050° 1 1
060° 1 1
070° 1 1
080° 1 1
090° 1 1
100° 1 1
110° 1 1
120° 1 1
130° 1 1
140° 1 1
150° 1 1
160° 1 1
170° 1 1
000° 1 1
010° 1 1
020° 1 1
030° 1 1
040° 1 1
050° 1 1
060° 1 1
070° 1 1
080° 1 1
090° 1 1
100° 1 1
110° 1 1
120° 1 1
130° 1 1
140° 1 1
150° 1 1
160° 1 1
170° 1 1

H103 Flagrock 000° 1 1
010° 1 1
020° 1 1
030° 1 1

-103.7553711

44.34266567 -103.755194

44.34664607 -103.7462086

44.34670508H100

H101

H102

Sample No.

Northwest

Flagrock

Ellison

17 ft S of S100, 7 Ledge, below 1850 level

45 ft E of PG1, 7 Ledge, below 1850 level

JCU No. Unit Location
Geographic coordinate

Orientation Sample types

10 ft S of P808T, 7 Ledge, 1850 level

10 ft S of P808T, 7 Ledge, 1850 level
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APPPENDIX II 

 

FIELD STATION STRUCURAL DATA  
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APPPENDIX III 

 

DRILL HOLE SAMPLE SUMMARY LOGS 
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APPPENDIX IV 

 

UNDERGROUND MAPS  
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